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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Blues - R&B - Reggae
- Christian - Gospel
- Classical - Opera
- Country & Western - Bluegrass
- Holiday Music
- Jazz - Big Bands
- More Music
- Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway
- New Age - Nature - Relaxation
- Oldies - Easy Listening
- Rock - Pop
- Vinyl Records
- World - Folk
- Rock - Pop

Current titles are marked with a ★

**CD 4884841 GOLDEN #1 HITS OF THE 50’S & 60’S: 40 Songs.** Two CDs combine two decades of great music, artists and hits on 40 tracks that include The Wayward Wind by Gogi Grant; The Purple People Eater by Sheb Wooley; Soldier Boy by The Delrays; The Flight of New Orleans by Johnny Horton; Johnny Angel by Shelly Fabares; I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; and more. Imperitive. $9.95

**CD 7944268 THE #1 SUPER 70S POP ALBUM.** This 60-track, three-CD set includes Waterloo by ABBA. Uptown Top Ranking by Althea & Donna; September by Earth, Wind & Fire; The Boss by Diana Ross; You Make Me Feel Like Dancing by Leo Sayer; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7866574 DRIVING SONGS: THE Ultimate Collection.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes Real Wild Child (Wild One) by Iggy Pop; All the Small Things by Blink 182; All Star by Smash Mouth; Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; Iko Iko by The Union Square Misfits; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7944152 THE #1 NEW WAVE ALBUM.** This 60-track, three-CD set includes Boys Don’t Cry by The Cure; The Passenger by Iggy Pop; Into the Valley by Skids; Money by The Flying Lizards; Rat Trap by The Boomtown Rats; Dance Away by Roxy Music; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7905610 THE RUMBLING GUITAR SOUND OF LINK WRAY.** Thirty-eight tracks from one of early rock’s greatest guitarists. Link Wray’s distinctive sound brings life to influential guitar classics like Rumble; Raw-Hide; The Swag; Silky; Jack the Ripper; Comanche; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $9.95
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Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on your order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9275%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>4.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>5.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>5.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>4.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>5.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>8.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>9.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or county tax.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
Dedicated to the One I Love

Rock - Pop

⭐ CD 4984817 Doo Wop’s Greatest Hits: 20 Songs. Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include There’s a Moon Over St. Louis; The Magic Harp; Bewitched; Little Darlin’; The Diamond; Blue Moon; The Merceuls; 16 Candles; The Crests; Sh-Boom by The Chords; and more. Union Square Music. Pub. at $14.95

⭐ CD 7924313 The American Songbook. This 48-track, two-CD set includes Anything Goes by Cole Porter; I Got Rhythm by Jody Garland; One for My Baby (and One More for the Road) by Frank Sinatra; Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered by Doris Day; Love for Sale by Billy Holiday; and more. Wicked Man. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7870760 Driven by Rock: 100 Essential Singing Songs. This 100-track, five-CD set includes Centuries by Fall Out Boy; All the Small Things by blink-182; One Way or Another by Blondie; Easy Living by Uriah Heep; Bad to the Bone by George Thorogood and the Destroyers; The Boys Are Back in Town by Thin Lizzy; and more. Union Square Music. Pub. at $19.95

Back in Town by Thin Lizzy, and Enter the Item Number in the Search Box.

Green River; It’s Over; The Great Pretender; Uptown; Back in Town by Thin Lizzy; and more. Union Square Music. Pub. at $11.95

CD 7878344 Million Sellers Hot R&B Hits of the ’60s. This 20-track collection includes I Can’t Help Myself by Four Tops; This Guy’s in Love With You by Al Green; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $9.95

CD 7913613 Jukebox Gold: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes Harder Shuffie by Bob & Earl; Last Train to Clarksville by the Monkeys; Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry by Hank Williams; Walkin’ After Midnight by Patsy Cline; and more. Rhino. $9.95

CD 7843817 Roy Orbison with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra: A Love So Beautiful/Unchained Melodies. This incredible two-CD set will satiate any fan of Love So Beautiful/Unchained Melodies. Roy Orbison. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7865139 Grateful Dead: Live at the Fillmore East - November 21st – 23, 1969. This five-CD set includes Uncle John’s Band; Box of Rain; Simple Man; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7886426 Guitar Heroes: Latest & Greatest. Collects 58 of the greatest rock guitar songs every, including Free Bird by Lynyrd Skynyrd; Hey Ho Silver Lining by Jeff Beck; Gimme All Your Lovin’ by ZZ Top; Angel by Rod Stewart; Rocky Mountain Way by Joe Walsh; Show Me the Way by Peter Frampton; and more. Rhino. $7.95

CD 7886402 Extended 80s. Collects 38 tracks on three CDs, including Staggered by Peter Gabriel; Shout by Tears for Fears; Atomic by Blondie; Everything She Wants by Wham!; Don’t You Want Me by The Human League; Our House by Madness; and more. Rhino. $9.95

Limited Quantity CD 7881223 Creedence Clearwater Revival: Chronicle. Collects 20 tracks including Suzie, I Put A Spell on You; Bad Moon Rising; Long as I Can See the Light; I’ve Never Seen the Rain?; Hey Tonight, Up Around the Bend; Who’ll Stop the Rain; Fortunate Son; Fantasy.

Limited Quantity CD 7881207 Carpenters: The Ultimate Collection. This 35-track, two-CD set includes Ticket to Ride; We’ve Only Just Begun; For All We Know; Please Mr. Postman; Desparado; Only Yesterday; All You Get from Love is a Love Song; Sweet Sweet Smiling Days; Do it from Here; Superstar; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $29.99

CD 7855186 Songs from the Great War. This 63-track, three-CD set includes Pupperkins; Up the Old Kit Bag; Murray Johnson, I Didn’t Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier by Morton Harvey; The Rose of No Man’s Land by Henry Burr; Never Forget to Write Home by Scorsia Canyon as well as various songs by The Sons Of War that was recorded live from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Rock and Roll; Black Dog; Stairway to Heaven; Heartbreaker; How Many More Times; Misty Mountain Hop; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7913192 Led Zeppelin: Inner City Blues. On January 22nd, 1973, Led Zeppelin performed at The Old Reactory at Southampton University in England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Rock and Roll; Black Dog; Stairway to Heaven; Heartbreaker; How Many More Times; Misty Mountain Hop; and more. Two CDs. Acolat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 7877447 Roy Orbison: The Complete Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956-82. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying, Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acolat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 7881213 The Very Best of the Eagles. Collects 17 tracks including One of These Nights; Take It Easy; Hotel California; New Kid in Town; Beginnings; Peaceful Easy Feeling; James Dean; The Long Run; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Electra. $14.95

CD 7865406 Spirit: At Ebbett’s Field 1974. On October 30th, 1974, Spirit performed at Ebbets Field in Denver, Colorado. This performance was recorded from an FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Nature’s Way; All Along the Watchtower; Satisfaction; Better Run; Sunrise; Same Old Thing; So Little Time; and more. Good Ship Funkie. $8.95

CD 7870752 70s School Days: The Ultimate Collection. Bring back those 70s days with this 100-track, five-CD collection of hits like Let’s Go ( Fallen In Love) by Manfred Mann; Nutbush City Limits by Ike and Tina Turner; Ladies Night by Kool & The Gang; ABC by the Jackson Five; Everything Is Beautiful by Ray Stevens; I Will Survive by Gloria Gaynor; Hey You Make Me Feel (Young) by the Stylistics; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7880779 Punk & New Wave: The Ultimate Collection. A unique collection that delivers 100 tracks on five CDs. Includes The Modern World by the Jam; Baby’s Burning by the Punks; Swell Suburbia by the Skids; It’s Only Rock and Roll by X-Ray Speck; Take Me I’m Yours by Squeeze; Is She Really Going Out With Him by Joe Jackson; Smash it Up by The Damned; and more. Universal Music.

CD 7865139 Grateful Dead: Terrapin Station. Music. This five-CD set includes Terrapin Station and Terrapin Station Ltd. and recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 1991, are 15 tracks including Hell in a Bucket, I Know You Rider; Born on the Bouy; Bad Moon Rising; The Ocean; I’ve Heard Enough; Touch of Grey; Forever of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying, Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acolat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 7912722 Destination Desert: 32 Oriental Rock ‘n Roll Treasures. Collects 32 tracks including Rockin’ in Spiritland by Jann Reed; Can I Run Back by the Poly Brothers; Aladdins Lamp by Erlin Husky; King Tut Rock by the Socialites; Princess of Persia by Billy Grammer; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $9.95

CD 7866400 The Cramps: Coast to Coast. Collects multiple live performances by The Cramps, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 21 tracks including Weekend on Mars; I Was A Teenage Werewolf; Sunglasses After Dark; Voodoo Idol; Zombie Dance; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sonic Boom. $6.95

Carolina You Love by Al Green, and more. Two CDs. Acolat. Pub. at $19.95

SOLD OUT

CD 7877744 Roy Orbison: The Very Best of the Eagles. Collects 17 tracks including One of These Nights; Take It Easy; Hotel California; New Kid in Town; Beginnings; Peaceful Easy Feeling; James Dean; The Long Run; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Electra. $14.95

CD 7864847 Doo Wop’s Greatest Hits: 20 Songs. Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include There’s a Moon Over St. Louis; The Magic Harp; Bewitched; Little Darlin’; The Diamond; Blue Moon; The Merceuls; 16 Candles; The Crests; Sh-Boom by The Chords; and more. Union Square Music. Pub. at $14.95

⭐ CD 7913613 Jukebox Gold: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes Harder Shuffie by Bob & Earl; Last Train to Clarksville by the Monkeys; Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry by Hank Williams; Walkin’ After Midnight by Patsy Cline; and more. Rhino. $9.95

⭐ CD 7843817 Roy Orbison with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra: A Love So Beautiful/Unchained Melodies. This incredible two-CD set will satiate any fan of Love So Beautiful/Unchained Melodies. Roy Orbison. Pub. at $19.95

⭐ CD 7865139 Grateful Dead: Terrapin Station. Music. This five-CD set includes Terrapin Station and Terrapin Station Ltd. and recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 1991, are 15 tracks including Hell in a Bucket, I Know You Rider; Born on the Bouy; Bad Moon Rising; The Ocean; I’ve Heard Enough; Touch of Grey; Forever of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying, Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acolat. Pub. at $16.99

⭐ CD 7912722 Destination Desert: 32 Oriental Rock ‘n Roll Treasures. Collects 32 tracks including Rockin’ in Spiritland by Jann Reed; Can I Run Back by the Poly Brothers; Aladdins Lamp by Erlin Husky; King Tut Rock by the Socialites; Princess of Persia by Billy Grammer; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $9.95

⭐ CD 7866400 The Cramps: Coast to Coast. Collects multiple live performances by The Cramps, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 21 tracks including Weekend on Mars; I Was A Teenage Werewolf; Sunglasses After Dark; Voodoo Idol; Zombie Dance; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sonic Boom. $6.95
**CD 7913257 THE ROLLING STONES: Montreal 1969.** On December 14th, 1969, The Rolling Stones performed at Stade Olympique in Montreal, Canada. Recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including "Start Me Up; Play with Fire; Rock and a Hard Place; Midnight Rambler; Little Red Rooster; Tumbling Wildly," and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7870705 HOUSE PARTY: The Ultimate Collection.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes "Heart of Glass by Blondie; It Wasn’t Me by Shaggy; The Message by Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five; Call Me by the Ocean by ONCE; Fast Car by Jonae Blue feat. Dakota, Curious by Midnight Star; and more. Union Square. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 1975064 THE BEACH BOYS: Transmission Impossible.** This three-CD set features the group in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Surfin USA; Aren’t You Glad; I Get Around; and many more. Includes songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7729936 PINK FLOYD: Sapporo.** On March 13th, 1971, Pink Floyd performed at Nakaima Sports Center in Sapporo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including "Breath on the Run; Time; Any Color You Like; One of These Days; Echoes; and more. Includes songs. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1979471 ADELE: 25.** Features eleven tracks from the popular singer/songwriter including: Send My Love (To Your New Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Love in the Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; and Sweetest Devotion. XL Recording. $6.95

**CD 7834446 PINK FLOYD: Say Goodbye to the Proms.** On October 1st, 1983, Pink Floyd performed at Spectrum Theater in Philadelphia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including "Breath on the Run; Time; The Great Gig in the Sky; Money; Us and Them; and more. Two CDs. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7850093 PINK FLOYD: The Sound of Philadelphia.** On March 15th, 1973, Pink Floyd performed at Spectrum Theater in Philadelphia. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including "Speak to Me; Breathe; On the Run; Time; Great Gig in the Sky; Us and Them; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7928157 THE RHYTHM OF THE RAIN.** Collects 30 tracks including "Drip Drop; Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain; The Rhythm of the Rain." by Dion; Cassidy; Mama Tried; Looks Like Rain; Loser; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 7881215 COMPLETE CLAPTON.** This 36-track, two-CD set includes "Sunshine of Your Love (with Cream); Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; She’s Waiting; It’s in the Way That You Look At Me; Mississippi Half Step Uptown Turbo; Cassidy; Mama Tried; Looks Like Rain; Loser; Not Fade Away; Johnny B. Goode; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7864973 BLONDIE: Rapture in Toronto.** Collects multiple live performances by Blondie. These were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 18 tracks including Rapture; Island of Lost Souls; Dancing in the Flesh; Man Overboard; Love at the Place; and more. Zip City. $8.95

**CD 786898 KD. LANG: Summertime to the Windy City.** Collects 20 tracks recorded from live TV broadcasts from 1988-1993. Songs include Luck in My Eyes; Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes; Save Me; The Mind of Love; Riding the Rails; The Tail of Broken Heart; and more. Leftfield Media. $6.95

**CD 786499X DBYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1969-1984.** From The Johnny Cash Show to the Grammy Awards Ceremony to Saturday Night Live, 13 albums recordings feature some of his best televised appearances. Includes tracks like I Throw It All Away; Girl from the North Country; Hurricane; Jokerman; and more. BDA. $14.99

**CD 778094X SOUNDGARDEN: Beyond This Mortal Coil.** This 16 track CD was recorded from multiple live performances by Soundgarden. Songs include Burden in My Hand; Black Hole Sun; Mainman; Kyle Petty; Fall on Black Days; Outshined; Come Together; and more. Gold Fish. $6.95

**CD 7850085 LED ZEPPELIN: Oxford Blues.** On January 7th, 1973, Led Zeppelin performed at New Theatre in Oxford, England. The band was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Rock and Roll; Over the Hills and Far Away; Black Dog; Misty Mountain Top; Dazed and Confused; Stairway to Heaven; Goodbye to Hollywood. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 786535X RAMONES: The Cratin’ Hop.** In February, 1979, the Ramones performed at The Second Chance Saloon. This performance was recorded from a live broadcast. Collects 33 tracks including "Rockaway Beach; I Don’t Want You; Bad Boy; Bored; Leave It All Alone; Do It Yourself; Commando; and more. Smokin’. $6.95

**CD 7865352 SANTANA: The Golden Child.** One of the greatest guitarists of all time seize the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded at Michigan’s Rynearson Stadium in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Treat/Timex Wait For No One; Give and Take; Incident at Neshabur; and more. Savoir/Soul Sacrifice. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7844077 UB40: Red Red Wine.** Collects 19 tracks including "Kingson Town; Red Red Wine; I Got You Babe; (I Can’t Help) Falling in Love with You; Don’t Go Breaking My Heart; Don’t Let It Pass You By; Someone Like You; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 7744722 TEN YEARS AFTER: THE 1969 Broadcasts.** Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including "I May Be Wrong, but I won’t Be Wrong Always; Good Morning Little Schoolgirl; I’m Going Home; Spontaneous; Hobbit; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7839298 DISCO’S GREATEST HITS: Dylan The Night Away.** Collects 20 tracks including "Everybody Dance (Live) by Chic; More Than a Woman (Live) by Tavares; Ladies Night by Kool & the Gang; I’ll Be Good to You (Live) by Brothers Johnson; Car Wash (Live) by Tavares; Heaven Must Be Missing an Angel; and more. Medley. $5.95

**CD 7865082 FLEETWOOD MAC: The Warehouse Tapes.** Features one of the band’s finest available live recordings, at the Warehouse in Covington, Louisiana on January 3rd, 1977. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Stranger Blues; Only You; and more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funko. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7901429 U2: Transmission Impeccable.** A 50-track collection of the band’s multiple live performances by U2 recorded form live FM broadcasts. Songs include "Gloria; Out of Control; 40; Where the Streets Have No Name; I Will Follow; I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For; and more. Includes songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

versions of some songs.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
**CD 4884833 THE EVERLY BROTHERS GREATEST HITS: 33 Songs.** Two CDs capture one of rock ’n roll’s greatest duos, The Everly Brothers, on 33 tracks that include: The Price of Love; Walk Right Back; Claudette; Crying in the Rain; Is Love Strange; Cathy’s Clown; Gone, Gone, Gone; You Send Me; So Hoo to Hoo to You; Wake Up Little Susie; Good Golly Miss Molly; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 7901313 NEW YORK by the Pound.** This 19-track, two-CD set collects two performances from New York City and London, both recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Watcher of the Skies; Dancing with the Moonlight Knight; More Fool Me; Old Michael Story; The Music Box; and more. Uncorn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7865147 GRATEFUL DEAD: Pirates of the Deep South.** An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance of March 1970 at Pirates World, an amusement park in Dania, Florida, is a legendary one. Collects 13 tracks including Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin’; Don’t Ease Me In; Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; Me and My Uncle; Pirates World; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**CD 7865023 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: New Jersey 1984.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Marz Club, Long Branch, New Jersey on August 20th, 1994. Thirteen songs, including Lucky Town; Darkness on the Edge of Town; Musil Cong; Sleepy Days; Diddie Wah Diddie; With Every Nation; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7779259 ADELE: 30.** This is the first new music from Adele since the release of her third studio album 25 in November 2015. Collects 13 tracks including Easy on Me; Can I Get It; I Drink Wine; Hold On; Woman Like Me; and more. Columbia. $7.95

**CD 7864957 THE BEACH BOYS: Nassau Coliseum 1974.** On June 14th, 1974, The Beach Boys performed on a tour that took them from Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me; Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Get Around; California Girls; Sail on Sailor; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7744331 CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY: Texas Pop Festival 1969.** The self-described “rock and roll band with horns captures two performances from New York City in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Careless Love; Prisoner of Love; California; At Home; Give a Little More; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7865112 GENE CLARK: The Complete Ebbet’s Field Broadcast.** Coming from a live FM broadcast from Denver, Colorado, these 12 post-Byrds recordings include live takes of songs like Bat Out of Hell; Going My Way; Spanish Guitar; Home Run King; Here Without You; No Other; Daylight Line; Set You Free; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7780863 STEELY DAN: Pretzelz Live.** On May 20th, 1974, Steely Dan performed at Rainbow Theatre in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Pretzel Logic; My Old School; Dirty Work; This All Too Mobile Home; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7865074 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Back in the Fatherland.** Seven tracks, from a live broadcast recorded at The Philiphshall, Dusseldorf, in June 1971 include take a Pebble; Knife Edge; Blues Jam; The Barbarian; Rainbow; rocker and Knife Edge (Beat Club). Media. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7851227 FOUR BY FOUR: Teenage Heartthrobs.** This 1969 concert. Eleven live tracks include their touches on a range of classic songs: Covers. and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 7744474 FRANK ZAPPA: Goblins, Witches & Kings.** This gig was recorded from live FM broadcast in Vienna on June 28, 1982, as Zappa and his band toured Europe. Collects 21 tracks including Shrinky Dinkie, Goblin Girl; Spalding's Champions; Envelopes; Bamboozled by Love; Bobby Brown; and more great music. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**CD 78803055 THE BEST OF DOO WOP.** Fifty tracks capture the Doo Wop sound in this 2 CD collection. Includes 16 Candles by The Chords; I'll Be Your Baby Tonight by The Teen Queens; Story Untold by The Nutmegs There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Honey Love by The Drifters; In the Still of the Night by The Orioles; the night the Lights Went Out by The Five Satins; and many more. Columbia. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**CD 4989784 JIMI HENDRIX: The Early Show.** Thirteen tracks brings back a live 1970 FM broadcast at the Berkeley Community Center. Selections include Introduction/Tuning; Johnny B. Goode; Hear My Rain a Comin’; Foxey Lady; Machine Gun; Freedom; Red House; Message of Love; Erykah Badu; the Night the Lights Went Out by The Five Satins; Purple Haze; and Voodoo Child. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

**CD 7901321 JETHRO TULL: London Fields.** On September 8th, 1984, Jethro Tull performed at Hammersmith Odeon in London, England. This performance was recorded on a new live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including Hunting Girl; Later, That Same Evening; Skating Away on the Thin Ice of the New Day; Fly by Night; Serenade to a Cuckoo; and more. Two CDs. Zip City Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

**CD 1975072 FRANK ZAPPA AND THE MOTHERS: Transmission Impossible.** This 43-track, three-CD set captures four performances recorded from FM broadcasts from 1967-1970. Songs include You Didn’t Try to Call Me; Bacon Fat; Hunting Girl; Later, That Same Evening; Curse on the King; and more. $9.95
CD 7744555 FRANK ZAPPA: Poughkeepsie. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Mid Hudson Center, Poughkeepsie, New York, September 1978. These 26 tracks include The Deathless Horse; Dancin’ Fool; Honey Don’t You Want a Man Like Me; Is That Guy Kidding or What? Village of the Sun; Magic Fingers; Little House I Used To Live In; Mama; Black Napkins; and more. Two CDs. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

CD 7678789 POP! 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set collects pop hits by original artists including Story of My Life by One Direction, Rude by Magic!, The Key, the Secret by Donnie & Marie, Collective, Fight for Ourselves by Spandau Ballet; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Hang on Sloopy by Soul Express; Wondeerland; and more. Five CDs. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 7780656 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Woodstock ’69. On August 18th, 1969, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young performed at Max Yasgur’s Farm in Bethel, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Heartbreaker; Helplessly Hoping; Guinevere; Marrakesh Express; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

CD 7752148 LED ZEPPELIN: Osaka 1971. On September 28th, 1971, Led Zeppelin performed at Festival Hall in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Heartbreaker; Stairway to Heaven; Later, My Love; Going to California; Down by the Riverside; Tangerine; and more. Two CDs. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 7913214 PHIL COLLINS: Another Day in Fukuoka. On May 7th, 1995, Phil Collins performed at Fukuoka Dome in Fukuoka, Japan. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including I Don’t Care Anymore; One More Night; Separate Lives; In the Air Tonight; Easy Lover; You Can’t Hurry Love; Both Sides of the Story; and more. One More Night. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

CD 7901410 TOOL: Transmission Impossible. This 42-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances by Tool recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Cold and Unemotional; Lateralus; Swamp Song; Intolerance; Hush; Sober; Diary of a Love Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

CD 7901263 BLACK SABBATH: Tokyo Heaven. On November 18th, 1980, Black Sabbath performed at Nakano Sunplaza in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Superstar; War Pigs; Neon Knights; Children of the Sea; Sweet Leaf; Lady in Black; and more. Goldium. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

CD 7864965 BEASTIE BOYS: Swiss Cheese. On June 26th, 1998, the Beastie Boys performed at The Open Air Festival in St. Gallen, Switzerland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Super Shot; Rough Round; Shady Daze; Smokin’; Red Hot; Tough Guy; Sabotage; and more. Supra. $6.95

CD 1975080 GRATEFUL DEAD: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 33 tracks comprises performances from three live FM broadcasts in 1986 and 1991. Songs include High Heeled Sneakers; Smokin’ That Midnight Hour; New Mingewood Blues; Sugar Magnolia; Hell in a Bucket; The Other One; Forevermore; Touch of Grey; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

CD 2927543 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the UK. It duels that time, as well as some lesser-known material. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

CD 7851278 FOUR BY FOUR: Stars of the Hit Parade. This 100-track, four-CD set features four of the most famous singers of the last century. Songs include Prisoner of Love; Wanted by Perry Como; Any Time; Downhearted by Eddie Fisher; That Lucky Old Sun; Shanty by Frankie Laine; The Roving Cowboy by Gene Autry. One Loud. $9.95

CD 7780729 FRANK ZAPPA: Puttin’ on the Ritz. One of the most eclectic and daringly original musicians of his time, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with the 1980 performance. Two CDs offer 17 tracks, including Teardropper Cretins; Montana; Easy Meat; Dumb All Over; Sinister Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

CD 7780982 THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM broadcast from the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can’t Explain; Don’t Even Know Myself; Magic!; Cry Joe; Bargain Day; Cabaret; Mixed Emotions; Swing Me; This Ole House; Hey Brotherly Love. Queen; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

CD 7805713 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: All the Hits and More. This 80-track, three-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from her releases on Columbia, Harmony, and RCA labels from 1948-61. Songs include Hang on Sloopy; Hey, Hey, Baby; Rollin’; That Lucky Old Sun; Over the Rainbow; When I Fall in Love; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

CD 4887059 PAUL SIMON: GRACELAND—The Remixes. Acclaimed as one of the iconic records in rock music history, this is it re-imagined in its entirety. Twelve tracks including Hallelujah; Gumballs; I Know What I Know; Crazy Love, vol. II; The Boy in the Bubble; and more. Legacy. $7.95

CD 7913176 ERIC CLAPTON: The Road to Sapporo. On November 26th, 2006, Eric Clapton performed at Sapporo Dome in Sapporo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Cold and Unemotional; Ruthy; Old Love; Miser; Children; After Midnight; Little Queen of Spades; and more. Anyday, and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 7901437 VAN HALEN: Dallas 1982. On November 18th, 1982, Van Halen performed at Reunion Arena in Dallas, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Romeos Delight; Unchained; Cathedral; Everybody Wants Some; The Dance Night Away; Ain’t Talkin’ ‘Bout Love; and more. Queen. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

CD 7865422 TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place. This superb live recording from late 1977 finds Waits holding court at this legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Talk About Anything; The Neighbor’s Place; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

CD 7865333 QUEENSRYCHE: Electric Requiem. On November 29th, 1990, Queensrÿche performed at the Jaap Edenhal in Amsterdam, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Anarchy-X; Revolution Calling; Speak; The Mission; and more. Smokin’. $6.95

CD 7865260 METALLICA: In the City of Blood, In the City of Love. On November 23rd, 1994, Metallica performed at Electric Factory in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Bildörging; The Seeker; The Plaid Sheep; Cold; and more. Smokin’. $6.95
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Sultans of Swing; Sweet Home Alabama; Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 in April of 1976: Seasons; and more. Union Square Music.


CD 7865384 SANTANA: Bill Graham Memorial 1991. Carlos Santana and the band performed at the memorial of Bill Graham with whom they had maintained a long term working relationship. Contains seven tracks which include Spirits Dancing in the Flesh; Somewhere in Heaven; Peace on Earth/Mother Earth/This Time I Really Love You too Much; and Jingo. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

CD 7985719 STING: Nothing Like the Real Thing. On October 25th, 1988, Sting performed at Tokyo Dome in Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Lazarus Heart; Too Much Information; Walking in Your Light; Motown Little Flower; Lovers; and more. Packaged in a digipack. Top Music. Pub. at $17.99

CD 1938371 THE HOLLIES: Live at the BBC. Live recordings from various venues and television programs. Collects 20 tracks including Here I Go Again; Jenifer Eccles; I've Got a Way of My Own; Wings; Step Inside; Shake; I Take What I Want; and more. BBC. $5.95

CD 7865317 PHIL LINNOTT & GRAND SLAM: The Live Document. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Ladbrokes Holiday Village, Great Yarmouth, England on October 1978-1985. Collects nine tracks: Waller: Nineteen; Harlem; Parisienne Walkaways; Cold Sweat; Sisters of Mercy; Crime Rate; and more. The Netherlands These performances were recorded at VPRO Studios and RAI Congrescentrum in Bend, Indiana. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Lazarus Heart; Too Much Information; Walking in Your Light; Motown Little Flower; Lovers; and more. Packaged in a digipack. Top Music. Pub. at $17.99

CD 3783336 JUKEBOX HITS 1956: 20 Songs! Collects 20 tracks including The Great Pretender by The Platters; Hot Diggity (Dog Ziggity Boom) by Perry Como; Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; Whatever Will Be Will Be by Doris Day; See You Later Alligator by Bill Haley & His Comets; and more. TGG.

CD 378902X ROSE MARIE SINGS: The Complete Mercury Recordings & More. Collects 29 tracks including My Mama Says No, I Only Heart Out Over You; In the Land of the Buffalo Nickel; Somebody Loves Me; One for my Baby; Small World; I Wanna Be Around; and more. Sega. Pub. at $13.99

CD 1975129 THE KINKS: Transmission Impossible. This three CD, 65 track set combines live FM broadcast performances from 1964 to 1992 recorded at a variety of venues including Little Queenie; Cadillac; You Really Got Me; Good Luck Charm; Give My Love to Rose; Mr. Combines live FM broadcast performances from the Netherlands These performances were recorded at WDR Studio-L in Cologne, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Give It Away; Walkabout; Backwoods; Coffee Shop; and more. Zip City.

CD 7923759 NUMBER ONE HITS OF THE 60S. This 50-track, two CD set includes Cathy's Clown by The Everly Brothers; Hit the Road Jack by Ray Charles; Will You Love Me Tomorrow by The Shirelles; Running Scared by Gladys Knight & the Pips; Travelin' Man by Ricky Nelson; Big Girls Don't Cry by The Ronettes; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2078522 LOU REED: Hassted in April. Collects two performances from April 1978 by Lou Reed. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects tracks including Gimme Some Good Times; Satellite of Love; Leave Me Alone; Walk on the Wild Side; Coney Island Baby; and more. Smokin. $6.95

CD 787572X FEELING GOOD: 100 Hits. Listen to some feel-good music with this collection of 100 tracks on five CDs by the original artists with some additional tracks. Pub. at $19.99 and more. Favorite. Pub. at $12.95

CD 7895739 HISTORY OF URIAH HEEP, 1976-1985. Uriah Heep are one of the most successful and longest standing rock bands since the 1970s. Collects 20 tracks including Sweet Home San Diego. $11.95

CD 2019205 BAD COMPANY: Best of. Collects 20 of Bad Company's most popular singles. Includes tracks such as Bad Company; Ready For Love; Don't Let the Sun Go Down On Me; and more. Zomba. Pub. at $11.95

CD 2077102 JASON BROWN AND WARREN ZEVON: The Pretender Meets the Pretender. On December 8th and 9th, 1976, Jackson Browne and Warren Zevon performed at VPRD Studios and RAI Congresscentrum in the Netherlands. These performances were recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Redneck Friend; These Days; For a Dance; Werewolves of London; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95

CD 1992058 THE NATION'S FAVOURITE ELVIS SONGS. Collects 20 of Elvis's most popular singles. Includes tracks such as Heartbreak Hotel; Can You Feel It; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 7865380 WANTED: Dead or Alive. Collects 20 tracks including You Keep Me Hangin' On; I'm Your Man; You're So Square; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7875372 STRANGERS: Cologne. On February 16th, 1979, Dire Straits performed at WDR Studio-L in Cologne. Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Down to the Waterline; Six Blade Knife; Once Upon a Time in America; In My Gallery; Follow Me Home; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7875369 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: Satisfied; Livin' Alone; Stand on It; Star Cycle; Guitar Shop; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub at $22.98

CD 1973439X ELTON JOHN: South Bend 1972. On May 3rd, 1972, Elton John performed at Athletics and Convocation Center at Notre Dame University in South Bend, Indiana. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 25 tracks including Tiny Dancer; Safety Dance; Border Song; Levon; Your Song; Rockel Man; Country Comfort; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7873832 AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Gold. A three CD collection of 45 tracks including Pick up the Pieces; Cut the Cake; Every Second You Walk Away; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7849710 THE CRICKETS: Ravin’ On. Collects 25 tracks including Surfin’ Safari; Breath in My Brain; Over Town; I Believe in You; Bring Back My Surfboard; Break It Easy; Rave On; I Don’t Need a Friend; and more. Rockstar Records. Pub. at $11.95

CD 7875134 BOB CROSBY & HIS ORCHESTRA: All the Hits and More, 1935-1951. This 50-track, two CD collection comprises all Bob Crosby’s four and more hits, with his orchestra, with The Bob Cats and as a solo singer and duetist, also sometimes featuring other noted A and B sides from Deca from this era. Sings include Flowers for Madame; Over the Rainbow; Blue Orichs; Maybe It’s Because Day In, Day Out; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 7865411 THREE JIMMY DURANTE: Four Decades of Music. Four volumes of music with this collection of 100 tracks on five CDs by the original artists with some additional tracks. Pub. at $19.99 and more. Favorite. Pub. at $12.95

CD 7865414 THIN LIZZY: Breaking Out in Chicago. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Riviera Theatre, Chicago, Illinois in April of 1976: The Boys Are Back in Town; Suicide; Rosalie; Sha La La; Baby Drive Me Crazy; The Rocker; and more. Twelve Tracks and Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

CD 7865368 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: Sweet Home San Diego. On April 16th, 1996, the Red Hot Chili Peppers performed at the San Diego Sports Arena in California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Give It Away; Walkabout; Backwoods; Coffee Shop; and more. Zip City.

CD 7834373 STRAYS: Cologne. On February 16th, 1979, Dire Straits performed at WDR Studio-L in Cologne, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Down to the Waterline; Six Blade Knife; Once Upon a Time in America; In My Gallery; Follow Me Home; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7895411 LARRY GROSSLAND: Live at the BBC. Live recordings from various venues and television programs. Collects 20 tracks including Here I Go Again; Jenifer Eccles; I've Got a Way of My Own; Wings; Step Inside; Shake; I Take What I Want; and more. BBC. $5.95

CD 7849710 THE CRICKETS: Ravin’ On. Collects 25 tracks including Surfin’ Safari; Breath in My Brain; Over Town; I Believe in You; Bring Back My Surfboard; Break It Easy; Rave On; I Don’t Need a Friend; and more. Rockstar Records. Pub. at $11.95

CD 7875134 BOB CROSBY & HIS ORCHESTRA: All the Hits and More, 1935-1951. This 50-track, two CD collection comprises all Bob Crosby’s four and more hits, with his orchestra, with The Bob Cats and as a solo singer and duetist, also sometimes featuring other noted A and B sides from Deca from this era. Sings include Flowers for Madame; Over the Rainbow; Blue Orichs; Maybe It’s Because Day In, Day Out; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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**CD 779748** ORIOLE RECORDS 1961-1962: Various Artists. This 100-track, four-CD set includes ‘Next Stop Paradise’ by Terry Dene; ‘Kissin’ Time’ by Bob & Carol; ‘Jackson Hammer; Stripped Purple Shirt’ by Alan Klein; ‘Number by Jack Hammer; Someday by The Marvelettes; Devil in the Heart by The Donays; and more. Peel to Peel. $9.95

**CD 7893575** MARIO LANZA: The Quintessential Tenor. Collects 29 tracks including ‘Day By Day’; ‘Lullaby: The Toast of New Orleans; You and the Night and the Music; When You’re in Love; Danny Boy; The Donkey Serenade; One Alone; Santa; Live; and more. 2 CDs. $19.95

**CD 7880820** KISS: Jersey City 1976. On July 10th, 1976, KISS performed at Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City, New Jersey. Collects 18 tracks including ‘King of the Night Time World; Shout It Out Loud; Nothing to Lose; God of Thunder; Flaming Youth; Black Diamond; Rock ’n’ Roll All Nite; and more. Peel to Peel. Two CDs. Unicomp. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7865066** THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances for ‘The Batman Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me a Woman; Wild and more. Three CDs. $29.95

**CD 4982291** THE BEATLES: Rock ‘n’ Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966. An amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legions. In addition to several live performances from around the world, you’ll enjoy their first radio rambles, rare outtakes. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hit songs, such as Yesterday; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. MCPS. $149.95

**CD 7850042** CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: This One’s for Bill. On November 3rd, 1961, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young performed at the Bill Graham Memorial at Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, California. This was recorded from a FM broadcast including ‘Highway Star: Strange Kind of Woman; Lazy; Fireball; Speed King; and more. Two CDs. $19.95

**CD 1905082** THE BAND: Stage Fright. This two CD set includes their 1970 album, Stage Fright and a live performance recorded at the Royal Albert Hall in June 1971. Songs include The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show; The Shape I’m In; Stage Fright; Strawberry Wine; Rockin’ Chair; Don’t Do It; and more. Includes multiple versions of some of their best songs. Thirty-nine tracks including After Midnight; Lonesome Glades; Avenues; For Everyman; Late for the Sky; Lives in the Balance; Lawless Avenues; and more. PSCS. $19.95

**CD 7863835** THE ENDER RECORDS DOWDOP COLLECTION, 1956-64. This four-CD set features 125 tracks including ‘Dream On; I Ain’t the One; Gimme Three Steps; Sweet Home Alabama; Free Bird; More. Two CDs. $19.95

**CD 7844043** FRANK ZAPPA: Osaka Nights. On February 3rd, 1976, Frank Zappa performed at Osaka Kousen Kikan in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including ‘Sloth; How Could I Be Such a Fool; Wind up Worker in a Gas Station; I’m the Banks; and more. Two CDs. $19.95

**CD 7913818** BILLIE JOE: A Matter of Trust. In 1959, Billie Joe performed at the Bill Graham Memorial at Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, California. This was recorded from a FM broadcast including ‘Highway Star: Strange Kind of Woman; Lazy; Fireball; Speed King; and more. Two CDs. $19.95

**CD 7913266** RUSH: Testing in Texas. On December 9th, 1976, Rush performed at the Summit in Houston, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 26 tracks including ‘Dreamline; The Big Money; Driven; Test for Echo; Freewill; Natural Science; Tom Sawyer; The Spirit of the Radio; and more. Peel to Peel. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7913141** DAVID BOWIE: Sigma Sound Sessions. From July through August 1974, David Bowie recorded at Sigma Sound Studios in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Collects 17 tracks from those recordings including Young Americans (three takes); ‘The Rubes (Demo); After Today (two takes); Can You Hear Me Now? (Demo); and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7880790** JACKSON BROWNE: Mountain View. On August 22nd, 1986, Jackson Browne performed at Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including ‘In the Shape of a Heart; For Everyman; Late for the Sky; Lives in the Balance; Lawless Avenues; and more. Unicomp. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7865376** RODERICK WATERS: Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987. Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the tracks collected on this set. Songs include ‘Radio Waves; Welcome to the Machine; Money, In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall; Powers That Be; and more. Fourteen tracks. Zip City. $9.95

**CD 7878600** LYNYRD SKYNYRD: The Damage Done. On November 6th, 1975, Lynyrd Skynyrd performed for the King Biscuit Flower Hour on KBFH. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Double Trouble; I Ain’t the One; Gimme Three Steps; Sweet Home Alabama; and more. First CD. $12.95

**CD 1959786** FLEETWOOD MAC: Tokyo 1977. Fleetwood Mac’s stunning 1977 performance in Tokyo, Japan is presented on sixteen tracks and includes Monday Morning; Oh Well; As Long As She Needs Me; Back Again; Over My Head; You Make Loving Fun; Gold Dust Woman; Go Your Own Way; World Turning; Blue Letter; The Chain; Songbird; Why, Over My Head; and World Turning. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7880178** THE POGUES: Migrants on the Home Front. On March 1st, 1985, The Pogues performed at Mcgonagles in Dublin, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Queen Elizabeth’s Fishmongers, Royal Navy, Pirates of the Queen’s, Licensing Laws; Whisky, You’re the Devil; Kitty; Poor Paddy; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7813787** THE SPILLER BANKS: The Home Front. On September 6th, 1976, The Spiller Banks performed for the King Biscuit Flower Hour on KBFH. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including ‘So Sad; I Don’t Want to be Here Anymore; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; I’m the Banks; and more. Three CDs. $29.95

**CD 7877822** RUSH: Testing in Texas. On December 9th, 1976, Rush performed at the Summit in Houston, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 26 tracks including ‘Dreamline; The Big Money; Driven; Test for Echo; Freewill; Natural Science; Tom Sawyer; The Spirit of the Radio; and more. Peel to Peel. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7865167** EDDIE COCHRAN: Portrait of a Legend. Collects 35 tracks including ‘C’mon Everybody; C’mon Everybody; C’mon Everybody; Runaway; C’mon Everybody; C’mon Everybody; In the Wall; P ower That Be; and more. Six CDs. $29.95

**CD 7738358** YES: Original Album Series. Collects five classic albums by this legendary English progressive-rock band, including Going for the One; Tormato; Drama; 90125; and Big Generator, each packaged in individual cardsleeves that reproduce the album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95
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**CD 7867042** IGGY AND THE STOOGES: Metallic K.O. The original 1976 album. These tracks were performed live at Michigan Palace in Detroit on October 9th, 1973, and February 9th, 1974. Collects seven tracks including Raw Power; Head On; Gimme Danger; Louie Louie; and more. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99

- **$11.95**

**CD 7865309** PEARL JAM: On the Box. Includes multiple live performances by Pearl Jam from the 1999 album. Collects 11 tracks including Alive; Jeremy; State of Love and Trust; Animal; Rockin' In the Free World; Not For You; and more. Zip City.

- **$6.95**

**CD 4853895** BOB SEGER: Ebbets Field 1974. Presents a live FM broadcast recorded at Ebbets Field in 1974 on 14 tracks. Selections include Don’t Turn Away; I’ve Been Working; UMC; Sail On; Somebody; Nubotch City Limits; Heavy Music; Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man; Gang Bang; All Your Love; Let It Rock; Get Out of Here to Ruffles. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95

- **$11.95**


- **$6.95**

**CD 7825943** THE FOUR COINS–SHANGRI-LA: The Singles & Albums Collection 1954-1962. A 59-track, two-CD collection comprising A and B sides of their releases from Epic, MCA, and Jubilee labels, along with selected tracks from their albums The Four Coins; Four Coins in Shangri-La; and Greek Songs. Songs include Maybe; My Amorous Heart; Dream World; The World Outside; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

- **$12.95**

**CD 7839150** 60’s TIMELESS TERRAZZO: 20 Songs. Collects 20 tracks including You Don’t Know Me by Ray Charles; Easier Said than Done by The Essex; Two Faces Have I by Lou Christie; Twist & Shout by The Isley Brothers; Only Love Can Break a Heart by Gene Pitney; and more. Imperitone.

- **$5.95**

**CD 7894996** NAZARETH: Best of & Live. Collects 14 tracks including Telegram; Boys in the Band; Beggar’s Day; This Flight Tonight; Love Leads to Madness; Dream On; Gator Cake; Cocaine; Big Boy; Back to the Trenches; Morning Dew; Expect No Mercy; Razamanaz; and Hair of the Dog. Top Music. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 7860647** METALLICA: Santiago. On January 26th, 2010, Metallica performed at Club Hipico in Santiago, Chile. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Creeping Death; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fight Fire with Fire; Nothing Else Matters; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

- **$14.95**

**CD 6940781** THE ANIMALS: Animalisms. The third studio album from the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band. Recorded in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie; Outcast; Sweet Little Lady; I Put a Spell on You; She’ll Return It; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $15.99

- **$12.95**

**CD 7870842** LEONARD COHEN: Upon a Smokey Evening. Recorded in Bonn towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include Bird on the Wire; Hey, That’s No Way to Say Goodbye; Who by Fire; Peace On Earth; So Long; Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99

- **$7.95**

**CD 4856501** LEON ZEPPELIN: The Complete BBC Sessions. The 33 tracks collected here capture the essence of early Led Zeppelin at its rawest and freshest. Songs include Sunshine Woman; Communication Breakdown; What Is and What Should Never Be; I Can’t Quit You Baby; Whole Lotta Love; and more. Three CDs. BBC.

- **$17.95**

**CD 4853164** ROB BISON: Three Classic Albums Plus & Sessions 1956-1962. Collects the following three albums: Robyron at the Rooster House; Lonely and Blues; and Cowboy Legend; plus more. Collects 129 tracks including Clementine; Baby; Baby, Baby; Wait for Me; Goody Goody; Bury the Bathroom Window; It’s a Long Way to the Top (If You Wanna Rock ‘N’ Roll); Reach Out I’ll Be There; Gimme Some Lovin; Roadhouse Blues; and many. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

- **$14.95**

**CD 7850123** U2: RUSHING. On October 13th, 2002, RUSH performed at Philips Arena in Atlanta, Georgia. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Invisible Anchor; Distaste; Distant Early Warning; Dreamline; Leave That Thing Alone; Unraveling; Mother; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

- **$14.95**

**CD 7834462** SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by Siouxsie and the Banshees were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1976 through 1983. Collects 46 tracks on three CDs including sentimental; Out of the Blue; There Is a War; No More Lies; Wild Weekend; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

- **$17.95**

**CD 7913249** RADIOHEAD: Big Day Out. On July 28th, 1996, Radiohead performed at Big Day Out’s Sports Grounds in Galway, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including My Iron Lung; Planet Telex; Black Star; High and Dry; anyone can play guitar; Polytechnic Spree; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

- **$11.95**

**CD 7905386** THE BEST OF DR. JOHN. Thirty five great performances on two CDs, including Zu Zu Man; Bald Headed; Lover in the Night; Drum Zone; New Orleans; The Ear Is on Strike; What Comes Around; and many more. Nol New Music.

- **$7.95**

**CD 790133X** JOE STRUMMER: Last Night in London. On November 19th, 1989, Joe Strummer performed at Action Town Hall in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Shaket Donetek; Rude Can’t Fail; Tony Adams; Mega Bottle Ride; Police and Thieves; I Fought the Law; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95

- **$11.95**

**CD 7895798** PEGGY LEE: The Velvet Lounge. Collects 30 tracks—a compilation of Peggy Lee’s long career, recordings from 1932–62—including Baby, Baby, Wait for Me; Goody Goody; (Ghos) Riders in the Sky (A Cowboy Legend); Everybody Loves Somebody; Every Night; Light of Love; Jump for Joy; Tell Me Why; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $18.95

- **$14.95**

**CD 7811373** THE FOUR CASH BANBES: Az Zenith. On October 28th, 1991, Siouxsie and the Banshees performed at Le Zenith in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Ship of My Heart; The Killing Jar; Painted Bird; Monitor; Spellbound; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95

- **$11.95**

**CD 7874945** THE ROCKIN’ SPOT, VOLUME THREE: Jeannie. Collects 28 tracks including Lincoln Lee by Bobby Charles; We’re Going to the Hop by Clarence Samuels; Good Golly (Pretty Molly) by Rusty Draper; Without Your Love by Bob Riley; You’ve Got Everything by Lance Roberts; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $13.95

- **$9.95**

**CD 7834357** THE CURE: Black Sessions. On October 15th, 2004, The Cure performed at Studio 105, Maison de la Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including A Forest; Dog; A Night Like This; End of the World; Jupiter Crash; Closdown; Disintegration; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95

- **$11.95**

**CD 783456X** EDDIE MONEY: The Covers. In 2009, Eddie Money recorded eight cover songs that appeared on a pair of albums: Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.95

- **$7.95**

**CD 7834462** SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by Siouxsie and the Banshees were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1980 through 1991. Collects 42-tracks on three CDs including Overground; Israel; All Tomorrow’s Parties; Voodoo Doll; Happy House; Paradise Place; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

- **$17.95**

**CD 8100000** WHEN IT COMES AROUND. At last, the studio version of the famous live album, performed on its 30th anniversary in 1973, at the White Horse Pub in New York City. Released by the late Claire Holman Street. Butyl Rubber. Pub. at $14.95

- **$11.95**

**CD 7834462** SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by Siouxsie and the Banshees were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1976 through 1983. Collects 46 tracks on three CDs including sentimental; Out of the Blue; There Is a War; No More Lies; Wild Weekend; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

- **$17.95**
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★ CD 7760418 LENA HORNÉ: Early Years. This 48-track, two-CD set comprises most of her releases from 1941-1950 on the Decca, Bluebird, Victor Black & White and MGM labels, plus V-Disc recordings. Songs include That’s What Love Did To Me; As Long As I Live; I’ll Wind; I Ain’t Got Nothing But the Blues; Sometimes I’m Happy; and more. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99

$12.99

★ CD 7765573 KRAFTWERK: At the Cirkus. On February 10th, 2004, Kraftwerk performed at Cirkus in Stockholm, Sweden. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including The Man Machine; 2006 Trans-Europe Express; Numbers; Pocket Calculator; and more. Two CDs. Gold Fish.

$7.95

★ CD 2903636 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959. Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ’n’ roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock ’n’ roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and The Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Take a Pebble; Home; Pictures at an Exhibition; Band Intro/Walkin’. Chantilly Lace; La Bamba; Fake Out; When Sin Stops; Teen Angel; That’ll Be the Day; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99

$12.99

★ CD 4858549 PETER TOWNSHEND: Night Train to Brixton. From a live 1985 broadcast in London, England, comes 14 tracks that include Mary Anne with the Shakes Hammer That’s Almost Like a Barefootin’; Midnight Lover; Blue Light; I Put a Spell on You; I’m One; Driftin’ Blues; Save It for Later; Eyeshine to the Blind, Boogie Stop Shuffle; Night Train; and Band Intro/Waitin’. Wicker Man. Pub. at $17.95

$11.95

★ CD 7780869 MADONNA: Australia. On November 19th, 1993, Madonna performed at the Sydney Cricket Ground in Australia. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including The Girlie Theme; Deepener and Deeper; The Beast Within; Bye Bye Baby; I’m Going Bananas; and more. Two CDs. Golden Rain.

$7.95

★ CD 4869699 YES: Fragile. Nine tracks are collected here from the English progressive rock band, including Roundabout; Cans and Brahms; Long Distance Runne; We Have Heaven; Heart of the Sunrise; and more. Atlantic Recording.

$7.95

★ CD 191846X MEAT LOAF: Guilty Pleasure Tour. Celebrates the global phenomenon that is Meat Loaf. Collects 10 tracks including Hot Patootie/Time Warp; If It Ain’t Broken, Break It; Break ’Em; Give Me A Car On Earth; Los Angeloser; and more. Includes a DVD of a live performance with a bonus documentary. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

★ CD 7913273 STATUS QUO: Transmission Impossible. This 45-track, three-CD set collects multiple live performances by Status Quo, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include: Roadhouse Blues; Someone’s Learning; Railroad; The Waterfall; Backwater; Whatever You Want; some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

$17.95

★ CD 7874081 38 SPECIAL: Live at Rockpalast 1981. On August 29th, 1981, 38 Special performed at Rockpalast in Loreley, Germany. Collects 11 tracks including Turn It On, First Time Around; Stone Cold; Sucker For You; Fortune Son; and more. Also includes a DVD of this performance. MGIC Music. Pub at $23.99

$17.95

★ CD 1959887 ROD STEWART: Almost Famous. This historic live 1976 show comes through the best of this son of a farmer. Stewart made sure he left the group that gave him his musical fame. Selections on 14 tracks include Three Time Loser; You Wear It Well; Big Bayou; Rebel, Rebel; The Sweet; Wild Side of Life; Old Heart of Mine; Sweet Little Rock ‘N’ Roller; I Don’t Want to Talk About It; Maggie May; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

★ CD 7811349 MIKE OLDFIELD: Transmission Impossible. This 26-track, three-CD set collects recorded live FM broadcasts of performances by Mike Oldfield from 1973-1992. Songs include The Sailor’s Hornpipe; Platinum; Sheba; Mirage; Blue Saloon; Sentinel 1; Tubular Belts; Part One; and more. Two CDs. Gold Fish.

$17.95

★ CD 7850050 DAVID BOWIE: Tokyo Dome. On May 16th, 1990, David Bowie performed at Tokyo Dome in Tokyo, Japan. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 25 tracks including Space Oddity; Changes; Ziggy Stardust; Blue Jean; Stoned; Station; Heroes; Let’s Dance; and more. Two CDs. Gold Fish.

$14.95

★ CD 7780834 LEONARD COHEN: The End of Love. Recorded from a live FM broadcast during the tour from 21st May 1992 to 2nd October 1992 in Boston and Canada in 1993. Collects 22 tracks including Dance Me to the End of Love; Bird on the Wire; Everybody Knows; I’m Your Man; Closing Time; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. Two CDs. Gold Fish.

$19.95

★ CD 7913168 DURAN DURAN: The Crystal Ship. On April 24th, 1993, Duran Duran performed at Momentum Arena in Pretoria, South Africa. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 27 tracks including Planet Earth; Hungry Like the Wolf; Ordinary World; Come Undone; Save a Prayer; The Wild Boys; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

★ CD 7901356 METALLICA: On the Farm. On August 13th, 1994, Metallica performed on Farm at Saugerties, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Murphy’s Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; Nothing Else Matters; Enter Sandman; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95
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CD 7880855 PEARL JAM: Lost Dogs in Chile. On November 23rd, 2005, Pearl Jam performed at Estadio San Carlos de Apoquindo in Santiago, Chile. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Given to Fly; Jam; Porch; Crazy Mary; Alive; I Believe in Miracles; Yellow Ledbetter; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


CD 1923285 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Broadcast Collection 1965-1993. This 44-track, four-CD set collects various live broadcasts of Simon and Garfunkel from 1965 through 1993. Songs include The Sound of Silence; Spanner; Blessed; You Don’t Know; Stilly Crazy; One Trick Pony; Old Friends; We Belong Together; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $9.95

CD 7772246 JOHN HIATT: The Confidence Man in Canada. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Bannerman’s, Ottawa, Canada on September 30, 1988. Fourteen tracks, including Memphis in the Meantime; Drive South; Tennessee Plates; Icy Blue Hearts; Feels Like Rain; and more. HOB'O Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7784872 KISS AWAY, VOLUME 3: Rock ‘n’ Roll Songs of Happiness. Complete track collection including Big Love; Donna Dameron; Song in My Heart by The Dubs; Sweet Thing by The Ding Dongs; Lucky Me I’m in Love by The El Dominos; Lucky Me by Stan Clark and others. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 777319 THE WHO: Largo 1973. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Capital Centre, Landover, MD on December 6, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including I Can’t Explain; My World; My Generation; See Me, Feel Me; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $15.95 SOLD OUT

CD 7738277 FOGHAT: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the British rock band, included in this three-CD set are: Foxy Lady; Energized; Fool for the City; Foghat Live; and Tight Shoes. Each package includes an individual cardboard sleeve and a 16-page booklet that reproduce the original album artwork. $14.95

CD 7921830 MAC CURTIS: Rocks. Complete three-CD set featuring live recordings from 1969. Songs include You Want; Hard Headed Girl; That’s How Much I Love You; That Ain’t Nothing But Right; Right; Good Rock’n’Roll Tomorrow; The Low Road; How Long Will You Take; Good Love, Sweet Love; and more. Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 7912862 ROY MILTON: Rocks. Complete three-CD set featuring live recordings from 1969. Songs include You Got Me Reeling and Rockin’; Wake’in up Baby; Hop, Skip and Jump; Baby, Don’t Do That To Me; Rockin’ Peasants and the Boogie Woman; and more. Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 7901402 TALK TALK: Colourblind. Vote May. 1990. TALK TALK performed at Hammersmith Odeon in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Talk Life’s What You Make It; Mirror Man; Lay ’Em Down; I Think It’s Gonna Roll; Give It Up; Lucky Me I’m in Love; and more. See Me Feel Me. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7888071 TWISTED SISTER: Fighting for the Rockers. On June 29th, 1979, Twisted Sister performed at Democrat Club in Red Hot Chili Peppers. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Pay the Price; Follow Me; Under the Blade; Can’t Stand Still; Come Back; Without You; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7865291 LEONARD COHEN: From the Shadows. On November 7th, 1976, Leonard Cohen performed in L’Olympia, Paris. This performance was recorded from a live radio broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Bird on the Wire; Who By Fire; Store Room; There’s No War; Do I Have to Dance All Night; Avalanche; and more. Zip City. $6.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
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**CD 1923218 AC/DC: The Broadcast Collection 1977-1979.** This 36-track, four-CD set collects broadcasts of live AC/DC performances during the years of 1977 to 1979. Songs include Live Wire; Hell Ain’t a Bad Place To Be; Problem Child; High Voltage; Highway to Hell; Baby, Please Don’t Go; and verses of some songs. Coll Legends. **$15.95**

**CD 7673834 GUNS N ROSES: Anarchy in the UK.** On June 19th, 1987, Guns n’ Roses performed on the Main Stage at Reading Festival. They played精选曲目包括：Paradise; The Great Compromise; Pipedream; Donald and Lydia; Sam Stone; Bodhisattva; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Liberation Hall. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 4858603 STEELEY DAN: Mobile Homes.** Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Brotheless: The Boston Rag; Do It Again; You’re Not Done Yet; Reelin’ in the Years; Show Biz Kids; Nightrain; Don’t Cry; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 4794222 DIRE STRAITS: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from three live FM broadcasts at The Old Waldorf, San Francisco on March 31, 1979; Festival Park, Werchter, Werchter, Belgium on July 5, 1981; and Wembley Stadium, London on June 11, 1988. Thirty-one tracks, including Sultans of Swing; Down to the Waterline; Money for Nothing; Walk of Life; and more. includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub at $24.95 **$17.95**

**CD 7725965 TEARS FOR FEARS: The Big Black Smoke.** 16-track set consists of various live performances by Tears for Fears from songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $24.95 **$19.95**

**CD 7729944 THE ROLLING STONES: Meadowlands Arena 1981.** On November 7th, 1981, the Rolling Stones performed at Meadowlands Arena in East Rutherford, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including When the Whip Comes Down; Black Limousine; Twenty Flight Rock; Time is On My Side; Beast of Burden; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7744554 JOHN PRINE: The BBC Sessions.** From a live TV broadcasting in 1971 and from a live FM radio broadcast. BBC Studios, 1973 come these 14 tracks, all songs written by John Prine, including Spanish Pipedream; Donald and Lydia; Sam Stone; Take Me; The Great Dane; and more. Three CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $20.99 **$19.95**

**CD 7760442 ORIN TUCKER: Oh Johnny!** This 50-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on Okeh, Vocalion, Columbia, Musidisc, Mercury and Universal labels from 1938-49. Songs include Cathedral in the Pines; Especially for You; Such Stuff as Dreams Are Made Of; You Can Depend on Me; and more. Acrodub. Pub at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 7772238 JETHRO TULL: Caught in the Crossfire.** The CD contains chronicles the band, including The Doobie Brothers; Liftin’ on the Fault Line; Mistaken Identity; One Step Closer; and The Doobie Brothers Farewell Tour, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **$21.95**

**CD 4822119 TRAFFIC: Fillmore West 1970.** From the live show at Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA., in July 1970. Medicated Goo; Pearly Queen; Empty Pages; Giant; You Time To Live; Feelin’ Good and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub at $19.95 **$14.95**

**CD 7786638 NEIL YOUNG: Global Citizen Festival.** On September 29th, 2018 Neil Young performed at Great Lawn in Central Park in New York City. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Love and Only Love; Love Will Keep Us Alive; In Ohio; Waltz No. 3; and more. Mint in Original Sleeve. Pub at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7825749 DARLENE LOVE: Live 1982.** On April 21st, 1982, Darlene Love performed at Hop Singh’s in Marina del Rey, California. Collects 11 tracks including Da Do Ron Ron; Wait for My Bobby Gene; (Today I Met) The Boy I’m Gonna Marry; We Can Work It Out; He’s a Rebel; and more. **$19.95**

**CD 7834553 CHARLIE FEATHERS: Rocks.** Collects 31 tracks including Jungle Fever; The Certain Female; Shuffle’ On Baby; Walkin’ Too Fast; Tongue-Tied Tid; Too Much Ale; Bottle to the Baby; When You Come Around; Wild Wild Party; Love Never Treated Me Right; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 **$15.95**

**CD 4858506 MICK JAGGER: First Night in Osaka.** From a live 1988 FM broadcast recorded in Osaka, Japan, comes 15 outstanding tracks including Throwaway; Tumbler Dice; Miss You; Just Another Night; Highway to Hell; Party Doll; Start Me Up; I Want Me; Get No Satisfaction; Honky Tonk Woman; Bitch; Let’s Spend the Night Together; Beast of Burden; Lonely at the Top; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7725973 THE WHO: Deep in the Backyard.** December 14th, 1971, The Who performed at Philadelphia Spectrum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including I Can’t Explain; Summertime Blues; Sea and the Sand; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub at $19.95 **$14.95**

**CD 7811292 IRON MAIDEN: Buenos Aires 1982.** On January 13th, 2001, Iron Maiden performed at Estadio Jose Aurrenti in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including The Number of the Beast; The Clansman; Fear of the Dark; Follow the Young. Unicom. Pub. at $20.95 **$19.95**

**CD 7805675 NIGHTCLUBbing: The Birth of Punk Rock in NYC Soundtrack.** Collects 21 tracks including Max’s Kansas City by the Electric Chairs; Combat Love; Shapnel; Sunglass City by Deadbeat Poets; Magnet by Stony Sugarskull; Welcome to Max’s by Corazones Muetos; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 7839235 BING CROSBY: General Electric Radio Time.** A wonderful selection of Bing Crosby songs from the two General Electric seasons from 1952-54. Collects 59 tracks including Open Up Your Heart; Zing a Little Zong; Back Where I Belong; Welcome Home Baby; More. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub at $20.99 **$15.95**

**CD 7875460 SANFORD CLARK: Rocks.** Collects 31 tracks including Ooh Boy; Mother Nature’s Welcome; Walk of Life; Combust; Fool; Nine Pound Hammer; Usta Be My Baby; Till My Baby Comes Home; Give the Boy Love; That’s the Way I Feel (Ooh Wee); (They Call Me) Country; Meet Me; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub at $19.99 **$15.95**

**CD 7855249 ELECTRIC FLAG: Small Town Blues.** Collects nine tracks including Spotlight; I Was Robbed Last Night; I Found Out; Never Be Lonely Again; Losing Game; My Baby; Modern Romance; Lucky Charms; The Rocks. **$15.95**
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♫ ♪ 20-twenty tracks, including Black Friday, Bad Sneakers; Rose Danse; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Uncorn. $11.95

♫ ♪ 47725914 MICK JAGGER: The New York Shuffie. On February 9th, 1993, Mick Jagger performed at Webster Hall in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Wired All Night; Begin the Beguine; Tell Me, Tell Me; Don't Tell Me Up; Evening Down; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $11.95

♫ ♪ 47725914 MICK JAGGER: The New York Shuffie. On February 9th, 1993, Mick Jagger performed at Webster Hall in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Wired All Night; Begin the Beguine; Tell Me, Tell Me; Don't Tell Me Up; Evening Down; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $11.95

♫ ♪ 47744455 STEELY DAN: Katy Meets the Royals. At the end of 1976 Walter Becker and Donald Fagen appeared on college radio in New York where they played more than 80 minutes of rare outtakes and demos made during the recording of Katy and Royal and Royal. Contains this rare content. $11.95

♫ ♪ 49982282 EAGLES: Midnight Flyer. This 110-track, ten-CD set consists of various live performances across the U.S. from 1974 to 1993. Songs include Hotel California, Take It Easy, James Dean; Good Day in Hell; Two Lonesome Cowboys; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MCPS. $31.95

♫ ♪ 4999814 NURVANA: Madrid 1992. Some twenty one tracks present this legendary 1992 Spanish broadcast from Madrid. Includes The Money Will Roll Right In; Stain; Drown You; In Bloom; About a Girl; School; Lithium; Ancestry; Stay Away; Pennyroyal Tea; Son of a Gun; Molly’s Lips; Something In the Way; On a Plain; Been a Son; Blew; Slam Come As You Are; and more. Zip Code. Pub. at $15.95

♫ ♪ 19597894 GENESIS: The Shrine Auditorium. Two CDs bring to life the extraordinary 1975 Genesis’ show in L.A. Complete with 27 tracks that include The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway; Fly on a Windshield; Broadway Street Melody of 1974; Curious Gods; in the Cage; The Grand Parade of Little packaging; The Lamba, Silent Sorrow in Empty Boats; The Light Dies Down On Broadway, Watcher of The Skies; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

♫ ♪ 26385448 FFTZ: The Last U.S. Show. On March 7th, 1975, Roxy who had launched his group performed their last live show at Nassau Colliseum in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded. Collects 31 tracks including I Ain't Got No Heart; Love of My Life; Between the Buried and Me To Home; To Home; Angel; I Can Feel the Fire; Twisting the Night Away; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

♫ ♪ 1905104 THE BEATLES: Anthology 2. The Beatles were transcontinental. Collects 45 tracks including Real Love; Yes It Is; I'm Down; You've Got to Hide Your Love Away; That Means a Lot; You Know My Name; I'll Be Back; Morning Morning Good Morning; Hello, Goodbye; Lady Madonna; Across the Universe; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. EMI Music. $24.95

♫ ♪ 7717084 ROD STEWART & THE Faces: San Bernadino. On March 7th, 1975, Rod Stewart and the Faces performed at the Shrine Auditorium in San Bernadino, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Take a Look at the Guy; Bring it on Home to Me; Angel; I Can Feel the Fire; Twisting the Night Away; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

♫ ♪ 2783442X MARILION: Welcome to the Party. June 21st, 1986, Marillion performed at Municipal Auditorium in San Antonio, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks on two CDs including Ride Across the River; Expresso; Close; Nothing; Wild West End; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

♫ ♪ 7850034 BON JOVI: The Rarities Collection. This 17 track CD is comprised of multiple live TV broadcasts from 1991-1999. Includes These Days; Keep Faith; I Don't Like Mondays; Save the Last Dance For Me; Stranger in this Town; Livin' on a Prayer; and more. Go Fish. Pub. at $11.95

♫ ♪ 7839413 P.J. PROBY: Probes Style. Previously unissued demonstration recordings for Elvish pitched to him by songwriters, all sung by P.J. Proby. Collects 21 tracks including Cotton Candy Land; Take Me To The Land Of Rain; Fun in Acapulco; Madeline; Which Way Do I Turn?; Slowly But Surely; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99

♫ ♪ 7901380 SIMPLE MINDS: Up All Night. On May 27th, 1984, Simple Minds performed at All Night In Irving, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including East at Easter; Up on the Catwalk; Book of Brilliant Things; Someone Somewhere in Summertime; Please Don't You Make Me a Miracle; Waterfall; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95

♫ ♪ 4977076 KRAFTWERK: The Fairfield Four. On September 21st, 1975, Kraftwerk performed at Fairfield Halls in Croydon, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 9 tracks including Kingskeng; Tongzibgeb; Tanzmuzik; Ruckklang; Prozessor; HimmeKometenmelodie; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

♫ ♪ 4977076 KRAFTWERK: The Fairfield Four. On September 21st, 1975, Kraftwerk performed at Fairfield Halls in Croydon, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 9 tracks including Kingskeng; Tongzibgeb; Tanzmuzik; Ruckklang; Prozessor; HimmeKometenmelodie; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
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CD 7844034 THE BEST OF JEFFERSON AIRPLANE. Collects 16 tracks from the psychedelic rock band, including "White Rabbit; Somebody to Love; High Flyin' Bird; Ballad of You and Me; and Poinsetta," and more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 7798423 JUST BE GOOD TO ME: 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set collects the perfect songs for your day including "Lovely Day" by Bill Withers, "Just Be Good to Me" by S.O.S. Band, "Torn" by Natalie Imbruglia, "Waterfalls" by TLC, "Mr. Tearing Man" by Marie Byrds; and more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 7844050 THE NATION'S FAVOURITE CARPENTERS SONGS. Collects 20 tracks including (They Long to Be) Closer to You; We've Only Just Begun; For all We Know; Rainy Days and Mondays; Superwoman; Love Songs; Sweet Richard's Blues; and more. Twenty-five tracks on 2 CDs. EMI Records Limited.

CD 7844056 THE BEST OF JEFFERSON AIRPLANE. Collects 16 tracks from a live radio broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY. This collection features 32 tracks, including "Yellow Submarine; Please Please Me; A Hard Day's Night; Eight Days a Week; Yesterday; and more. Twenty-five tracks on 2 CDs. EMR Records Limited.

CD 7780796 JOHN MELLENCAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998. Collects from a live FM broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Is Burning; Check It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 1925415 JOHNNY CASH: Original Album Classics. This five of Johnny Cash's original albums, in card LP replica sleeves. Includes The Fabulous Johnny Cash; Hymns By Johnny Cash; Songs Of Our Soil; Ride This Train; and Songs of Sorrow. Sony Music.

CD 7792042 THE BEATLES: 1. Collects 27 tracks including Love Me Do; From Me to You; She Loves You; I Want to Hold Your Hand; Can't Buy Me Love; A Hard Day's Night; I Feel Fine; Eight Days a Week; Ticket to Ride; Help; Day Tripper; and more. EMI Records Limited.

CD 7744749 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: New York Rehearsal 1966. Collects 16 tracks from a live rehearsal broadcast, New York, New York, from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Cinematheque, New York City, 1966. Includes Walk Alone; Day Tripper/Boom Boom; There She Goes Again; Heroin; Get It on; and more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 778008X JOHN PRINE, CHICAGO '70: The Early Sessions. This one-two punch broadcasted on The 5th Peg in August of 1970, and on Studs Terkel's Radio Show, July 1970. Twenty-eight tracks include "Hello In There; Souvenirs; A Great Compromise;" as well as interviews. Some songs include multiple performances. HI: Hello. LO: Low. **SOLD OUT**

CD 77807TX JEFF HEALEY BAND: Boston Broadcast 1989. On April 7th, 1989, the Jeff Healey Band performed at the Paradise Rock Club in Boston, Massachusetts. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including The Way It Goes; I'm Torn Down; My Lighthouse; and more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 7780826 KANSAS: Carry on for No Return. Performing live from New York’s Palladium in 1980, Kansas offers up live renditions of "Icarus/Borne on Wings of Steel; Paradigms; Holy Man; Choice of the Anthem; Dust in the Wind; Anything for You; Don't Open Your Eyes; Hold On; Relentless; and more. Thirteen tracks. Good Ship Funk.

CD 7744528 JOHN FOGERTY: On the Box. Nineteen tracks highlight the best 1997 F Troop performances by the Original Clearwater. Includes VH Storytellers; David Letterman Show; Good Morning America and more. It lives track on tracks. **SOLD OUT**

CD 7780621 THE BEACH BOYS: Ringing the Liberty Bell. The Beach Boys bring their fun-filled summertime sound to Philadelphia’s Ben Franklin Parkway Museum of Art in this live FM radio broadcast. Nineteen tracks include songs like California Girls; Wouldn't It Be Nice; and Surfin USA, with special guests like Joan Jett and The Oak Ridge Boys. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99

CD 7780753 THE JACKSONS: Mexico City 1983. An eight-track collection featuring a fine selection of Jackson classics, alongside newer tracks still to receive a studio release on up-coming records. Nineteen tracks include Never Can Say Goodbye; Papa Don't Go; a Rolling Stone; The Life of the Party. **SOLD OUT**

CD 7744463 GRATEFUL DEAD: The Wharf Rats Come East. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Capitol Theater, Port Chester, N.Y., 1971, come these 16 tracks, including Casey Jones; Me and My Uncle; Hart to Handle; Playin’ in the Band; Sugar Magnolia; Truckin; Next Time You See Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7744374 DAVID BOWIE: The Lost Sessions. While Bowie’s early career was often sporadic, he was rarely off the wireless. And the sessions must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Tracks include "Quicksilver Messenger Service; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; Take Me Home Country Roads; and many more! Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged. Songs captured across two CDs. "Eagles" are delightful and rare performance will prove a must-have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Life in the Fast Lane; and many more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 2803894 CLASSIC 70’S ROCK HITS. Two CDs capture the 70’s sounds on 30 tracks. Includes hits by Chicago 25 or 6 to 4; Chicago; One sonic Lopez; Him; Hoople All the Young Dudes; Sweet Ballroom Blitz; America A Horse with No Name; The Outlaws Green Grass and High Hide; Kool & the Gang; and the Gang Hoddub Swingin; and many more. **SOLD OUT**

CD 7744171 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Street Survivors. Five tracks taken from friends, first at the 1976 Superstar Jam (tracks 1-9), then at the Volunteer Jam Vi in 1979 (tracks 11 and 12). Includes renditions of "I Don’t Want to Go Down; Them; Another Pretty Curtain Call; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

and enter the item number in the search box.
![CD](image)

**CD 7792050 THE BEATLES: Live at the BBC.** Between March 1962 and June 1965, no less than 275 musical performances by The Beatles were broadcast by the BBC. This 71-track, two-CD set includes Riding On a Bus; A Hard Day's Night; Songs We Know By Heart; I'm a Loser; How Do You Do It?; and more. Fieldtrip Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7738293 JETHRO TULL: Original Album Series.** Experience the bold sound of this unique rock group with five albums originally released between 1971 and 1982: This Was; Stand Up; Aqualung; and Stand Up For Moseley Rd. Five CDs in individual cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7744579 KISS: Agora Ballroom 1974.** Prepare to rock and roll all night with this 12-track live set by one of the greatest rock groups of all time. Collects songs from three separate 1974 live performances, including multiple cuts of Firehouse; and Nothin' to Lose, plus: Deuce; Strutter; Cold Gin; She; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7744625 MEAT LOAF: Boston Broadcast 1985.** The early hard rock legend is like a Bat out of Hell in a live Boston performance. Collects eight tracks: Bad Attitude; Dead Ringer for Love; Jumpin' the Gun; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Fast; Revved up with No Place to Go; Modern Girl; and Bat Out of Hell. Zip City. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7744285 BLACKFOOT: Chicago 1980 & Hollywood 1983.** Contains two previously unreleased live performances from FM radio broadcasts. Fifteen songs, including Gimme Gimme Gimme; Girl on a Plane; Roll with the Changes; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7744668 THE REPLACEMENTS: Another Planet.** On July 18th, 1987, the Replacements performed at The Chance in Poughkeepsie, New York. This two-CD set is recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 29 tracks including Bastards of Young; Sweet Home Chicago; Be My Lover; Hold My Life; Never Mind; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7744884 ROGER WATERS: The Pros & Cons of New York.** This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; The Great Gig in the Sky; and more. Spectr um Music. $7.95

**CD 1966294 THE BACHELORS: All Time Greats.** The Bachelors were founded in Ireland. This 40-track, two-CD set songs include: Diane; I Believe; Charmaine; No Arms Can Ever Hold You; You'll Never Walk Alone; Danny Boy; My First Love; and more. Spectrum Music. $7.95

**CD 7738331 TOMMY JAMES & THE SHORDLES: Original Album Series.** Collects five essential albums by the celebrated rock band, including Hanky Panky; I Think We're Alone Now; Mony Mony; Crimson & Clover; and Celophane Symphony. Each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

**CD 7752127 ROXY MUSIC: Newcastle Complete.** On October 28th, 1974, Roxy Music performed at City Hall in Newcastle, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Includes 32 tracks including Piano in the Dark; In Every Dreamer; Love Is the Drug; Keep It Cool; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $20.99

**CD 7805748 SPUTNIK! The Launch of the Sputnik 29 Tracks Including There Goes Spunik by The Teen-Cliets; Planetary Run by Joe Montgomery; Gonna Build a Rocket by Galen Benny; Sputnik Dance by The Equadors; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1939335 THE WHO: Back at the Fillmore.** On October 22nd, 1969, The Who performed at Fillmore East in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including The Seeker; Pinball Wizard; Won't Get Fooled Again; and more. Livefield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4927686 JACK KEROUAC: 100 Years of Beatitude.** Jack Kerouac along with Allen Ginsberg and William S. Burroughs formed the core cell of the Beat Generation. The beatniks listened to a wide range of specific styles of music; compiled are 52 songs and historical audio documents from the Beatniks' era focusing on the San Francisco Scene (The Beat Generation) and New Jersey. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 33 tracks including Kaerouzay by Don Morrow; San Francisco Scene (The Beat Generation) by Jack Kerouac; Beat for Beatniks by The John Barry Seven; and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Product ion. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 7772300 TOOL: The Pepsi Challenge.** On July 21, 2002 Tool performed at the Pepsi Center in Denver, CO, and the show was recorded for a live FM radio broadcast. This two-CD set collects 20 tracks from that night, including: Sober; The Grudge; Forty Six & 2; Een Blue Apocalypse; Triad; and more. Good Ship Unkne. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7701565 AC/DC: Power Up.** The limited edition, one of a kind box is the ultimate fan package, for AC/DC's 17th studio album. Hit the button and watch the flashing neon AC/DC logo light up while the opening bars of Shot in the Dark blare on the FM radio charging cable for the box. Collects 12 songs including: Realize; Reaction; Code Red; and more. Columbia.

**CD 7772203 BONNIE RAITT: I Thought I Was a Child.** Recorded at a live FM broadcast in Clover Studios. Hazy Shade of Winter, CA on February 29, 1976. Twelve songs, including I Thought I was a Child; Any Day Woman; Love Me Like a Man; Sugar Mama; Fool Yourself, Nothing Seems to Matter; and more. Asylum. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7850107 PRINCE: Controversy at the Capitol.** On January 30th, 1987, Prince performed at Capitol Theatre in Passaic, New Jersey. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including: Controversy; Do You Really Want to Hurt Me; The Second Horseman; Wanna Be Your Lover; Dirty Mind; Do Me, Baby; Let's Work; The Second Coming; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7834454 ROGER WATERS: The Berlin Wall Rehearsals.** On May 2nd, 1990, Roger Waters performed at Townhouse Studios in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 32 tracks including Don't Leave Me Now; Hey You; Money for Nothing; Welcome to the Machine; and more. Pink Floyd. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1975161 RAMONES: Transmission Impossible.** This 69-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances recorded from FM broadcasts between 1977-1979. Songs included are: Beach Boys Medley; Here Today, Gone Tomorrow; Surfin Bird; Teenage Lobotomy; I'm Against It; and more. New Rose. Pub. at $19.95


**CD 7834349 CHICAGO: New York 1977.** On May 20th, 1977, Chicago performed at The Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Mississippi Delta Blues; Just You and Me; Beginnings; Make Me Smile; West Virginia Girl; Feeling Stronger Every Day; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95

---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
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★ CD 7811357 NIRVANA: This Means Nothing. Collects recorded live FM broadcasts of two performances by Nirvana from 1989, 1990 and the tour of 1991. Includes songs with Nirvana labels. Scott; Love Buzz; About a Girl; Sappy; Blew; Polly; Big Cheese; Been a Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 4858646 VAN HALEN: Classics Live. All 17 tracks from live FM broadcasts recorded at various venues across Van Halen’s career. Includes On Fire; Bottoms Up; Fools of Control; Hear About It Later; Secrets; Get Up; Ice Cream Man; I’m the One; Romeo Delight; Eruption; The Seventh Seal; Running with the Devil; Panama; Everybody Wants Some; Dance the Night Away; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 1995919 VAN MORRISON: Pacific High Studio: Vol. 2. On April 26th, 1970, Van Morrison performed at Fillmore West in San Francisco, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 33 tracks on two CDs including Into the Mystic; I’ve Been Working; Call Me Up in Dreamland; Blue Money; And I’d Store Me; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $21.95

★ CD 1995983 YES: Transmission Impossible. Focusing on live session recordings from 1969 to 1970, this three CD set will delight YES aficionados. Selectively, includes tracks including Something’s Coming; Everydays; Sweetness; Every Little Thing; Images of You and Me; Dear Father; Eleanor Rigby; I See You; Survival; Astral Weeks; No, No Song: Roger the Mill; and more. Ten Years After. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 7272906 JOE STRUMMER & THE MASCALEROS: House of the Blues. On November 6th, 1999, Joe Strummer and the Mescaleros performed at House of Blues in Los Angeles, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Includes 20 tracks including Diggin’ the New; Nothing But the Night; The Champions; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Under Pressure; Another Brick in the Wall; Take Five; and more.Included. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 7834632 SIR DOUGLAS CUTLER: Texas Tornado Live. Recorded in September, 1971 from Doug Weston’s Troubadour in Los Angeles, California. Collects eight tracks including She’s About a Mosquito; Tore Apart; Blowing; I’m Glad for Your Sake (But I’m Sorry for Mine); Heya, Heya; And It Didn’t Bring Me Down; and Dynamite Woman. Liberty Hall. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 773834X WARREN ZEVON: Original Album Series. From a classic country-rock group to one of the best albums from the late 1970s. Two CDs compile the entirety of Warren Zevon; Excitable Boy; Bad Luck Steak in Dancing School; Stand in the Fire; and The Envoy, each packaged in a cardboard sleeve reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music. ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A BOP! Sold Out

★ CD 7796463 ALICE FAYE: The 20th Century Fox Years, Volume 2, 1940-1945. This 63-track, two CD set is from her 1940s movies remastered from studio discs, and includes songs with her co-writers. Songs include After the Ball; And the Band Played On; Last Rose of Summer; Long Ago Last Night; You’ll Never Sepia. Pub. at $20.99

★ CD 771067 PAGE & PLANT: Going to California. On May 20th, 1985, Page and Plant performed at San Jose Arena in San Jose, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Thank You; Bring It on Home; John the Dreamer; No Quarter; Gallows Pole; and more. Two CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. X-Ray. Pub. at $22.95

★ CD 1939173 THE CURE: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by The Cure were from live FM broadcasts of 1981 through 1996. Collects 71 tracks on three CDs including Boys Don’t Cry; The Holy Girls; In Your House; Saturday Night; Wailing Wait; Happy the Man; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. East to Beat. Pub. at $22.95

★ CD 4977181 THE ROLLING STONES: Detroit 1978. On July 6th, 1978, the Rolling Stones performed at Masonic Temple Theatre in Detroit, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Let It Rock; All Down the Line; Star Star; Feed Me with Your Kiss; Detected; She’s a Rainbow; Lost; Torn; Dynamic; and more. Leftfield Media. ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A BOP! Sold Out

★ CD 7799866 ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A BOP! Collects 36 tracks including Dance to the Bop by Gene Vincent and His Blue Caps, I Wanna Bop by Billy Harlan. Boppin’ in the Bop by Van Morrison. Honey Bop by Wanda Jackson. Boppin’ to Grandfather’s Clock by Sidney Joe Lewis. Rock Boppin’ Baby by Edwin Chamblin. And enter the item number in the search box.

★ CD 1955875 SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES: Jumping Jacks. Features the remarkable 1981 performances on 21 tracks with selections like Israel; Halloween; Spellbound; Arabian Knights; Placebo Effect; Pulled to Bits; Tenement, Headcut; Nightshift; Sin In The Supernatural Thing; But Not For Me. By The Rollers. Pub. at $17.95

★ CD 4747313 QUEEN: The Broadcast Archives. Recorded from several live FM broadcasts at various venues across the band’s career. Sixty-four tracks, including Sheer Heart Attack; You’re My Best Friend; Under Pressure; B�a�a Baga Baga; The Show Must Go On; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A BOP! Sold Out

★ CD 7751131 IAN ANDERSON: An Avalon in Philly. Recorded from two live FM broadcasts in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on June 6th, 1995. Collects 12 tracks including Inducing Life is a Long Song; In Sight of the Minaret; In the Grips of Stronger Stuff; Cheap Inducing; White/Eve Black; Monitor; Voodoo Dolly; Happy House; Paradise Place; Christine; Red Light; Eye White/Eve Black; Monitor; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

★ CD 4899873 TRAFFIC: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set contains material recorded from legendary live performances from the 1960’s & 1970’s on 42 tracks. Includes Paper Sun; House for Everyone; Hole in My Shoe; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Feeling Good; You Can All Join In; Hard To Get; Right; Empty Pages; Evening Blue; Freedom Rider; Tragedy; Magic; and more. Impact to the East. Sold Out

★ CD 7772297 TOM WAITS: Akron. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Akron Civic Theatre, Akron, OH on August 13, 2008. Twenty tracks, including Hole in My Mind; Rain; Back in the Pocket; Leave; Falling Down; Tangi They’re Sore; Trampled Rose; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

★ CD 775213 IAN ANDERSON: An Avalon in California. Includes 40 tracks including Sought; Dark Honey Bop; by the Coasters; I Wanna Bop; by Wanda Jackson; Honey Bop; by Billy Harlan; Honey Bop; by Van Morrison. And more. Gryphon. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 1942840 GISELE MACKENZIE: Hard to Get. This 57-track 2 CD set comprises most of her A & B sides on the Capitol, “X”, Vik and RCA-Victor labels from the years 1955-1958. Features: Hard To Get; Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes; Seven Lonely Days; Fairyland; Fidelity; Goodbye Sweetheart; Lonely Days; and more. Gryphon. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 7717067 PAGE & PLANT: Going to California. On May 20th, 1985, Page and Plant performed at San Jose Arena in San Jose, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Thank You; Bring It on Home; John the Dreamer; No Quarter; Gallows Pole; and more. Two CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. X-Ray. Pub. at $22.95

★ CD 1939173 THE CURE: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by The Cure were from live FM broadcasts of 1981 through 1996. Collects 71 tracks on three CDs including Boys Don’t Cry; The Holy Girls; In Your House; Saturday Night; Wailing Wait; Happy the Man; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. East to Beat. Pub. at $22.95

★ CD 4977181 THE ROLLING STONES: Detroit 1978. On July 6th, 1978, the Rolling Stones performed at Masonic Temple Theatre in Detroit, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Let It Rock; All Down the Line; Star Star; Feed Me with Your Kiss; Detected; She’s a Rainbow; Lost; Torn; Dynamic; and more. Leftfield Media. ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A BOP! Sold Out

★ CD 7799866 ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A BOP! Collects 36 tracks including Dance to the Bop by Gene Vincent and His Blue Caps, I Wanna Bop by Billy Harlan. Boppin’ in the Bop by Van Morrison. Honey Bop by Wanda Jackson. Boppin’ to Grandfather’s Clock by Sidney Joe Lewis. Rock Boppin’ Baby by Edwin Chamblin. And enter the item number in the search box.
### Rock Pop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CD</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Artist</strong></th>
<th><strong>Details</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>7730039</strong></td>
<td>YES: Boston Garden.</td>
<td>On December 11th, 1974, YES performed at Boston Garden in Boston, MA. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including “The Long Distance Runners”, “Ripple”, “Close to the Edge”, “It’s All About You”, and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4932870</strong></td>
<td>MARTIN BARRE BAND: Live at the Wildey.</td>
<td>The Martin Barre Band takes the stage at Wildey Theater in Edwardsville, Illinois. This live album was recorded on May 17-18, 2019. Collects 29 tracks including songs for Jeffrey, “My Sunday Feeling”, “Back to the Family”, and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7788085</strong></td>
<td>MORRISSEY: First Amongst Equals.</td>
<td>On December 22nd, 1988, Morrissey performed at Civic Hall in Wolverhampton, England. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 9 tracks including “Stop Me If You Think You’ve Heard This Before”, “Disappointed”, “Immature”, and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>67673820</strong></td>
<td>IRON MAIDEN: Transmission Impossible.</td>
<td>Collects performances from 1981-2001 by Iron Maiden performed at a variety of locations. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Forty-four tracks including “The Trooper”, “Hallowed BE Thy Name”, “Aces High”, and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4977068</strong></td>
<td>IAN ANDERSON: Elbow to Elbow.</td>
<td>On October 10th, 2002, Ian Anderson performed at Kalamazo State Theatre in Kalamazoo, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including “In the Grip of Stronger Stuff”, “Life’s a Long Song”, “Skating Away”, “Montserrat”, and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4858573</strong></td>
<td>RORY GALLAGHER: The Broadcast Archives.</td>
<td>A collection of live FM radio performances from the 70s and 80s are captured on 3 CDs and some 35 tracks. Selections include “Missin’ with the Kid”, “Crack Rock”, “Just a Little Bit”, “Tattoo’d Lady”, “Wayward Child”, “Secret Agent”, “What in the World”, “Nanine”, and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7678347</strong></td>
<td>PETER GABRIEL: In the Rain.</td>
<td>On October 24th, 2002, Peter Gabriel performed at Maison De La Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including “Darkness”, “Red Rain”, “Growing Up”, “Mercy Street”, “My Head Sounds Like That”, and more. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7788099</strong></td>
<td>DAVE EDMUNDS: Live at Roseland Ballroom in New York City.</td>
<td>This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including From Small Things, “Big Things One Day Come”, “Loud Music in Cars”, and more. Good Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Family Productions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CD</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Artist</strong></th>
<th><strong>Details</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1943937</strong></td>
<td>TONY SHERIDAN: Skinny Minny.</td>
<td>Tony Sheridan was the most important pioneer of a rock and roll scene in Germany next to Bill Haley. Collects 29 tracks including “My Bonnie (English Intro)”, “Get on the Right Track Baby”, “Let’s Dance”, “Don’t Be Ready Teddy”, and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1944770</strong></td>
<td>FLOTSAM AND JETSAM: Live in Phoenix.</td>
<td>On July 18, 2003, Flotsam and Jetsam performed at the Bash on Ash in Phoenix, Arizona. This is a recording of that concert. Collects 13 tracks including “No Place for Disgrace”, “Swallow at Fies”, “Hard Rain”, “Wading Through the Darkness”, and more. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7720742</strong></td>
<td>THE TEEN YEARS.</td>
<td>This 150-track, ten-CD set collects the best romantic classics from the era’s irresistible teen heartthrobs. Songs include “Dream Lover” by Bobby Darin; “Travelin’ Man” by Rick Nelson; “Everybody’s Somebody’s Foo” by Connie Francis; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and more. Pub. at $169.99</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4919590</strong></td>
<td>HANS-A-PLAST: Live at Rockpalast 1980.</td>
<td>Recorded from a live performance at Rockpalast WDR Studio One in A–Cologne, Germany on July 2, 1980. This German punk rock compilation collects 16 tracks, including Rock ‘n Roll Feigal; “Man with the Kauhaus”; and more. Sunflower German. Also includes a DVD of the performance (70 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7729979</strong></td>
<td>TALK TALK: Nether, Netherlands.</td>
<td>On May 27th, 1984, Talk Talk performed at Muziekcentrum Vredenburg in Utrecht, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Also includes tracks from radio sessions in 1983. Collects 17 songs including “Such a Shame”, “My Foolish Friend”, “The Party’s Over”, “Dum Dum Girl”, and more. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4977122</strong></td>
<td>MIKE OLDFIELD: Irish Bells.</td>
<td>On May 31st, 1980, Mike Oldfield performed at RDS Main Hall in Dublin, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 7 tracks including “Platinum”, “Punkadiddle”, “I Got Rhythm”, “Polka”, “Onnemann Part I”, and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7692161</strong></td>
<td>MIRACLE MILE.</td>
<td>Collects the complete film score, music effects and the soundtrack album. Includes 34 songs including “Teetering Scales; One for the Cats; “On the Spur of the Moment”; All That Other Stuff; “Manchester; Two Good Guys; “Full Moon/Dead”, and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

For complete track listings go to erhb.com/919

---
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CD 1911937 THE UNDISCOVERED MARIA LANZA. This compilation includes never before heard complete versions of four popular arias; a previously unknown extended version of the Rigoletto Quartet scene from The Great Caruso; a superb outtake of “My Destiny” that few Lanza aficionados even knew existed. Tracks include: The Soul of the Night, The Lord’s Prayer, Maria: Final Scene, Love Me Tonight and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 1939246 NILLS LOFGREN: Hanging Tough. On October 28th, 1977, Nils Lofgren performed at The Bottom Line in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Knockout, Don’t Go (Ode to the Glitter Twin); Cry Happy; Hunter (Save Me); Code of the Road; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $13.95 $11.95

CD 7852196 NILLS LOFGREN: Blue with Lou. Rock and Roll Hall of Fame E Street Band member Nils Lofgren returns with a vengeance with his first new studio album since 2011. From soaring rock tracks to tender ballads, each composition takes you along on a sonic journey. Songs include: Indestructible, Big Machine, Miracle Pill, Here Is Gone, and more. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

CD 7717008 DREAM THEATER: Made in Japan. On January 24th, 1995, Dream Theater performed at the Nakanjo Sun Plaza in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Pull Me Under; Take the Time; Another Day; Lifting Shadows off a Dream; and more. PROG. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 1954954 GROUNDED WITH THE GOO GOO DOLLS. This 2 disc set includes a 4K Blu Ray and an audio CD with 31 songs as an added bonus. In the midst of the Pandemic, The Goo Goo Dolls put on a real rock show of their most popular songs on a visually stunning Augmented Reality Stage. Songs include: Indestructible, Big Machine, Miracle Pill, Here Is Gone, and more. 90 minutes. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

CD 786217X NILLS LOFGREN BAND: Weathered. Features reworked classics from Nils’ vast catalogue, new live recordings from his most recent studio album, and a few choice cover renditions. Collects 16 tracks including Daddy Dream; Across the Tracks; Rock or Not; Give; Tender Love; Like Rain; and more. Two CDs. Cattle Track Road Records. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CD 7855257 EPTAPH: History Box 1. This 42-track, four-CD set includes Set Your Free; Stranger; We Can Get Together; Do You Believe in Love; Hold On; Bad Feeling; Keep Moving On; Still Alive; Hard Life; Tequila Fritz; Going to Chicago; Small Town Girl; Ain’ No Lie; Let Me Know; The Daughter; and more. Includes multiple versions of songs from the cover. MIG Music. Pub. at $77.95 $27.95

CD 7755825 BECK: Roskilde Festival. This 15-track set consists of various live performances by Beck from 1996 to 1997. Songs include Devil’s Haircut; Numb; The New Pollution; Lover; Hot Wax; Beerken; Lord Only Knows; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 199106X KLAUS SCHULZE: Big in Japan. Recorded from a live performance by Klaus Schulze’s Tokyo Fantracks Stage in 1996. Collects seven tracks on three-CDs: including The Crystal Returns; Sequencers Are Beautiful; La JOyce Apocalypse; Nippon Benefici; The Deductive Approach; and A Crystal Perpetuum. MIG Music. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

CD 4975991 DAVID BOWIE: In the White Room. On December 14th, 1995, David Bowie performed at Westway Studios in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Look Back in Anger; The Hearts Filthy Lesson; Hallo Spaceboy; Teenage Wildlife; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 1991193 VINECE TAYLOR: Brand New Cadillac. Embodies the early heyday of British Rock ‘n’ Roll. Collects 32 tracks including Brand New Cadillac; Long Tall Sally; Rocky Road Blues; Ready Teddy; Twenty Flight Rock; I’ll Be Your Hero; Rip It Up; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 7855385 RICKY SHAYNE: One of the Mods. The complete recordings from 1966-1967. Collects 30 tracks including My Baby; Number One; When the Girl in Your Arms Is the Girl in Your Heart; Apron Strings; Cosa Dura; La Loco; Loner (Danny); Come Amici Mods; Di Me Cosa Ne So? (Black Is Back); and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.95 $15.95

CD 772585X DAVID GAHN: Berlin. On June 10th, 2003, David Gahan performed at Columbiahalle in Berlin, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Hidden Houses; Hold On; Dirty Sticky Floors; A Question of Time; Bitter Apple; Black and White; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7862552 DOROTHY SQUIRES: Be My Love. Her heart-rending ballads and flair for the dramatic helped Dorothy Squires find fame in postwar England. Collects 24 tracks including Sweet Dreams to You; Save a Piece of Bread, Cake for Me; After All; My Someday; and more. In the Spotlight Hall. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

CD 4971663 TONY HAZZARD: Demonstration. This is a reissue of Tony Hazard’s first album Tony Hazard Sings Tony Hazard released in 1969. Collects 13 songs including The Matter With You; You Won’t Be Leaving; Brown Eyed Girl; Ha Ha; Said the Clown; How’s She Making Out; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

DVD 7812760 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost TV Broadcasts. Fullscreen. Collect live performances by Simon & Garfunkel, recorded for TV broadcasts across their time together performing as a duo. Twenty-nine tracks, including Homeward Bound, The Sound of Silence, A Hazy Shade of Winter; and more. 82 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

DVD 7815290 GUNS N’ ROSES: The Classic Transmissions. Fullscreen. Featuring both rare and classic archive performance footage of Guns N’ Roses in concert, drawn from their 1986-1993 period during the band’s “first wave.” With all film taken from TV broadcast programs, this collection of 19 tracks including Welcome to the Jungle; Patience; Down on the Farm; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; and more. 104 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

DVD 2086553 WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969. An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 7895133 ‘83 US FESTIVAL: Days 1-3. US Festival 1983 represents a unique part of music history, as witnessed by 2,000,000 fans. Digitally remastered and restored, with brand new interviews, plus performances by INXS, Men at Work, Judas Priest, U2, Steve Nicks, and more, this is a celebration of one of the most amazing music festivals of its time. 135 minutes. Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


DVD 1956752 GROUNDED WITH THE GOO GOO DOLLS. In the midst of the Pandemic, The Goo Goo Dolls put on a real rock show of their most popular songs on a visually stunning Augmented Reality Stage. The band played their twenty plus song hit-laden back catalog for a career spanning set list from Thunder Studios, Songs including Black, Black, Black, Fire, 120, Welcome to the Jungle, and more. 47 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95 and enter the item number in the search box. - 25 -
Fascination; More; Georgia on My Mind; Maybe It’s Love; Do You Know the Way to San Jose?; That’s Amore; Sweets for My Sweet; I Remember; and more. Medley. $5.95

**CD 7809476 HARRY OWENS & HIS ROYAL HAWAIIANS: Songs of the Islands.** This four-CD set comprises of select A and B sides of his releases on Decca during the latter half of the 1930s, and his releases on Capitol and Columbia during the 1940s. Songs include Dancing Under the Stars; King’s Royal Serenade; Purple Hills of Hawaii; Coconut Grove; Pot, My Boy, and more. $12.95

**CD 1961856 PERCUSSION ORIENTALE/PERCUSION PAYSANNE.** This CD collects two albums, Percussion Orientale/Perkussion Paysanne, by Old Caroll for the first time on CD. Collects 26 tracks including Caravan; In a Persian Market;The Poor People of Paris; Alouette; Valentine; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 7809549 EDDY DUCHIN: Let’s Fall in Love.** This CD offers a comprehensive overview of Duchin’s career, comprising his A and B sides of his releases on Decca during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; Multiplication; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7809564 EDDY DUCHIN: The Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62.** This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including his biggest hit, I’ll Always Love You; You Was (with Peggy Lee). In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening; and more. Dynamic. $21.95

**CD 1913735 LOVE SONGS OF World War II: to Each His Own.** In the 1940s, while a brutal world war raged on, some of the most beautiful music was being recorded. This 75-track, three-CD set includes A Lovely Way to Spend An Evening by Frank Sinatra; Miss You by Bing Crosby; I’m Making Believe by the Ink Spots; How Sweet You are by Jo Stafford, and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 193750X GREAT L OVE SONGS OF THE ’50S.** Collects 15 tracks on nine sides, in cardboard sleeves and slipcased including Cherish by the Association; I Got You Baby by Sonny & Cher; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; I’ll Always Love You by Sonny Boy; My Mammy; After You’ve Gone; Here I Come!; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; Swanee; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; and more. Tons much much more. LIFE TIME. Pub. at $17

**CD 7764731 JOHNNIE RAY: Cry.** Twenty-five classics from this giant of 1950s music, recorded both solo and with The Four Lads. His biggest hit, Cry, joins other favorites including Just Walking in the Rain; Here I Am Broken Hearted; Please Mr. Sun; The Little White Cloud That Cried; Walkin’ My Baby Back Home; and more. $29.99

**CD 488471X 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Romantic Nights.** Turn down the lights and light a fire as some 20 tracks get you ready for a romantic evening. Includes As Time Goes By; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; When I Fall in Love; All or Nothing At All; The Way You Look Tonight; Tenderly; Lover’s Tango; Romantic Nights; Lover’s Rhapsody; I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; and more. Medley. $9.95

**CD 7764626 AL JOLSON: Let Me Sing and Be Happy.** Twenty-five recordings from one of the most popular entertainers of the early 20th century. Tracks include Let Me Sing and I’m Happy; April Showers; California; Here I Come!; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; Swanee; World of Love; Mammy; After You’ve Gone; and more. $5.95

**CD 4931211 THE LEGENDS OF POLKA.** This 20 track Polka CD includes, Just Because by Frankie Yankovic; Beer Barrel Polka by Jimmy Sturr with Myron Floren; Apples, Pumpkins Pie by Myron Floren; Manicheen Waltz by Whoopee John; and more. Polka City. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**CD 4840429 GALE STORM: I Hear You Knockin’.** Compiles just about all the A & B sides of her recordings from the early 1950s through the late 1960s, plus all the tracks from her albums “Gale Storm” and “Sentimental Me” and selected titles from the “Softly and Tenderly” catalog, including I Hear You Knockin’; Gates of My Mind; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 7764865 EDDY DUCHIN: Let’s Fall in Love.** Fall in love all over again with 25 classics featuring one of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the ’30s and ’40s. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star; Cheek to Cheek; Did You Ever See a Lullaby?; It’s Fall in Love Moon over Miami; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 7764867 DECADE OF HITS: The 40’s.** This three CD set collects 75 hits from the ’40s, including: In the Mood by the Glenn Miller Orchestra; You Made Me Love You by the Harry James Orchestra; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by the Andrew Sisters; It’s Magic by Doris Day; Don’t Run, The Ventures; Roof; Walk Alone by Dinah Shore. Dynamic. $11.95

**CD 7799721 MATT MONRO: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles 1956-1962.** Enjoy the music of this popular entertainer on the international music scene during the 1960s, with three wonderful collection. Monro boasts four CDs with 67 tracks. Includes You Always Hurt the One You Love; Let’s Face the Music and Dance; Cheek to Cheek; Stardust; Everybody Fall in Love with Someone; Portrait of My Love; and more. Reel to Reel. $9.95

**CD 7766669 DECADE OF HITS: The 30’s.** Features an amazing collection of 41 chart topping hits from the thrilling ’30s. Includes Night And Day by Leo Reisman Orchestra; Three Little Words by Frank Crumit; P.S. I Love You by Jack Fulton, My Old Flame by Duke Ellington and his Famous Orchestra, and many more. Two CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

**CD 7764655 EDDY DUCHIN: Let’s Fall in Love.** Fall in love all over again with 25 classics featuring one of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the ’30s and ’40s. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star; Cheek to Cheek; Did You Ever See a Lullaby?; It’s Fall in Love Moon over Miami; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 7744955 LEONARD COHEN: Once More for Marianne. A 1976 broadcast from Switzerland’s Casino Barriere de Montreux. Collects 28 tracks including Bird on the Wire (multiple cuts), So Long, Marianne, Who By Fire; There Is a War; The Stranger Song; Sisters of Mercy; Suzanne; The Butcher; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

CD 4959051 ATOMIC ROCKERS, VOLUME 5: Dunagree Cutie. Grab your partner and make aeline to the dance floor with these songs. Collects 28 tracks including Oh! Well a Watcha Gonna Do by The Dwyer River Boys; You Done Me Wrong by Fats Domino; No More Heartache by Sugar Boy; Long Tall Sally by Wanda Jackson; Only Teenagers Allowed by Jackie Walker; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $13.99

CD 7709137 CHARLIE SPIVAK & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Chart Decade 1941-51. This 74-track, three-CD set comprised selected releases during this era on the Okeh, Columbia and London labels, and features all his 19 career chart entries under his own name. Songs include My Devotion; It’s Been a Long Long Time; Oh! What It Seemed To Be; (I Love You) For Sentimental Reasons; Linda; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 4900219 THAT LITTLE GIT IT VOL. 38. Collects 37 tracks from Los Angeles-based label Liberty. Songs include Wild Man by Al Casey; Little Bit by Bobby Lono; I Ain’t Gonna Cry No More by Johnny O’Nell; No Dough by Willie Nelson; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

CD 4892615 ATOMIC Hootenanny. Dance to the electrifying up-tempo 30 songs collected on this CD. Includes Drinkin’ Wine by Gene Simms; I Got It Made by Eddie Carroll; Crazy Legs by Gene Lewis; Gee Why by Drayton Serpa; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99

CD 7709129 CHAMP! The Singles Collection 1951-62. This 59-track, two-CD set comprises selected recordings epitomize Peter, Paul and Mary’s deeply soul-stirring experience that envelopes the listener in a blanket of harmony and rhythm, ambience that is not anchored in a predictable melody, allowing your mind and body to shift gears naturally into a new state. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.95

CD 7869777 STEVE ROACH: stopwatch: Chords & Sacred Spaces. Moving into the majestic realm of pure, non-rhythmic electro-acoustic sound-worlds, these four CDs are a multimedia from a true artist of sound. Collects 29 tracks including Palace of Nectar, Wren and Raven, The Otherworld; Slightly Below; The Spiral of Time’s Fire Burns on; and more. Projekt, Frankfurt. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7810946 BRUCE KURNO: The Roads I’ve Traveled. A collection of original instrumental, wellness and calming music. This 28-track, two-CD set includes A Fresh Start; Hope For Tomorrow; The Trail Peaceful; Sunset; A Lover’s Sunset; Dance of Light; Golden Heart; Close To Home; and more. New Folk Records. Pub. at $18.99

CD 4814222 PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies. Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer, Pierre Henry, considered a pioneer of “musicque concrete” a genre of electronic music. Selections include Pleins Jours; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts Egyptien; Ceremony; Voile D’Orphée; Deuxième Symphonie; Asphodeles; Spiral; Musique sans Titre; and many more. DCD. Pub. at $39.95

CD 7855184 ANN SWEETEN: Love Walks Through Rain. A deeply soul-stirring experience that envelopes the listener in a blanket of lush, melodic reverie. Collects 11 tracks including Valley Greene; Glimmer; Shores; The Winter’s Circle; Love Walks Through Rain; The Shadow of You; and more. Orange Band Records. Pub. at $15.99

CD 7855192 ANNE CLARK: Live at Rockpalast 1998. On April 12th, 1998, Anne Clark performed at Rockpalast in Biskuittheke, Bonn/Germany. This performance was recorded by WDR Rockpalast. Collects 10 tracks in包括 Travelling; Feed Me; Counter Act; Letter of Thanks to a Friend; Nightshift; Virtually; and more. Includes a 77-minute DVD recording of the performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99

CD 7890521 JOAN BAEZ: Songbird. From an influential poet of folk comes a pair of essential albums, initially released in 1962 and presented in their entirety. Includes all 13 tracks of Joan Baez and all 10 of Folk Singers Round Harvard Square, with songs from House of the Rising Sun to O What a Beautiful Morning. Two CDs, Not Now Music. Pub. at $7.95

CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit; Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; and Soda: The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been On My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin’ Rovin’ Gambler; When the Saints Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $4.95

CD 7865007 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1965-1983. Sixteen tracks bring together audio extracts from Dylan’s most iconic performances in the ‘60s and ‘70s; featuring classics from Blowin’ in the Wind to Like a Rolling Stone. Features recordings from Live Aid, 1985; Farm Aid, 1985. The 1991 Grammy Awards; two David Letterman appearances; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.95

CD 1975835 PETER, PAUL AND MARY: NEW YORK 1963-65. Sixteen tracks in including 72 performances from a formative period in Dylan’s career. Songs include P.O. Lazarus; Sally Gall; The Girl I Left Behind; The Death of Emmett Till; Baby at Me Follow You Down; Blowin’ in the Wind; and many more. Sutra. Pub. at $11.95

CD 7864981 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1960-1964. Nineteen tracks compile recordings from several live performances from a formative period in Dylan’s career. Songs include I’ll Had a Hammer; On a Desert Island; Rising of the Moon; Tryin’ To Win; and more. Shout Factory. Pub. at $7.95

CD 7744536 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Piedpiper. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland in November 2005, these 15 tracks include Spanish Piedpiper; Please Don’t Buy Me Souvenirs; Fish and Wine; The Best; Sam Stone; Helpin’ There and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

CD 8170797 JOHN PRINE: Bitter Gang. The鼬s all in the mind; wellness and calming music. This 28-track, two-CD set includes The Ballad of Lefty Frizzell; Blue Moon of Kentucky; Hello in Goodbye; and more. New Folk Records. Pub. at $18.99
World - Folk


**CD 7905513 ITALIAN HITS OF THE 60s.** This two CD collection of Italian hits features songs from Domenico Modugno, Milva, Gino Paoli, Nino Rossi, Sophia Loren, Nilla Pizzi, Gianni Morandi, Giorgio Gaber, and many more. 40 tracks. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 7996575 Ewan McColl: Six Classic Albums.** Collect six albums on four CDs including Songs from an Episode of Autumn, Grave Digger, Spanish is my mother tongue, Vegetable Soup, Among my countrymen, and more. £10.99

**CD 7781731 TEA FOR THE TILLERMAN 2.** Join Yusuf and enjoy an incredible experience with timeless songs that never seem to grow old on 11 tracks. Includes Children of the Chapel, Hard-Headed Woman: Wild World; Sad Lisa; Miles From Tomorrowland. Featuring Sam Cooke, Issac Hayes, and many others. Universal. $25.99

**CD 7780974 Tom Waits: Fumblin' on the Radio.** On July 23rd, 1974, Tom Waits performed his KPFK Folksong Festival, Los Angeles, California. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including On A Foggy Night; The Ghosts of Saturday Night; Rain on the Moon; Depot; Baby Grand; Diamonds on My Windshield; and more. Smokin'. $6.95

**CD 787538X Ramblin' Jack Elliott: 100 Classic Recordings from the Early Years 1954-1962.** This 100-track, four-CD collection brings together many of his recordings from the early years of his career, mainly from albums but including a few singles and EPs. Songs include Jesse James; Talking World, Railroad Bill; and more. Acrobot. Pub at $32.99.

**CD 4819544 Irish Love Ballads: 20 Songs.** A robust collection of ballads that we love is presented on 20 tracks that include, Eileen by Bing Crosby; I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen by Johnny Cash; Gentle Annie by Tommy Makem; Lover's Letter by Maureen O'Hara; Galway Bay by Sam Cooke; My Wild Irish Rose by Connie Francis; A Morning Dew by Bonnie Dobson; and more. Imperitone. $5.95

**CD 7817371 TEA FOR THE TILLERMAN.** Join Yusuf and enjoy an incredible experience with timeless songs that never seem to grow old on 11 tracks. Includes Children of the Chapel, Hard-Headed Woman: Wild World; Sad Lisa; Miles From Tomorrowland. Featuring Sam Cooke, Issac Hayes, and many others. Universal. $25.99

**CD 778063X BOB DYLAN: Life and Life Only: Radio & TV 1961-1965.** This 80-minute collection is taken from a selection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan spanning the years 1961 to 1965. Features songs and interviews from the 1961 folk scene and the early acoustic recordings at the Riverside Church in New York; The Sound of Silence; and more. These sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub at $14.99.

**CD 4976997 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND: Boston Garden 1974.** On January 14th, 1974, Bob Dylan and The Band performed at Boston Garden in Boston, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Ain't Me Baby; Ballad of a Thin Man; Stage Fright; They're All Your Babies; and more. Wicker Man. Pub at $15.95

**CD 7744633 PAUL SIMON: Kodachrome at the Tokyo Dome.** Recorded live in Japan, this 1973 performance features Simon's 1973 tracks: Kodachrome; Born at the Right Time; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; Bridge over Troubled Water; Puff; Graclands; The Empty Chair; Mrs. Robinson; and more. Good Ship Funk. Pub at $14.99.

**CD 7787641 PAUL SIMON: In the Blue Light.** A unique collection of Paul Simon's early works on 10 tracks. Includes One Man's Ceiling is Another Man's Floor; Love; Can't Remember to Feel Good; The Heart Approaches the Heart; Some Folks Lives Roll Easy; and more. Acrobot. Pub at $16.99.

**CD 7796264 JOAN BAEZ: Early Years.** This 37-track, two CD set features all Joan Baez's performances for the 1959 album Folk Singers Round Harvard Square, and all the titles from her first two albums on the Vanguard label Joan Baez and Joan Baez Volume 2. Songs include Banks of the Ohio; O What A Beautiful City; Little Moses; Wagoner's Lad; The Trees They Do Grow High; Engine 143; and more. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99.

**CD 7744293 BOB DYLAN: Constructing the Legend.** Released March 19, 1962, Dylan's first album is a rather curious affair. The album contains only two original compositions. Collects 26 tracks, including You're No Good; Song to Woody; In My Time of Dying; Take New York; Foin't Do It; and more. BDA. Pub at $14.99.

**CD 7745101 ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: Nuevo Tango.** This 41-track, two-CD collection comprises most of his recordings from 1955 to 1959. Sintonia De Tango; Tango Progresivo; Tango Moderno; La Blue Violeta; and Tango En Hi-Fi. Pub at $16.99.

**CD 7809964 CHRISTY MOORE: The Early Years 1969-81.** Two CDs capture the memorable music of Christy Moore on 42 tracks. Includes Home by Beama; Johnny Jump Up; Rambling Robin; Knock on Your Door; Wave Up to the Shore; Limerick Rake; Tipper Up to Nancy; Little Musgrave; January Man; The Sun Is Burning; The Dark Eyed Sailor; Boys of Mullalbay; Daileans's Litany; Paddles; and more. Tara. $12.99.

**CD 7901291 BOB DYLAN 1961 & 1962: The Years of Living Dangerously.** This 43-track, three-CD set collects multiple live performances from 1961-62 recorded from live broadcasts. Songs include I Heard That Lonesome Whistle; Blowin' in the Wind; and more. BDA. PUB at $22.95.

**CD 7744315 BOB DYLAN: The Unplugged Sessions.** This 80-track, three-CD collection was taken from a selection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan spanning the years 1961 to 1965. Features songs and interviews from the 1961 folk scene and the early acoustic recordings at the Riverside Church in New York; The Sound of Silence; and more. These sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub at $14.99.

**CD 7687383 LEONARD COHEN: The Rare, Live & Acoustic Collection.** This five CD set includes a number of live recordings from 1968-2003, all originally released from live radio and TV broadcasts. Sixty-seven tracks including Ain't No Cure for Love; Closing Time; Hallelujah; Bird on a Wire; The Stranger Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub at $27.95.

**CD 7779175 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND: New York City 1963.** This three-CD set captures multiple live performances from 1961-62 recorded from live broadcasts. Songs include I Heard That Lonesome Whistle; Blowin' in the Wind; and more. BDA. PUB at $22.95.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919

**World - Folk**

★ **CD 7006634** THE DUBLIN CITY RAMBLERS: The Rare Auld Times. This two-CD anthology covers every phase of the group’s prolific career with contributions from each line-up since the group was formed in 1970. Collects 50 tracks including The Rare Auld Times; Ramblin’ Rover; The Crack Was Ninety in the Isle of Man; Weasley in the Jar; Nancy Spain; and more. Dolphin Traders. Pub. at $22.99 **$17.95**

★ **CD 777219X** BOB DYLAN: Tramps. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Tramps in New York City on July 26, 1999. Nineteen tracks, including Babe, It Ain’t No Lie; The Times They Are A-Changin’; Tombstone Blues; Highway 61 Revisited; It Ain’t Me Babe; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

★ **CD 7837251** CAL TJADER: Huracan. TJader helped to popularize the fusion of Latin and jazz tempos. In 1978 he recorded these tracks at the infamous filmstudios in Hollywood. Collects six tracks including Ritmo Caliente; Desposado; Bach; Huracan; Funkuaido; and Tres Priests. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

★ **CD 7782322** THE CISCO HOUSTON COLLECTION 1944-61. This 132-track, five-CD set brings together a considerable portion of his work. Songs include Hard Ain’t It Hard (with Woody Guthrie); Rowing Gambler; I Ride My Piano; Trouble in Mind; The Big Weevil; Taking It Easy; Ranger’s Command; Rambling Round; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**


★ **CD 1564046** KLAUS SCHULZE & PETE NAMLOOK: The Dark Side of the Moog, Vol. 1-4. This release of the most remarkable and worldwide sought after series The Dark Side of the Moog by German electronic pioneers Klaus Schulze and Pete Namlook. This five CD set collects Volumes One though Volume Four, and the “Best Of-Album” The Evolution of the Dark Side of the Moog. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99 **$27.95**

★ **CD 7752091** BOB DYLAN: Studs Terkel’s Wax Museum. On April 26th, 1963, Bob Dylan talked at Studs Terkel’s Wax Museum. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Patenwall; A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Boots of Spanish Leather; Who Killed Davey Moore; and more. Studs Terkel Media. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

★ **CD 786521X** LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yad Elihu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19th, 1972 are collected these ten tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; Sisters of Mercy; Avalanche; We Shall Not Be Moved; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.99 **$15.99**

★ **CD 4827171** BOB DYLAN, 1970. Almost every base of Dylan’s work up until 1970 is covered—from American roots music (Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance) to songwriting debut (Song to Woody), from folk singer-songwriter (Ain’t Me Bahe and Cales of Eden) to rocker (Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues and Rainy Day Women #12 & 35) and much more. Seventy-four tracks on 3 CDs. Sony Music. **$19.95**

★ **CD 7928017** BEN & JERRY’S NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL ’88 Live. Collects 15 tracks including Company of Ides by Richard Thompson; Make Me a Pallet on the Floor by Doc Watson; Half a Book by Cheryl Wheeler; Going to Chicago by Taj Mahal; Songs from the Deep South by Moses River Boy; Stop the Light by Patty Larkin; and more. Silverwolf. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

★ **CD 7805624** JOHN MARTYN BAND: The Smiling Stranger in Bremen, This 18-track, two-CD set was recorded in the Club Schauburg on June 10th, 1983 by Radio Bremen (Germany). Includes Some People Are Crazy; Amsterdam; Bless the Weather; The Easy Blues; May You Never; Could’ve Been Me Stranger; Root Love; The Easy Blues and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99 **$16.95**

**CD 4982274** BOB DYLAN: Man on the Street. This 140-track, ten-CD set consists of various live performances from 1961 to 1965. Songs include talking Columbia; Man on the Street; Pretty Piggy; Candy Man; Baby Please Don’t Go; Smokestack Lightening; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Reel to Reel. **$31.95**

★★ **CD 782818** ITALIA MIA: Our Beautiful Italian Heritage. Collects 70 legendary recordings performed by some of greatest performers in music history. Artists include Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza, Perry Como, Vic Damone, Louis Prima, Enrico Caruso, and more. Three CDs. **$21.95**

Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

★★ **CD 7723431** KLAUS SCHULZE: Mirage. This 40th Anniversary collection contains three tracks including Velvet Voyage, Crystal Lake, and In Cosa Crede Chi Non Creda. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99 **$19.95**

★★ **CD 4878832** BRIGITTE BARDOT: God...Created B.B. Music from the beautiful French singer/actress, including: Sidonie, Je Me Donne A Qui Me Plait, Noir Et Blanc, Nue Aile Soleil, and more. Hillard. **$5.95**

**SOLD OUT**

1923161 MIRIAM MAKEBA, 1956-1962. Features the the South African singer who became popular in the United States when she launched an album with Harry Belafonte. This four CD box set collection includes Inkomo Zodwa; Do Unto Others; Orlando; Lovely Lies; The Retreat; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

7744420 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Here and There. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Hammersmith Odeon, London in 1976. Sixteen tracks, including Cash on the Barrelhead; You’re Still on My Mind; Coat of Many Colors; The Race is On; Country Gentleman; and more. **SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

7834500 BRIGITTE BARDOT: BOSSA NOVA AT THE HIERES. This 88-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of BOSSA NOVA AT THE HIERES. This 132-tracks including One Note Samba; Bossa Nova York; Zelo; It Does Not Do So; Influence of Jazz; Congratulations; Again; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**SOLD OUT**

1923226 BOB DYLAN: The Broadcast Collection 1961-1965. This 92-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of live Bob Dylan performances during the years of 1961 to 1965. Songs include Handsome Molly; Baby Please Don’t Go; Tell Me, Baby; Riding in My Car; Fixin’ to Die; I Ain’t Got No Home; and more. Cult Legends. **$19.95**

★ **CD 7744382** DON MCLEAN: Live in New York 1971. On December 26th, 1971, Don Mclean performed at WPLJ FM from 3 Studios in New York City. This CD was recorded from the broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Castles in the Air; Winterwood; Where Were You, Baby? and more. All Access. **$6.95**

★ **CD 7749309** BOUQUET: Song Offerings from Bobbie Bash. Collects 14 tracks including The Golden Medallion; The White Swallow; The Polish Rider; Lightweight; Times of Tears; Blues from Leftfield; The Song of Leila; The White Princess; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $13.99 **$9.95**

★ **CD 4912101** EDIDE SEAMAN: Cave of Gold. Recorded just prior to the COVID-19 lock down in Scotland, Eddie Seaman is accompanied by multi-instrumentalist, Aaron Jones. Eleven tracks including, Buzzy Jigs; Fiddle Bee; Hornpipe and Jig; Laura Johnston; Ullamh a Dh (Cave of Gold); Longstraw’s Pony; O Dwyer of the Glen; Unknown Warrior; MSR; Purl Reels; and Sally In Donald. Greentrax. Pub. at $15.99 **$6.95**
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**CD 473713X JUST COUNTRY: 40 Golden Greats.** Collects 40 songs from many of your favorite country artists, including Hello Darlin; By Conway Twitty: A Good Year for the Roses by George Jones; Me & Bobby McGee by Kenny Rogers; Sweet Dreams by Don Gibson; Burning Memories by Waylon Jennings; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7864886 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: I Still Believe in You.** Thirty-four country love songs from many of your favorite artists, including Timmy, I’m Falling in Love by Patty Loveless; Achy, Breaky Heart by Billy Ray Cyrus; A Boy Named Sue by Glen Campbell; One Day Soon by Ronnie Milsap, The Chair by George Strait; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 7864922 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man.** Gathers 32 country classics by the original artists, including Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; El Paso by Many Robbins; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Wake Up Little Suzie by The Everly Brothers; I’ve Been Everywhere by Hank Snow; Green, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner, and much more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 7864817 ’60S COUNTRY: Cryin’ Time.** A collection of some of the best country music from the ’60s including Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Wichita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by Loretta Lynn; and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7864892 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Crazy Arms.** This two CD set collects 32 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Singing the Blues by Marty Robbins; I Can’t Stop Lovin’ You by Don Gibson; I’m Movin’ On by Hank Snow; You Don’t Love Me by Carl Perkins, and more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 772282X JOHNNY CASH: The Greatest Duets.** Collects 14 collaborations with some of Johnny Cash’s best friends. Some of the duets are: Johnny and Johnny Go to the County with Bob Dylan; Crazy Old Soldier with Ray Charles; Jim, I Wore a Tie Today with Willie Nelson; If I Were a Carpenter with June Carter Cash, and more. Sony Music. $6.95

**CD 7864930 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home.** If you love old-time country music, you’ll love the 30 songs collected here. Songs include A Girl I Used to Know with June Carter Cash; and Vocalion, Okeh and Columbia collection compromises all his 40 and more songs of the day. Includes the entire Rock’n Roll’n Robbins; The Songs of Robbins; Songs of the Islands; Marty Robbins; and many more. Four CD's. Time Life. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7838255 CHET ATKINS: Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart.** A golden collection of 20 Atkins classics, including Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart; One Mint Julep; Hidden Charm; Walk Don’t Run; Show Me the Way to Go Home; Gentleman; Goodnight Irene; Greensleeves; Somebody Stole My Gal; and many more. TGG. Pub. at $15.98

**CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960.** From one of country’s leading crossover artists comes six full recordings, plus his gramophone recording from across eight prolific years. Includes the entire Rock’n Roll’n Robbins; The Songs of Robbins; Songs of the Islands; Marty Robbins; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7894848 GENE AUTRY: The Singing Cowboy.** This 53-track, two-CD collection comprises absolutely all his 40 and more hits in the U.S. pop and country charts on the Hickok, Okeh and Columbia records, plus selected titles from his early pre-chart era with classic songs of the day. Songs include Deep in the Heart of Texas; It Makes No Difference Now; We’ve Come a Long Way, My Father; I Wish I Had Summer Sunshine; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection: You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; I’m Missing You; Don’t You Think It’s Time; Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 7869465 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Don’t Worry.** This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Don’t Be Cruel by Elvis Presley; The Cold Hard Facts of Life by Porter Wagoner; Don’t Worry by Marty Robbins; Distant Drums by Jim Reeves; and more. Three CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 7869467 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Heartbreak U.S.A.** This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Fist City by Loretta Lynn; Jambalaya (on the Bayou) by Hank Williams; Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; Window Up Above by George Jones; and more. Three CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 7924787 IT’S A HILLBILLY BOOZE PARTY, VOLUME ONE: Pink Elephants.** Collects 28 tracks including it Ain’t Far to the Bar by Johnny Tyler and the Riders of the Rio Grande; Buddy Stay Off That Wine and Honeysuckle by Wally Willette and his Globes Rockers; Curse of Wine by Cecil Bowman; and many more. Acrobat. $6.95

**CD 7839263 CONWAY TWITTY GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs.** Collects 20 tracks including it Only Make Believe; Big Town; I Wonder If You Told Her About Me (duet with Loretta Lynn); Hello Darlin’; After All the Good Is Done; Danny Boy; Touch the Hand; and more. Medley. $6.95

**CD 487501X SONS OF THE PIONEERS: Tumbling Tumbleweeds.** Comprises selected A and B sides of the band’s releases on the Decca, Vocalion, Columbia and RCA-Victor labels from 1934-1949. Fifteen tracks including Tumbling Tumbleweeds; Cool Water; Stars and Stripes on Iwo Jima; Room Full of Roses; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7928092 HILLBILLY BOOZE PARTY, VOLUME TWO: Hangover Tavern.** Collects 28 tracks including Julie Johnson by Johnny Atkins; Oh My Aching Heart by Harry Peggel and His Singing Cowboys; I’m Crying by Sam Nichols; Bartender’s Blues by Merrill Moore; Here I Am Drunk Again by Lottie Moore; A Juke Joint Johnny by Johnny Atkins and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 7865171 JOHN PRINE: New York City.** Two CD’s of low broadcast recordings from The Bottom Line, New York, in July of 1978 come these three tracks that include Spanish Pipe Dream; Illegal Smile; There She Goes; Chinatown; Paradise; Treat Me Nice; and many more. Two CDs. Medley. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7924801 MAC WISEMAN: The Singles Collection. 1951-1961.** This 59-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides form his releases on Dot during this era, as he gradually moved from bluegrass hard-core to more pop-flavored material. Songs include Are You Coming Back to Me; I’m a Stranger; Six More Miles; Be Good Baby; Fire in My Heart; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7865177 JOHN PRINE: New York City: Part Two.** A live FM broadcast recorded at The Bottom Line, New York, in July of 1978 come these three tracks that include Spanish Pipe Dream; Illegal Smile; There She Goes; Chinatown; Paradise; Treat Me Nice; and many more. Two CDs. Medley. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 1715920 PATSY CLINE: Icon.** Twelve tracks that celebrate Patsy Cline’s iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; Heartaches; Why Can’t He Be You; When I Get Thru with You (You’ll Love Me Too); Leavin’ on Your Mind; Back in Baby’s Arm. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 7869468 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Don’t Worry.** This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Don’t Be Cruel by Elvis Presley; The Cold Hard Facts of Life by Porter Wagoner; Don’t Worry by Marty Robbins; Distant Drums by Jim Reeves; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 7928092 HILLBILLY BOOZE PARTY, VOLUME TWO: Hangover Tavern.** Collects 28 tracks including Julie Johnson by Johnny Atkins; Oh My Aching Heart by Harry Peggel and His Singing Cowboys; I’m Crying by Sam Nichols; Bartender’s Blues by Merrill Moore; Here I Am Drunk Again by Lottie Moore; A Juke Joint Johnny by Johnny Atkins and many more. Acrobat. $6.95

**CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection: You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; I’m Missing You; Don’t You Think It’s Time; Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobat. $4.95
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★ CD 783831X THE FABULOUS GEORGE JONES: Golden Hits. Jones delivers 20 country classics, including Just One More; Why Baby Why; What Am I Worth Lavin' You; You're in My Heart, Color of the Blues; Hold Everything (Till I Get Home); You Gotta Be My Baby, Seasons of My Heart; Too Much Water; Rock It; Don't Stop the Music. Telarc. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 7799683 HANK WILLIAMS: Best of the Singles 1947-1958. Experience the legendary Hank Williams who was one of the most important figures in the American musical landscape in this four CD collection with 72 tracks that include Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); Calling You; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; Honky Tonk Blues; Faded Love and Winter Roses; and many others. Reel to Reel. Sold Out

★ CD 4940555 LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS & THE PIONEER MOUNTAIN BOYS: The Collection, 1948-62. This 56-track set comprises selected A and B sides of their singles on the Mercury and Columbia labels. Songs include The Ballad of Jed Clampett; To Sweat To Be Remembered; Cabin in the Hills; Go Home; God Loves His Children; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4868307 EMMYLOU HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: Girl's Night Out. Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA, on September 13, 1969. Tracks include I'll Never Get Out of This World Alive; For a Dancer; Hello Stranger; Sweet Spot; He was Mine; Telling Me Lies; and many more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 7784206 JOHNNY CASH AND THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. Collects 12 tracks including Man in Black, Gahin' Day, I Came To Believe, I Walk The Line, Flesh and Blood; Ring of Fire; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

★ CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides of his singles on the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles on Columbia and Capitol during 1953-62. Songs include The Little White Angel; I Got To Go; Class Act; Louisiana Hayride; and many more. RMK. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ CD 1911880 HOMER & JETHRO: The Kreations of Country Cousins to Country Masters, 1947-1951. This 48-track set brings together selected A and B sides of their releases on RCA from this era, mostly comprising their parody and comic performances. Songs include Baby It’s Cold Outside; How Much Is That Doggie in the Window; I'll Go Steppin’ Too; Dream Dreamers; Big Mike; and more. Liberation. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ CD 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61. Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1962 featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK. Mule Train; Shotgun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


★ CD 7730802 HILLBILLY DEVILS & DEMONS. Collects 28 Halloween-inspired hokum songs including I’m On My Way to the Cemetery by Cecil Campbell, Shake Hands with the Devil by Buccaroo Billy; The Ghost Song by Salty Holmes, Spellbound by Jimmie Holt; The Devil’s Train by Roy Acuff; and more. Americana Records. Pub. at $13.99

★ CD 7834381 DOLLY PARTON: New York, 1977. On May 14th, 1977, Dolly Parton performed at The Bottom Line in New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including (Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher and Higher; All I Can Do; Jolene; I’ll Never Cross Your Mind; My Tennessee Mountain Home; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 7924682 CLARENCE WHITE: The Lost Masters, 1963-1973. A mix of 14 rare and previously unreleased electric tracks from the country-rock pioneer. Songs include Fire on the Mountain; (Now and Then There’s) A Fool Such as I; New Soldier’s Joy; Ole to Billie; and many more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.22 $17.95

★ CD 7855224 BONNIE GUITAR: Early Years. This 61-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from her releases on the Morrison, Rainier, Fabot, Dot, Radio, Dolor, and RCA labels, 1951-1962. Songs include Sally Go Round the Sun Juan Islaes, Moonlight and Shadows; Dark Moon; Rocky Mountain Moon; and many more. Redeye. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 7834546 ROSE MARDDOB: Sing A Little Song of Heartache. This 57-track, four-CD collection comprises of most of A and B sides of her singles on Columbia and Capitol during 1953-62. Songs include The Nightingale Song; Kiss Me Like Crazy; Poor Little Heartbroken Rose; Take a Gamble on Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 1975854 THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Fender could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. Collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days; Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 779990X RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 7: Jambalaya. Collects 28 tracks including Louisiana Hayride; Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); Calling You; You Gotta Be My Baby; Sailing; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 7855214 BILLY JOE SHAVER: One Night at Luckenbach, Texas. Collects 16 tracks including I Been to Georgia on a Fast Train; Honky Tonk Heroes; That’s What She Said Last Night; The Devil Made Me Do It; First Time; Star in My Heart; and more. Liberation. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 7651519 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts during 1949 from 1962. Songs include My Heart’s Like a Welcoming Mat; I’ll Follow Country Roads; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 7678681 CARRIE UNDERWOOD: Storyteller. Underwood’s fifth studio album. Collects 13 tracks including The Fighter; Chandeliers; Before Your Love; Smoke Break; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

★ CD 4540929 ERNEST TUBB: The Ultimate US Hits, 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country or pop charts over more than two decades, including hit duets with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn Brothers. A definitive snapshot of the hit career of one of the country’s most beloved figures. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**CD 3085031** WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’ - The Last Recordings. Prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs, which feature Waylon, Merle Haggard, and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings was involved in Goin’ Down Rockin’, ‘Bout the Ball; If My Hanley Was Runnin’; ‘I Do Believe: Never Say Die, Wastin’ Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**CD 7825978** TOMMY COLLINS: The Singles & Albums Collection 1951-60. A 58-track, two-CD collection featuring the A and B sides of his singles on the Morgan and Capitol labels and most of the titles from his Capital albums Words and Music Country Style; This I Tommy Collins; and Songs I Love To Sing. Songs include ‘My License; Summer’s Almost Gone; I’m Nobody’s Fool But Yours; Keep Dreaming; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**CD 193189X** GREENFIELDS, VOL. 1: The Gibb Brothers’ Songbook. Collects 14 tracks featuring different country artists on each including Keith Urban, Little Big Town, Dolly Parton, Miranda Lambert, Brandi Carlile and more. Songs include ‘I’ve Gotta Make a Message to You; Run to Me; Lonely Days; and more. Capital Records. $9.95

**CD 4717476** KRIS KRISTOFFERSON: Gold. Features tracks on the 44 CDs and includes some of Kristofferson’s best: Me and Bobby McGee; Jody and the Kid; For the Good Times; To Beat the Devil; When I Loved Her; Josie; Why Me; They Killed Him; The Golden Hour; and more. Emmylou Harris & the Hot Band. Sold Out

$17.95

**CD 7916954** PAT BOONE: Country Jubilee. Celebrates his 70th year in show business. Boone is reconnecting with his Nashville roots with this milestone project. Collects 25 tracks, including Tennessee Saturday Night; Texas Woman; Grits; You and I; Paper Roses; Take These Chains from My Heart; and more. Columbia. $24.99

**CD 584851X** HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American landscape in the post-war era. This 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, collected in three volumes, spanning the years 1947-55, with the MGM label and his posthumous releases up to 1955— including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99

$19.95

**CD 7890441** EDDIE DEAN: I Dreamed of a Hillbilly Heaven. This 50-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Decca, Banner, Coral, Quotemaster, Bel-Tone, Majestic, Crystal, Mercury, Capital and Sage and Sand labels. Songs include ‘Tell Mother I’ll Be There; No Disappointment in Heaven; Spring Has Come to Old Missouri; Gravedigger’s Lament; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**CD 7849737** EDDIE COCHRAN: Don’t Forget Me. Collects 30 tracks including I’m Ready; Yesterday’s Heartbreak; My Love to Remember; Skinny Jim; Mighty Mean, Cruisin’ the Drive-In; Love-O-Matic: Little Angel; Milk Cow Blues; Itty Bitty Betty; and more. Rockstar Records. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**CD 7273504** RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 4: I Hang My Head and Cry. Collects 20 tracks including I’m Movin’ On for Fear by Vella Dillard; Sleep by Little Willie John; The Writing on the Wall by Adam Wade; Just Around the Corner by Big Al Downing; Cold Cold Heart by Big Maybelle; and more. Polar Bear. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**CD 1992023** RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 2: Your Cheatin’ Heart. Presents black artists doing “country and Western” music, before Civil Rights and before artists like Charley Pride and Linda Martell made it acceptable to the vast majority. Collects 28 tracks including I’m Movin’ On by Clyde McPhatter; Jambalaya (On the Bayou) by Darmita Jo; Uncle Bud by Billy Bland; Long Gone by Eartha Kitt; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

**CD 2685973** KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-62. Compiles every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, it Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned her two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$13.95

**CD 7683219** FOOL YELLING AND THE RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Texas Blues. This 48-track, two-CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of the hit releases on the Capitol, Decca, Majestic, Varsity and Columbia labels. Songs include ‘Hang Your Head in Shame; When the Sun goes Down; Never Trust a Woman’; I Told a Lie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

**CD 3749995** BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Bluegrass Releases 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. 4 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

$21.95

**CD 1920201** RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 6: I’m Moving On. Collects 28 tracks including I’m Movin’ On for Fear Again by Big Al Downing; Steel Guitar Rag by King Curtis; ‘She Thinks I Still Care by Little Willie John; Shotgun Boogie by Cecil Grant; Bloodshot Eyes by Wynonie Harris; You Are My Sunshine by Big Mama; and more. Koko-Mojo. $12.99

**CD 7784937** RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 8: I’m Moving On. Collects 28 tracks including I’m Movin’ On for Fear Again by Big Al Downing; Steel Guitar Rag by King Curtis; ‘She Thinks I Still Care by Little Willie John; Shotgun Boogie by Cecil Grant; Bloodshot Eyes by Wynonie Harris; You Are My Sunshine by Big Mama; and more. Koko-Mojo. $12.99

**CD 7895720** GARY WILLIAMS: The Travelin’ Blues Boy. Collects 34 of his greatest recordings from 1957-66 released on Verve, Panorama, Manito, Connie Sue and Empire, among others. Songs include ‘I’m Movin’ On for Fear; Mantle Man; which made Special; ‘The Great Northwest; My Restless Rollin’ Mind; Step into my Heart; One Little Man; In this Prison Cell; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99

$19.95

**CD 7893826** LORRAINE JORDAN AND CAROLINE ROAD: A Little Bit of Bluegrass. The band’s distinct sound and old time flair can be attributed to the bluegrass-rich area of North Carolina from which they hail. Songs include A Little Bit of Bluegrass; Just An Old Penny; Molly Rose; Mama’s Cross; Carolina Pig Pickin’ and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4934482** BILLY WALKER: The Tall Texan. This 58-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Capitol and Columbia labels during the years of 1949-1962. Songs include Healtiy’ for Heartaches; I’M Gonna Take My Heart Away from You; You Didn’t Try and Don’t Care; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7855338** ON THE HONKY TONK HIGHWAY WITH AUGIE MEYERS: High Texas Blues. Collects 26 tracks by Augie Meyers and the band’s distinct sound and old time flair can be attributed to the bluegrass-rich area of North Carolina from which they hail. Songs include A Little Bit of Bluegrass; Just An Old Penny; Molly Rose; Mama’s Cross; Carolina Pig Pickin’ and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7702740** BILLY JACK WILLIS: Cadillac in Model ‘A’. Welcome Billy Jack Willis and the Cadillac Swang Bang on this 31 track CD. Selects include Kentucky Means Paradise; There’s Good Rockin’ Tonight; Crazy Man Crazy; Cadillac in Model ‘A”; Out of Gas; Sweet Georgia Brown; Bottle Baby Boogie; Milk Cow Blues; Jenny Roll Blues; Woodchopper’s Ball; Lonesome Hearted Blues; Hey, My Rhythm & Western, VOLUME 6: I’m Moving On. Collects 28 tracks including I’m Movin’ On for Fear Again by Big Al Downing; Steel Guitar Rag by King Curtis; ‘She Thinks I Still Care by Little Willie John; Shotgun Boogie by Cecil Grant; Bloodshot Eyes by Wynonie Harris; You Are My Sunshine by Big Mama; and more. Koko-Mojo. $12.99

$19.95
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**CD 7834551 CLASSIC COUNTRY.** All of the most unforgettable country hits from the '50s, '60s and '70s by the legends who made them famous. Collects 154 tracks on four CDs including Coal Miner’s Daughter by Loretta Lynn; Funny How Time Slips Away by Willie Nelson; Coat of Many Colors by Dolly Parton; Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; He Stopped Loving Her One Day by Hank Williams and more. Slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 $129.95

**CD 778289X LOVE SONG IN 32 BARS: The Johnny Bond Collection.** This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases from 1941-60 on the Okeh, Conqueror Columbia, 20th Century Fox and Republic labels. Songs include The Road Is Way Too Long; Mean Mama Boogie; Barrel House Bessie; Set ’Em Up; I All I Can Do Is Cry; Oklahoma Waltz; and more. Acrabot. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 1983999 JEALOUS HEART: Country Love Songs.** This 75-track, three-CD set focuses on the softer side of classic country music released from 1940-60. Songs include Jealous Heart by Al Morgan; For Now and Always by Hank Snow; My Heart Cries for You by Evelyn Knight; Beautiful Brown Eyes by Jimmy Wakely; Beneath My Wings; Through the Years; Unchained Melody; The Wind... and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 7749112 BATTLEGROUND KOREA: Songs and Sounds of America’s Forgotten War.** Presents 121-tracks on four CDs in a hardcover book with transcriptions of the texts, illustrated with photos of that time, advertisements, flyers, magazines, record sleeves, book covers and other memorabilia. Songs include Heartbreak Ridge by Delmore Brothers; Uncle Sam Blues by Sonny Thompson; At Mail Call Today by Gene Autry; The War Is Over by Arthur ‘Big Boy’ Crudup; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 4872371 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART.** This collection includes 150 of the biggest hits and the biggest artists from the '70s and '80s, all on nine CDs. This collection include Reba McEntire; Loretta Lynn; Vince Gill; George Strait; Conway Twitty; Crystal Gale; Clint Black; George Jones; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $299.99 $224.95

**CD 7786751 THE JOHNSON CITY SESSIONS.** 1928-1929. These 100-tracks on four CDs gather every surviving record from the sessions, while the accompanying LP-sized, 136-page hardcover book contains newly researched essays on the harmonica Men, bear the sessions and on the individual artists, with many rare and hitherto unpublished photos, as well as complete song lyrics and a detailed discography. Artists include the Roane County Ramblers, Roy Harvey, the McEntires, Bing Jackson, and more. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 7786735 DOLLY PARTON & WAGONER: Just Between You and Me.** For the first time, the complete work of Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton is together in one place. This 160-track, six-CD set features many rarities, obscurities and four live recordings. Includes a LP-sized, 80-page hardback book with many photos previously unseen, showing their famous hillbilly charm and synergy together. Just Someone I Used to Know; Please Don’t Stop Loving Me; and more. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $199.99 $149.95

**CD 4931157 CONNIE SMITH: Latest Shade of Blue.** Nine full albums are collected on four CDs, including Connie Smith Sings Hank Williams’ Greatest; The Songs We Were Both Too Young To; Joy To the World; and more. The CDs collect 96 tracks. The accompanying LP-sized hardcover book features a treasure trove of pictures, album covers, labels and other ephemera liner notes and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 7825900 MERLE HAGGARD: The Studio Recordings 1969-1976.** Chronicles his association with Capitol Records and includes all of his studio albums (except the concept albums and “live” albums) made between 1969 and 1976. These were Merle Haggard’s golden years when he gave a voice to the voiceless, appealed to both the conservative and the counterculture and scored an unbroken string of hit #1s. Includes a hardcover book with an essay and new interviews, a complete discography and many previously unpublished photos. Six CDs with 165-tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99 $179.95

**CD 778676X THE KNOXVILLE SESSIONS, 1929-1930: Knox County Stomp.** Gathers together, for the first time, all the issued recordings made at the James Hotel, remastered from the original 78s–some of them are so elusive that only single copies are known to exist. Accompanied by a LP-sized, 156-page hardback book containing many rare photos, period clippings, classified ads, and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 4783906 THEOKO BUS: Easy Loving.** This 36-track, two-CD set includes Hello Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; Coal Miner’s Daughter by Loretta Lynn; The Class of ’57 by The Stax Brothers; Lucille by Kenny Rogers; That’s the Way Love Goes by Johnny Rodriguez; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $199.99 $169.95

**CD 7905458 KENNY ROGERS: Greatest Hits & Love Songs.** These are the songs that made you fall in love with Kenny’s country sound. Disc One offers 18 of his best-loved hits, like Me and Bobby McGee and Ruby. Don’t Take Your Love to Town. Disc Two presents his take on 18 classic songs of romance: Through the Years; Unchained Melody; The Wind Beneath My Wings; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $189.95 $169.95

**CD 7864833 ‘70s COUNTRY: Easy Loving.** This collection focuses on the softer side of classic country music captured on stage in the 1940s, '50s, and '60s and features an essay from frontman’s post-biographical book, six CDs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99 $169.95

**CD 7851243 FOUR BY FOUR: Honky Tonk Angels.** This 104-track, four-CD set collects four not-to-be-missed greatest hits/career singles. Songs include Heartbreak USA; Hey Joe; Kitty Wells; I Fall to Pieces; Walkin’ After Midnight by Patsy Cline; Satisfied Mind; Beautiful Lies by Jean Shepard; The End of the World; and Optimistic by Skeeter Davis and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $219.99 $209.95

**CD 7780893 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974.** Broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects a array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Rain; Hurry On; Highway 101; Tennessee Valley; The Band of Immoralities; My Walkin’ Shoes; Finthill Special; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**CD 1975102 JOHNNY CASH: Transmission Impossible.** Sixty-seven of Johnny Cash’s live albums are collected on four CDs from Broadcasts from various locations between 1958 and 1994. Songs include Folsom Prison Blues; Get Rhythm; Country Style USA Outro; A Boy Named Sue; Jesus Was a Carpenter; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; and more, including multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $199.99 $179.95
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★ CD 7789764 TUBBY HAYES: Seven Classic Albums. This 54-track, four-CD set collects seven albums including Th Jazz Giants, The Road to Concord, Jazz, Tubb’s Groove; Tubs; Tubs in NY; All Night Long; and Return Visit. Relèel to Reel. $9.95

★ CD 7728010 MAYNARD FERGUSON: The Roulette Collection. Collects eight albums including Swingin’ My Way Through College; A Message from Newport; Maynard Ferguson Plays Jazz for Dancing; Newport Suite; Let’s Face the Music and Dance; Maynard ’61, S’i Si M.C.; and Message from Maynard. Seventy-five tracks. $13.95

★ CD 7865279 MILES DAVIS: San Francisco 1970. In 1970 Miles Davis performed in San Francisco. This is the radio broadcast of that performance. Collects six tracks including “Steed.” Miles Davis. $17.99

★ CD 7827067 JIM HALL: The Early Albums Collection. This 67-track, four CD set comprises Jim Hall’s early albums in full on the Pacific Jazz, World Pacific, United Artists, Atlantic, Verve and Mercury labels from this era. Songs include; “Stompin’ At the Savoy; He’s Gone Away; My Funny Valentine; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

★ CD 1954445 BUDDY RICH: The Classic Collections. This 57-track, three-CD set features eight Jazz Giants, including The Swinging Buddy Rich, Buddy and Sweets; The Lester Young Buddy Rich Trio; Kupa and Rich; The Lionel Hampton Art Tatum Buddy Rich Trio; Rich in Miami; Rich Versus Ross and Rich. $13.95

★ CD 7693389 FRED ASTAIRE: His Eight Finest. This 74-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including Frederick Astaire and his Gentle-Man of Swing; Fred Astaire and His Gentlemen of Jazz; Down to Earth; An Hour With the Rochester Trio at the Bohemian Caverns; Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

★ CD 7765657 FRED ASTAIRE: All the Hits and More. Features all his thirty year career hits, including the #1’s; Cheek to Cheek; I’m Putting All My Eggs in One Basket. Plus Top 10 hits: A Foggy Day, Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off. And finally duet recordings with Adele Astaire. Nice Work If You Can Get It; Get Baby Goodbye. Three CD set with 74 tracks. $14.95

★ CD 7782497 SLIDE HAMPTON: The Classic Albums 1959-1963. This 62-track, four CD set collects eight of his complete albums. Albums include Slide Hampton and His Horn of Plenty; Sister Salvation; Somethin’ Sanctified; Two Sides of Slide Hampton; Jazz with a Twist; Drum Suite; Explosion! The Sound of Slide Hampton; and Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

★ CD 7749392 YUSEF LATEEF: The Prestige & Impulse Collection. Collects eight classic albums by Yusef Lateef as the band leader from the Prestige and Impulse labels. The albums include The Sound of Yusef; Other Sides; CRY: Bended; Eastern Sounds; Info Something; Jazz Round the World; Live at Pep’s; and 1984. Sixty-one tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

★ CD 7764790 SAMMY Kaye: Swing & Sway. This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including Love Walked In; Theme of Love; Careless Hands; The Gypsy; Powder Your Face with Sunshine; That’s My Desire; and more. Dynamic. Pub at $19.99

★ CD 7795501 MILT JACKSON: The Riverside Collection 1951-1963. This 67-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including Vibrations; Statements; Bags Meet Wes! With Wes Montgomery; Big Bags; Invitation; For Someone I Love; Live at the Village Gate; and In A New Setting. $13.95

★ CD 7895038 SAM ‘THE MAN’ TAYLOR: Sax Supreme. This 53-track, two-CD collection comprises early releases including “Mug’s Alley” by Sam ‘The Man’ Taylor. Early years on MGM along with selected titles from his MGM albums. Songs include Stay as Sweet as You Are; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 1915193 THE BEST OF BILLIE HOLIDAY: 20th Century Masters. Collects 12 songs, including Strange Fruit; Fine and Mellow; Lover Man; Don’t Explain; Good Morning Heartache; God Bless the Child; and more. MCA Media. $13.95

★ CD 7782499 QUINCY JONES & HIS ORCHESTRA: Early Years. This 56-track, three-CD set collects six of his complete albums. Albums include This Is How I Feel About Jazz; Go West Man!; The Birth of a Band; The Great Wide World; and Quincy Jones; I Dig Dancers; and Around the World. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 1974718 Enoch Light: Big Band Bossa Nova. Collects 24 tracks including Desafinado; One Note Samba; Perdido; Big Band Boogie; Moodin’; Big Band Boogie; Moon River; Easy to Love;楠adame; Send in the Clowns; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99

★ CD 7780302 BUD SHANK: Eight Classic Albums. This 67-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including Jazz at Cal-Rich, I’ll Take Romance, The Bud Shank Quartet; The Swing’s In TV; Bossa Nova; Bird Shank Plays New Groove; and Bossa Nova Jazz Samba. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

★ CD 7912730 The Duke Robillard Organ Trio: A Smooth One. Recorded at Only Music Studio in Brno, Italy on the 12th, 2022. Collects 10 tracks including “Deed I Do; Rhythm Willie; Body and Fender Man; A Smooth One; Top; Jitterbug Waltz; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 7834543 CHARLIE PARKER: The Long Lost Bird Live Afro-Cubop Recordings! Collects recordings from six live performances from 1945-1954. Eighteen tracks including Dizzy Atmosphere; A Night in Tunisia; Groovin’ High; Confirmation; Salt Peanuts; Leo the Lion I; Manteca; A Short One; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95


★ CD 7725876 HERBIE HANCOCK & THE HEADHUNTERS: Newport Jazz 1974. On July 2nd, 1974, Herbie Hancock & the Headhunters performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects seven tracks including Watermelon Man; Sly, Part 1; Sly, Part 2; Spark a Lee; Herbie’s Bee Rag/Hornets; Summer Persuasions Jam; and Chameleon. Good Sound. $15.99

★ CD 1906151 DOROTHY DANDRIDGE: Four CDs. Collects eight albums by Dorothy Dandridge with her orchestra from these tracks including “Love Walked In” by Dorothy Dandridge. Four CDs with 84 tracks. Relèel to Reel. $14.95

★ CD 1904089 LAWRENCE WELK’S BABY ELEPHANT WALK/Young Teddy Bear: 54 Tracks CD collects Six Classic Albums. This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Lawrence Welk, Baby Elephant Walk and Young World, with four bonus songs including Theme From My Three Sons; Out On The Blue; The Three Musketeers; and more. $12.95

★ CD 1956361 HAMPTON HAWES: Seven Classic Albums. Seven albums by Hampton Hawes including Hampton Hawes Trio Volume 1; This is Hampton Hawes Volume 2; Everybody Likes Hampton Hawes Volume 3; Curtis Fuller and Hampton Hawes–Waltz To French Horns; Hampton Hawes and More. Collects 55 tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel. $9.95
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★ CD 1991981 RAY BROWN: The Early Albums Complete. Collects eight albums including The Royal Roos Sessions (with Ella Fitzgerald), Bebop Thetron, Ray Brown with the All-Star Big Band, Much in Common (with Milt Jackson), Ray Brown/Milt Jackson, and The Poll Winners (with Shelley Manne and Barney Kessel). Enlightened Music. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95.

★ CD 7825802 GREAT SCOTT! Collected Recordings 1939-57. A 69-track, three-CD collection comprising a substantial portion of her piano and vocal recordings from this era on the Bluebird, Decca, Epic, Columbia, Capitol and Debut labels. Songs include Two-Part Invention in a Minor; Country Gardens; Hazel’s Boogie Woogie; Three Little Words; Mary Lou; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

★ CD 7805632 THE MILLS BROTHERS: Paper Doll. This 75-track, three-CD set includes Paper Doll, You Always Hurt the One You Love; Tiger Rag; Glow Worm; St. Louis Blues; Swing for Sale; Smoke Rings; The Old Man of the Mountain; Up a Lazy River; Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 7825765 DUKE ELLINGTON: All the Hits and More 1927-44. A 92-track, four-CD collection comprising all Duke Ellington’s 77 releases which achieved chart listing, plus other famous recordings from this golden era. Songs include Three Little Words; Cocktails for Two; I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart; Come to Me Baby; Do; Sollitude; Carnegie Hall, and more. The Essential Collection. Dynamic. Pub. at $49.99. $34.99.

★ CD 7714467 KENNY CLARKE: The Complete Albums Collection. Collects eight original albums including Special Kenny Clarke; Telefunken Blues; Kenny Clark & Ernie Wilkins: Bahamia After Dark; Direct Clique; The Golden 8; Jazz Is Unwronged; Polka-a-Dot Poodle with Care. Includes 65 tracks on four CDs, with bonus tracks. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 1944738 UNFORGETTABLE: The Best of Nat King Cole. Few artists contributed as much to music as Nat King Cole. This 68-track, four-CD set features 20 tracks from the original recordings during this era released variously on the Conqueror, Vocalion, Decca, Perfect and Bluebird labels. Songs include Glory to Glory; Love; Let the Little Come to the Fore; The Circle be Unbroken. Includes Move; Yesterdays; Trombone; Bone of Contention; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 7706310 J.J. JOHNSON & KAI WINDING: Trombones for Two. Johnson and Winding were among the leading innovators and primary exponents of the trombone in modern jazz. This 76 track, four CD set, comprises their recordings during this period. Includes Move; Yesterdays; Trombone; Bone of Contention; Gong Rock; Funnybone; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

★ CD 4884280 GENE HARRIS & THE THREE SOUNDS: The Ultimate Blue Note Collection. Harris, an American jazz pianist known for his warm sound and blues and gospel influenced style that is often referred to as soul jazz, recorded 8 albums on Blue Note Records, which influenced many of the later giants of the jazz music. This 130-track, six-CD set comprising their recordings during this era released variously on the Blue Note, Verve, and Roulette labels. Incl: You & Me; Body and Soul; Serenade;及 more. Includes 58 tracks. dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.


★ CD 199218X BUDDY DEFARCO: The Bebop Years 1949-56. This 38-track, two-CD set comprises of records by Buddy DeFranco leading his own bands and other bands on the Capitol, Columbia, MGM, Clef, Norgran and Verve labels. Songs include Bud’s Invention; Extrovert; Dancing on the Ceiling; Body and Soul; Pennywhistle Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $22.99. $14.95.


★ CD 4972724 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: How High the Moon. Les Paul and Mary Ford were a duo known for their virtuosic guitar playing, angelic vocals, and cutting edge recording and engineering techniques. This 67-track, three-CD set contains their most iconic recordings. Songs include Vaya Con Dios; How High the Moon; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. SOLD OUT

★ CD 785532X MARION BROWN QUARTET: Mary Ann. On April 24th, 1969, the Marion Brown Quartet performed at the “Little Club” in Berlin, Germany. This performance was recorded by Radio Berlin. Collects eight tracks including: Graspechteten; Ode to Coltrane; Exhibition; Mary Ann; Sunshine; Modus Rhythmicus; Juba Lee; and Study for Four Instruments. Two CDs. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95.

★ CD 4946200 DONALD FAGEN: Feelin’ Groovy. On March 13th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed a sold out Massey Hall in Toronto, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Green Flower Street; The Nightly; New Frontier; Brite Nitework; Snowydoome Home at Last; Grown and More; and more. Two CDs. Good Time Shindig. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

★ CD 7723172 BENNY GOODMAN: The Essential Collection. This 58-track, three-CD set collects the essential recordings of Benny Goodman. Songs include Memphis in Memphis; Don’t Be That Way; Dorm That Dream; Sing, Sing, Sing; One O’clock Jump; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 7680309 TONY WILLIAMS: Play or Die. Tony Williams was one of the world’s greatest drummers in the history of Jazz, whose work has had a lasting influence on styles and still does. This recording includes five tracks including; The Big Man; Beach Ball Tango; Jive Tune; Pare Oriental; and Thera Cool. Dynamic. Pub. at $16.99. $14.95.

★ CD 1963953 GLENN MILLER: A Million Dreams Ago. This 80-track, three-CD set collects recordings by Glenn Miller featuring the likes of Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Stan Getz, and more. Includes Under a Blanket of Blue; Falling Leaves; Body and Soul; Limehouse Blues; Let’s Have Another Cup of Coffee; After All; and many more. Three CDs. Cabin Fever. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

★ CD 7799772 THE BEST JAZZ ALBUM: 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set includes 52nd Street Theme by Bud Powell; Just One of Those Things by Charlie Parker Quintet; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; The Pretender by Joe Louis Lullaby of the Wailing by George Shearing; The Wailing Boy by Maynard Ferguson and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $32.99. $21.95.

★ CD 7799640 CAB CALLOWAY, VOLUME ONE, 1930-1934. Enjoy the sounds of the master of scat and the popular band leader Cab Calloway. This 95 track four CD set includes great likes, Minnie the Moocher, Stompin’, The Scat Song; Zaz Zaz Zaz; Sweane Lullaby; and many more. Reel Music. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95.

★ CD 7764774 MANTOVANI: Charmaine. One of the most successful orchestra leaders of all time, Mantovani and his Orchestra were a duo known for their virtuosic guitar playing, angelic vocals, and cutting edge recording and engineering techniques. This 67-track, three-CD set contains their most iconic recordings. Songs include Vaya Con Dios; How High the Moon; and more. Acoustic Sounds. Pub. at $19.99. SOLD OUT

★ CD 7738412 GLENN MILLER: Gold. A three CD collection of 60 tracks including In the Mood; Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree (With Anyone Else But Me; Moonlight Serenade; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread); Why Was I Born; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $22.99. $14.95.
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CD 7782538 TYLER MITCHELL OCTET: Sun Ra’s Journey. Recorded live at Small’s Jazz Club on August 20th, 2021. Collects 12 tracks including Carefree; Velvet; La Dolce Vita; Dancing Shadows; Eddie Harris; Skippy; Fate in a Pleasant Mood; and more. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 194326X JOHN LEE: The Artist. Lee’s three albums shows his instinct for knowing when to play intricate lines or an economy of notes, and above all, radiates deep joy. Collects eight tracks including Soul Loo; Call Blues; Softly as in a Mornig Cuse; Like a Beautiful Thing, and more. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99

CD 7784791 DAVE LIEBMANN: Live at Smalls. On January 15th, 2022, Dave Liebmann performed at Small’s Jazz Club in New York City. This is a recording of his performance. Collects three tracks including The Beginning; The Middle; and The End. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 785534E THE PEGGY LEE BAND: A Giving Way. Collects 10 tracks including It’s Still Dark; Inner Structures; Promise; I Just Ride into Go Home Bay; Justice/Honor; A Giving Way; Whispering Pines; To the Point; Walk over Walt; and Pirates. Songlines. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 1942685 THE LITTLE RICHARD BAND: California I’m Comin’. A limited edition collector’s edition of a fusion of jazz, funk, blues and rock ‘n roll! This album features Little Richard and his band with incredible songs from the mid-1970s. Twelve songs and one bonus track including: Try to Help Me Now; Everything Starts Somewhere; Brother, Iron Horse, and DogSled Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 1949314 HENDRIK MEURKENS/THE WDR BIG BAND: Samba Jazz Odyssey. On this album Hendrik Meurkens pairs with the brilliant WDR Big Band from Cologne, Germany. Collects nine tracks including A Night in Jakarta; Manhattan Samba; Prague in March; Sambatropolis; and more. ZOHO Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 7191837 CORY WEEDS QUARTET: Just Coolin’. An all-star Vancouver quartet record hard bop classics. Collects eight tracks including Just Coolin’; Deep Durple; Chicken n’ Dumplings; Sifter Sweet; We Three; Sweet Greens; West; Velvet; and Night. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 7734980 SPIKE WILNER TRIO: Plays Monk & Ellington. Collects nine tracks including Eronei; Well, You Needn’t; Pannonica; Wonderful! Wonderful! Let’s Cool One; My Baby Just Coys You; U.M.M.G.; and Intimacy of the Blues. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 1941849 STEVE KALDESTAD: Live at Frankie’s Jazz Club. Recorded live at Frankie’s Jazz Club in Vancouver, BC, on July 20th, 2021, and April 4th, 2021. Collects eight tracks including A Few Miles from Memphis; Barbara; Equestrian Interlude; Con Alma; If You Could See Me Now; Invitation; Garden Hand, Blues, and Bolivia. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 1941043 SAM DILLON & REW GOULD QUARTET: It Takes One to Know One. Twenty years of friendship having both grown up on Long Island and many hours of shedding together has come full circle with the release of this album. Collects eight tracks including Needles; Crunchy; Dill: II; More; One to Know One; Green; Way over There; Solid G; and Kickball. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 1913700 BLIND JOHN DAVIS: VOLUME 1, 1938-1952. This collection features 24 tracks with a rich selection of tracks that capture Davis’s genius as he moved through his early sides as a bandleader, and show both his versatility and style. Collects 22 tracks including Jersey Cow Blues; Booze Drinking Benny; Alley Woman Blues; Got the Blues So Bad; I Love My Los Angeles; Anna Lou Breakdown; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 7780877 MILES DAVIS: The Lost Broadcast. Recorded live at San Francisco’s Fillmore West on April 9th, 1970, this complete concert features the jazz maestros in eight tracks: Directions; Miles Runs the Voodoo Down; This; It’s About That Time; I Fall in Love Too Easily; Sanctuary; Spanish Key; and Bitches Brew/The Sun Ra’s Journey. Pub. at $14.99

CD 7730764 CHARLES MINGUS: Landmark Albums 1956-60. This 28-track, three-CD set comprises the complete contents of the albums Pithecanthropus Erectus, The Crown, and Blood and Roots on Atlantic and Mingus Ah Um on Columbia, along with titles which were recorded at the same sessions. Acoustic Sound. Pub. at $29.99

CD 4949307 DAW DEROw: My Ship—Songs from 1941. In her acclaimed cabaret show, Darrow evokes that year vividly. Collects 14 tracks including Lover Man; Oh, Can You Believe I Get Away from It All; How About You; Skyjark; Blues in the Night; Baby; Mine; and more. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6941117 UNFORGETTABLE INSTRUMENTAL HITS: Essential Collection. Included in this 72-track, three CD collection are: Songs from Moulin Rouge by Percy Faith; Stardust by Artie Shaw; Rhapsody In Blue by Glenn Miller; September in the Rain by George Shearing; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $16.99

CD 1943014 AARON SEEGER: First Move. A native of Washington D.C. whose visibility on the New York jazz scene continues to rise, Seeger is both studied in the recorded legacy of on the bandstand experience. Collects 8 tracks including Brandlyn; Out Of The Past; Eleven Hour; Duke Ellington’s Sound Of Midnight; Love Of Life; Move; Unconditional Love; Fire; Waltz; and MacKeroveredFeast. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $17.95

CD 4934628 AN EVENING WITH JOHN PATITUCCI & ANDY JAMES. Features 17 tracks of scintillating music featuring an incomparable ensemble. Songs include Autumn in New York; Besame Mucho; I Love You and Don’t Forget It; To Dream as One; Moonlight in Vermont; Day Dream; Blackbird; and more. Two CDs. Le Coq Records. Pub. at $24.99

CD 1943103 BUNK JOHNSON, VOLUME 2: New Orleans. Comprises of reel to reel tapes and radio broadcasts from June 1942 through February 1945. Collects 21 tracks including Moose March; Dusty Rag; Franklin Street Blues; Slobberin’ Blues; The Thriller Rag; and more. Includes multiple liner notes. Collects eight tracks including: New Orleans; Chicago Blues; Solen; and more. Duckwind Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 196450X DANNY THOMAS & PEGGY LEE: The Jazz Singer. Collects 14 songs from the film The Jazz Singer with 16 bonus tracks by Danny Thomas and Peggy Lee. Includes Just One of Those Lonesome Nights; I Love; Ay Ay Chug Chug; Minor Melody; Come Joe; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 4880049 SOULIVE: Get Down. Everything starts somewhere. And “Get Down” is where Soulive started. This recording marks the very first days that Alan, Eric and Neel ever played together. Seven tracks, including So Live; Unconventional; Shine A Dream; Turn It Out; Brother Soul; and Right On. ESC Records. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>7811322 THE LITTLE BOX OF STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN. This 39-track, three-CD set contains performances by Stevie Ray Vaughan from 1980-1988. Songs include Testify; Voodoo Chile; Tell Me; Love; Struck Baby; Cold Shot; Texas Flood; Scuttle Buttin'; Texas Flood; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>1974580 CLASSIC SWING. This 55-track, two-CD set includes Get Happy by Frank Sinatra; Jeepsers Creepers by Louis Armstrong; Song for My Father by Horace Silver; Farewell to Arms by Peggy Lee; I Can't Give You Anything (But My Love); Rain Is Such a Lonesome Sound by Ada Lee; and more. Spectrum Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7799590 SIN ON SATURDAY, PRAY ON SUNDAY, VOLUME 2. Collects 28 tracks including I'm Tired Waiting Baby by Lightnin' Slim; You'll Always Have a Home by Eddie Taylor; Trouble in My Way by Swan Silvertones; How Much I Owe by Radio Four; Boogie Fool by Snooky Pryor; Out of My Name by Bob Gaddy; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7784953 SIN ON SATURDAY, PRAY ON SUNDAY, VOLUME 1. Collects 28 tracks including Shake Baby; I Don't Have to Believe by Sonny and Jaycine; Well, You Know by Dusty Brown; Blue Coat Man by Eddie Boyd; Daniel Saw the Stone by Pilgrim Travelers; Didn't It Rain by Golden Gate Quartet; Raising a Ruckus Tonight by Buster Brown; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7730004 TOWNES VAN ZANDT: Down Home. On April 18th, 1985, Townes Van Zandt performed at The Down Home in Johnson City, Tennessee. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Mind Over Matter; Lilt; Buckskin Stallion Blues; No Place to Fall; If I Needed You; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7928033 BLIND BOY FULLER: Step It Up and Go. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises selected sides from his recordings across his career on the Vocation and Okeh labels. Songs include Baby; I Don't Have to Worry; You Can Never Tell; Walking and Looking; Mean and No Good Woman; Long Time Trucker; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7855281 THE HERALD RECORDS DOOWOP COLLECTION, 1953-63. This 89-track, three-CD set brings together most of the label's releases by artist whose work falls broadly into the category of doowop. Includes Parody Hall from the Embbers; Dizzy Spell by The Loungers; Why Should We Walk On? by The Moodhoppers; Kid Stuff by The McGees; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7799624 BILLIE HOLIDAY: Eight Classic Albums. Eight albums by Billie Holiday including Billie Holiday Sings; An Evening with Billie Holiday; Billie Holiday, Music for Torching; Velvet Mood; Lady Sings the Blues; Body and Soul; and Stay with Me. Collects 67 tracks on four CDs. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>1974989 THE WHITE STRIPES: Under Great White Northern Lights. The White Stripes release their very official live album. Collects 16 tracks including Let's Shake Hands; Black Math; Little Ghost; Seven Nation Army; Fell In Love With A Girl; and more. Includes a documentary of their 2007 Canadian tour (92 minutes) on DVD. Pub. at $12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7853033 PAT BOONE R&amp;B &amp; CLASSICS: We Are Family. Collects 11 tracks including Papa's Got a Brand New Bag with James Brown; Soul Man with Sam Moore; Tears of a Clown with Smokey Robinson; Celebration with Kool &amp; the Gang; We Are Family with Sister Sledge; and more. Gold Label. Pub. at $5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7782365 THE IMPRESSIONS &amp; JERRY BUTLER: The Singles and Albums Collection 1958-62. This 57-track, three-CD set comprises some of the singles and albums from these years, featuring Curtis Mayfield, and including some featuring Jerry Butler, on the Abner and ABC-Paramount labels, plus Jerry Butler solos A and B sides on Veejay. Songs include I Need Your Love; Don't Leave Me At The Country Fair; Lovely One; Can't You See; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7875428 RHYTHM &amp; WESTERN, VOLUME 9: You Are My Sunshine. Collects 28 tracks including Hillbilly Blues by Pee Wee Crayton. Hey Good Lookin' by Pini Red; I Walked Away from the Wreck by Damita Jo; (Now and Then There's) A Fool Such As I by Robby Robinson; Brick Dweller by Dockycock by Docky Mo. Pub. at $14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7866944 DUKE ROBILLARD &amp; HIS ALL-STAR BAND: Six Strings of Style. Collects 12 tracks including Girl With It; Lima Beans; Love Struck; In Perfect Harmony; Watching the River Flow; I'm Gonna Be Free; Someday; Groovin' in the Swamp; and more. M.C. Records. Pub. at $12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7875641 RHYTHM &amp; WESTERN, VOLUME 10: Nine Pound Hammer. Collects 26 tracks including Think by Okie Pearl Galloway; Don't Steal My Heart by Beulah Swan; What Am I by Big Bob Kromegy, The Hip Cowboy by Slim Gaillard; Cold Hearted by Johnny &quot;Guitar&quot; Watson; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7825986 THE VERY BEST OF CYLDE MCPHATTER 1953-62. A 59-track, two-CD collection comprising selected A and B sides from his releases with The Drifters, plus selected A and B sides form his releases during these years on the Atlantic, MGM, and Mercury labels. Includes Come to Me; Once Upon a Time; That's How Bad; Let Yourself Go; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7824068 MUDDY WATERS: Hollywood Blues Summit. Recorded live at The Ash Grove in Los Angeles, California, on July 31, 1962. Includes: I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man; Blow Wind Blow; Strange Woman; Honey Bee; Walkin' Through the Park; Long Distance Call; and Got My Mojo Working. Pub. at $14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7824608 MUDDY WATERS: Rhythm &amp; Blues Summit. Recorded live at The Ash Grove in Los Angeles, California, on July 31, 1962. Includes: I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man; Blow Wind Blow; Strange Woman; Honey Bee; Walkin' Through the Park; Long Distance Call; and Got My Mojo Working. Pub. at $14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7824608 MUDDY WATERS: Rhythm &amp; Blues Summit. Recorded live at The Ash Grove in Los Angeles, California, on July 31, 1962. Includes: I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man; Blow Wind Blow; Strange Woman; Honey Bee; Walkin' Through the Park; Long Distance Call; and Got My Mojo Working. Pub. at $14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7853122 MARV JOHNSON: You Got What It Takes. This 52-track, two-CD collection comprises A and B sides of his single with his band The Blue Jays on the Savoy, Exclusive, Arden, Decca, and more labels. Includes You Got What It Takes; You Will Never Leave Again; Three Blind Mice; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7744494 DR. JOHN: The Return of the Tripper. Collects eight tracks from a live broadcast recorded at The Montreal Jazz Festival, Saint-Sulpice, Montreal, Quebec, Switzerland on July 14, 1993. Songs include Iko Iko; Right Place, Wrong Time; Didn't He Ramble; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7894961 LIL GREEN: Why Don't You Come to Me. This 50-track, two-CD collection comprises all the A and B sides of her career released on Bluebird, Victor, Arista and Atlantic labels. Songs include Cherry Tree Blues; Just Rocking; Country Boy Blues; If You Want to Be My Lady; Last Good Round of Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>3887030 MOTOWN: The Early Years 1959-62. This 80-track, three-CD set comprises early singles on the Motown, Tamla, Gordy, Miracle and Divinity labels, and features over 30 chart entries, with early pop and R&amp;B hits on those labels by Mary Johnson, The Marvelettes, The Supremes, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CD 781125X DONALD FAGEN: The Western World. On March 7th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Beacon Theatre in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Here at the Western World; Green Flower Street; Year of the Dragon; What I Do; Pretzel Logic; and more. Acro. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

CD 778662 STEVE WINWOOD: Rough Hill Festival. On August 19th, 1978, Steve Winwood performed at the Rough Hill Festival in Gloucestershire, England. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including I’m A Man; Midland Maniac; Hold; Walking in the Wind; Two Way Stretch; Vacant Chair; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95
$11.95

CD 7875274 KING SIZE PAPA: The Jule Lee Collection 1927-52. This 72-track, three-CD collection comprises early recordings with the orchestra of her brother George Lee and then with Jay McShann, followed by most of her A and B sides with Her Boy Friends on Phonograph Records. This era of recorded output from her releases during this era on the Columbia, Banner, Melotone, Vocalion, Perfect, ARC, and Okeh labels. Songs include That’s Alright; Mardi Gras Mambo; Rock Me Momma; That Certain Door; Guess Who; What’s A Man Like Me?; What Kind of Fool Am I?; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99
$14.95

CD 7760477 SNOOKS EAGLIN: The First Decade, 1953-62. This 52-track, two-CD set focuses on the first decade or so of Cliff Edmunds’ recording career on the Blind Guitar Fred for Wonder label. Songs include That’s Alright; Mardi Gras Mambo; Rock Me Momma; That Certain Door; Guess Who; What’s A Man Like Me?; What Kind of Fool Am I?; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95
$11.95

CD 7785651 LAURA NYRO: New York 1976. On March 31st, 1976, Laura Nyro performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Stonny Love; Money, Sweet Lovin’ Baby; And When I Die; I Am the Blues; Sweet Blindness; and more. HBOX. Pub. at $15.95
$9.95

CD 7854332 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The First Broadcast. On July 22nd, 1980, Stevie Ray Vaughan performed at The King’s Hall in Norfolks, Virginia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects nine tracks including Hideaway; Love Me Darlin’; Tin Pan Alley; Love Struck Baby; I’m Cryin’; Texas Flood; I’m Leaving You (Committ a Crime); Little Wing; and Diving South. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95
$11.95

CD 7729855 BOB DYLAN: Pre-Millennium Blues. This 41-track, three-CD set collects various live performances from January 1990-May 1995. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects nine tracks including Subterranean Homesick Blues; Jokerman; Just Like a Woman; All Along the Watchtower; Tombstone Blues; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95
$17.95

CD 7854560 98 CD IN THE BANK. This 98-track collection includes Out Of the Blue; I Put a Spell on You; Heavy; and more. Tracks include Screamin’ and Hollerin’; Watchtower; Wild Child; I Just Wanna Rent my Place; Howlin; I’m A Man; Midland Maniac; Hold; Walking in the Wind; Two Way Stretch; Vacant Chair; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

CD 7738919 SPOTLIGHT ON LEIBER AND STOLLER: The R&B Recordings—Flip Our Wigs. Collects 30 tracks including Destination Love by Wynnewine Harris; Just Say the Word by Frankie Marshall; I Smell a Rat by Young Jessie; Tree Slump by Garland the Great; Noddy Joe by Johnny Jackson; ‘s Journey by Scooby Doo All Stars; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99
$9.95

CD 1964295 ST. LOUIS: The Complete Recorded Works, 1927-1933. Collects 24 tracks on St. Louis from the years of 1927-1933 including Good Time Blues by Jelly Roll Anderson; Blue Hawaii by Harry Johnson’s Boys; Funkin’ Rider Blues by Bert “Snake Root” Williams; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95
$9.95

CD 7799810 BYTHER SMITH: Working Man’s Blues. The definitive overview of one of the most intense and hard playing Chicago Blues guitarists of the past few decades. This 27-track, two-CD set comprises What Have I Done; Adressing the Nation With the Blues; Money Tree; I’m So Unhappy; What Is This; and more. Acrobat. Sold Out

CD 773882X DAVE CLARK: Raindrops. This 55-track, two-CD set comprises The A and B sides of singles from 1956-62 by The Dave Clark Five and Dee Clark on the Bee Gees’ Vee Jay, Falcon and Abner labels. Songs include This Is The Night; Don’t Walk Away From Me; I Can’T Dream; Lucky Me; Count On Me; What Kind of Fool Am I?; Money Man Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95
$11.95

CD 1939297 TOM WAITS: After the Fox. On July 5th, 2008, Tom Waits performed at Fox Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Falling Down; All the World is Green; Lucky Day; On the Nickel; Make It Rain; Get Behind the Mule; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

CD 779987X MEMPHIS SLIM: Rocks. Collects 29 tracks including Rockin’ the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Taylor; Rockin’ the House; Kikyo Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll; Creole and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $19.95
$15.95

CD 7778670 TOM WAITS: A Small Affair in Ohio. On October 25th, 1977, Tom Waits performed at The Agora in Cleveland, Ohio. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Standing on the Corner; I Never Talk to Strangers; The One That Got Away; Jitterbug Boy; Small Change; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95
$11.95

CD 7788889 JOSH WHITE: The Early Years, 1952-1956. This 48-track, two-CD set comprises recordings on Pine Woodtom and Joshua White, plus one title with Blind Joe Taggart for the Paramount, Melotone, Banner, Perfect, Oriols, Romeo and Vocalion. Songs include Scandalous and a Shame; Crying Blues; Double Crossing Woman; You Sinner; Milk Cow Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
$12.95

CD 7861707 WILKO JOHNSON: Back in the Night. Collects 17 tracks including Screw In Your Sliding; Back in the Night; Dancing by the Waterside; Living in the Heart of Love; I Keep It to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; and more. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

CD 7720531 FREDDIE SLACK: Mr. Five by Five. This 49-track, two-CD set comprises of selected A and B sides of his releases on Decca and Capitol through to the time he left the label. Songs include Old Rob Boy; Kitten in the Keys; Beverly Boogie; Shollin’; Steal Away; Easy, Baby; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
$12.95
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LIMITED QUANTITY CD 7913737 STARS OF CHRISTMAS. This 60-track, three-CD set includes God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen by Bing Crosby; Jingle Bells by Frank Sinatra; Run Rudolph Run by Roy Clark & Brenda Lee; Santa Baby by Eartha Kitt; Here Comes Santa Claus by Doris Day; Winter Weather by Peggy Lee; and more. Union Square Music. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

CD 7924291 MARIAH CAREY: Merry Christmas. Collects 10 tracks including Silent Night; All I Want for Christmas Is You; O Holy Night; Joy to the World; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $12.99

$6.95

CD 7935072 CHRISTMAS WITH ELVIS AND THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. Collects 13 holiday classics, including Santa Claus Is Back In Town; White Christmas; Here Comes Santa Claus (Right Down Santa Claus Lane); Merry Christmas Baby; Blue Christmas; I’ll Be Home For Christmas; Christmas Time, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$9.95

CD 7928181 SANTA SWINGS...THE WINDUP. Collects 27 tracks including What Will Santa Claus Say (When He Finds Everybody Swingin’) by Louis Prima Orchestra; Blow Blow Blow Winter Winds by Bill Crosby’s Bob Cats; Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! by The Rambles; Peace Sister Peace by Monette Moore; Freeze and Melt by Joe Turner and his Orchestra; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.99

$9.95

CD 7770928 IT’S DOO WOP CHRISTMAS. You’ll be transported back to a golden age of music, a time when Christmas felt like the real deal. Thirty tracks, including Jingle Bell Rock The Platters; Silent Night The Ravens; It’s Christmas Time George Castel; Santa USA Lonnie & the Crisis; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

CD 7723377 HAVE YOURSELF ANOTHER SWINGIN’ LITTLE CHRISTMAS. Collects 29 tracks including Jingle Bell Rock by Chet Atkins, Winter Wonderland by Ramsey Lewis Trio; When Santa Claus Gets Your Letter by Patti Page; Feeling In Your Heart by Andy Williams; Cheer Ride by Johnny Desmond; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.99

$9.95

CD 7730845 WHITE CHRISTMAS/HOLIDAY INN. This 59-track, two-set collection features two Christmas classic film scores of White Christmas and Holiday Inn; Songs include Vrestavision Fanfare; White Christmas; I’ll Capture Your Heart; Happy Holiday; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99

$15.95

CD 7741618 TONY BENNETT: The Classic Christmas Album. Collects 18 tracks including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; My Favorite Things; Christmas Time Is Here; Deck the Halls; Silver Bells; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; O Little Town of Bethlehem; O Come All Ye Faithful; and more. Imperial. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

DVD 2669393 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the US forces for the troops in the 1940s, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an afternoon of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Horne, George Burns, Jimmy Durante, Shirley MacLaine, and many others. VHS. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

$7.95

DVD 7737599 SEASON TO REMEMBER. Widescreen. Create a warm, holiday atmosphere in your home with this collection of stunning Christmas scenery. The three DVDs include Christmas Memories; Colors of Christmas; Christmas Scenery. The three DVDs include Christmas Memories; Colors of Christmas; Christmas Scenery. The three DVDs include Christmas Memories; Colors of Christmas; Christmas Scenery.

$21.95

CD 7838166 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: FOR LOVE. Forever presents film themes from some of Hollywood’s most iconic movies on 20 tracks. Includes themes from The Last Tango in Paris; Days of Wine and Roses; A Man and a Woman; La Dolce Vita; and more. Time Life. Pub. at $29.99

$19.95

CD 1948941 ANNE GET YOUR GUN: Original London Cast Recording. From the hit London revival of Annie Get Your Gun in 1986 starring Suzy Quatro. Collects 18 tracks including Colonel Buffalo Bill; I’m A Bad Man; Doin’ What Comes Naturally; Anything You Can Do, There’s No Business Like Show Business; and more. First Night. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95


$3.95

CD 7767560 42ND STREET. Presents the amazing Broadway cast, starring Tammy Grimes and Jerry Orbach, in this spectacular recording of the Broadway musical. Collects 14 tracks including Over the Rainbow; Shadow Waltz; Young and Healthy; Go Into Your Dance; You’re Getting to Be a Habit with Me; Getting Out of Town; We’re in the Money; Dames; Sunny Side to Every Situation; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 1948713 CRAZY FOR YOU: Original London Cast Recording. This is the original London cast recording of “the new Gershwin musical comedy” which repeated its New York success by winning the Olivier Award for best musical. Collects 21 tracks including Beer Barrel Polka; Be My Baby; Betsy; Bother Me; It Happens that Way; I’d Do Anything; My Man; Doin’ What Comes Naturally; Anything You Can Do; Nothing to Lose; On the Sunny Side of the Street; This Is the Life; Schools Are Out; Go Into Your Dance; You’ll Be in My Dreams; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99

$3.95

CD 7825935 PSYCHO SUITE. Without Bernard Herrmann’s accompanying score, you could argue that Psycho would not be the celebrated or perhaps greatest horror film of all time. This album presents the complete music for the film as the composer intended, and not as it appears in the movie. Collects 14 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

$12.95

CD 7778410 THE GREATEST SHOWMAN. The original movie soundtrack. Collects 11 tracks including The Greatest Showman; A Million Dreams; Come Alive; The Other Side; Never Enough; Rewrite the Stars; and more. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

CD 1905120 HAMILTON: Original Broadway Cast Recording. This is the original Broadway cast recording of the 2015 hit of the 2015 hit of the musical. Collects 30 tracks including Alexander Hamilton; Aaron Burr, Sir; My Shot; The Room Where It Happens; Washington on Your Side; Hurricane; The Reynolds Pamphlet; The World Was Wide Enough; What was Wrong, Who was Right, What Was Done in Story; and more. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.99

$12.95

CD 7741611 TONY BENNETT: The Classic Christmas Album. Collects 18 tracks including Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; My Favorite Things; Christmas Time Is Here; Deck the Halls; Silver Bells; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; O Little Town of Bethlehem; O Come All Ye Faithful; and more. Imperial. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

Christmas; and more. Sony Music.

$6.95
Music from The Sound of Music; Put on a Happy Face from Bye Bye Birdie; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL; EVIL; LOOK AT ME; ZEPHYR’S END;

Cruella De Ville; White Horse; Girl in the Valley; The Girl I Mean to Be; Hold On; Where Me; and more. First Night $3.95

COPACABANA: Original London Cast.

SUZANNE VALADON: From conductor Robert S. Whitney comes this recording from the 1950s, containing Riegger’s Classic repertoire transcriptions, selections from musicals and operas, novelty pieces, and marches. Scores include Stein Song; Tales of Manhattan; Steps of Faust; The Doll Dance; War and Peace; and more. British Military Music. $5.95

March of the Priests; The Harbor; Nightfall; Dancing on a White Wall I; Dressing Them Up; I Do Miracles; You Can Never Shame Me; Mama, It’s Me; Kiss of the Devil; and more. Citadel. Pub. at $9.99 $11.95

OSPARA: The original London cast recording of this musical comedy from 2000. Collects 15 tracks including Wipers; Martha; Skaters’ Waltz; Ridgour’s Selection; The Distant Shore; On the March; and more. British Military Music. $5.95

THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK: Original London Cast Recording. The original London cast recording of this musical comedy from 2000. Collects 18 tracks including Ode to Attention Seekers; Safe in the City; Freak; Do You Really Want to Hurt Me; Everything Taboo; Perverted; Independent Woman; Out of Fashion; and more. First Night $3.95

KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN: The Musical. The original London cast recording from 1992. Collects 13 tracks including Make Him Mine; Eye of the Beholder; Dirty Laundry; Dance with the Devil; Evil; Look at Me; and more. First Night $3.95

CD 1918765 THE SECRET GARDEN: A Musical. The original London cast recording from 2001. Collects 30 tracks including Sing a Song of Sixpence; A Fine White Horse; Girl in the Valley; The Girl I Mean to Be; Hold On; Where in the World; How Could I Ever Know; and more. First Night $3.95

KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN: The Musical. The original London cast recording from 1992. Collects 13 tracks including Make Him Mine; Eye of the Beholder; Dirty Laundry; Dance with the Devil; Evil; Look at Me; and more. First Night $3.95

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL; EVIL; LOOK AT ME; ZEPHYR’S END;

Cruella De Ville; White Horse; Girl in the Valley; The Girl I Mean to Be; Hold On; Where Me; and more. First Night $3.95

A DREAM IS A WISH. A special acoustic tribute to the Magical Kingdom. Collects 10 tracks including The Lord is Good to Me; I’ve Got No Strings; A Dream is a Wish Your Heart Makes; Cruella De Ville; and more. Pinestone Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

TREASURE OF THE YANKEE ZEPHYR. This recording includes the complete Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr story on its entirety. Composed and conducted by Brian May, this CD presents the music of this adventure thriller on 10 tracks. Includes Land of the Navigation; The Monarch; Dragon’s Domain. Pub. at $15.99 $11.55

SHY PEOPLE. The original MGM Motion Pictures soundtrack. Collects 12 tracks including Shy People; Joe’s Place; The Harbor, Nightfall; Dancing on a White Wall; I Do Miracles; and more. Includes a multiple version of some songs. MGM. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

WARRIORS OF VIRTUE. The original motion picture soundtrack. Collects 24 tracks including Main Title; Blood, Sweat and Left; Ryan and the Tunnel of Temptation; The Vortex and the Dare; The Wonder of Tao; The Force of Yune; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 1974989 DREAM IS A WISH. A special acoustic tribute to the Magical Kingdom. Collects 10 tracks including The Lord is Good to Me; I’ve Got No Strings; A Dream is a Wish Your Heart Makes; Cruella De Ville; and more. Pinestone Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

TREASURE OF THE YANKEE ZEPHYR. This recording includes the complete Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr story on its entirety. Composed and conducted by Brian May, this CD presents the music of this adventure thriller on 10 tracks. Includes Land of the Navigation; The Monarch; Dragon’s Domain. Pub. at $15.99 $11.55

SHY PEOPLE. The original MGM Motion Pictures soundtrack. Collects 12 tracks including Shy People; Joe’s Place; The Harbor, Nightfall; Dancing on a White Wall; I Do Miracles; and more. Includes a multiple version of some songs. MGM. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

WARRIORS OF VIRTUE. The original motion picture soundtrack. Collects 24 tracks including Main Title; Blood, Sweat and Left; Ryan and the Tunnel of Temptation; The Vortex and the Dare; The Wonder of Tao; The Force of Yune; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/919
CD 7792069 THE BEST CLASSICAL ALBUM: 100 Hits. Five CDs recollection of the 100 greatest tracks across the classical music era. Also included. Ten CDs. Membran.

CD 4815483 WAGNER: Siegfried. One of the most remarkable achievements in all music, Siegfried contains some of the greatest moments in Wagner’s creative life. With Simon Rattle, D’Ollier and Siegfried, David Cangelosi as Mime, Matthias Goerne as The Wanderer, and Heiti Melton as Brunnhilde. Jaap van Zweden leads the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra. 4 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $4.95

CD 7809417 VIVALDI: Recorder Concertos. This is the second of a recorder with various other instruments, these concerts make Vivaldi’s instrumental works such perennial favorites. Includes Concerto in G minor, RV 103; Concerto in D major, RV 92; Concerto in G minor, RV 105; Concerto in D major, RV 94; Concerto in A minor, RV 108; Concerto in C major, RV 87; and Concerto in G major, RV 101. Naxos. Pub. at $14.99

CD 1966332 THE ULTIMATE CLASSIC FM HALL OF FAME. The Classic FM Hall of Fame Hall of Fame album of the year. Membran.

CD 7809395 RACHMANINOFF EDITION: Complete Works. This extraordinary box set includes Rachmaninoff’s piano concertos, symphonies, orchestral works, operas, solo works, songs, chamber music, piano works and works for piano duet. A variety of acclaimed orchestras, conductors and musicians contribute to this magnificent collection. Twenty-eight CDs. Brilliant Classics. $39.95

CD 7771701 THE GEORGE GERSHWIN COLLECTION. A wonderful commemoration of the esteemed composer’s career. This is a box set that includes 50 tracks across three CDs. Includes such favorites as “Summertime,” “Rags,” and “Porgy and Bess.” Membran.

CD 4970292 RICHARD WAGNER: Siegfried. The third in Wagner’s four music dramas, which are based on Nordic and German legends that constitute The Ring of the Nibelung. With Wolfgang Neumann as Siegfried; John Wader as Der Wanderer; Carla Pöhl as Brunnhilde; and others in this 1994/95 recording. Gunter Neundel conducts Badische Staatskapelle. Four CDs. Membran. $4.95

CD 7894775 HOVHANNESS: Talin--for Clarinet and Orchestra. Presents works from the orchestra by David Hauss, Elegy in Memory of Maurice Ravel by David Hauss and much more. 7 CDs. Membran.

CD 4970258 RICHARD STRAUSS: Composer, Conductor, Pianist and Piano Accompanist. This compilation sets out to pay tribute to the most important German composer of the 20th century through historical recordings, illustrating all of Strauss’ creativity. This comprehensive portrait not only pays tribute to Strauss as an interpreter of his own works, compositions of Mozart, Schubert and Wagner, and conducted by Strauss are also included. Ten CDs. Membran.

CD 481242X SHAPING THE CENTURY, VOL. 1, 1800-1949. Some 26 CDs showcase the works of composers from the first 5 decades of the 20th century. Includes Debussy Le Mer; Strauss Salome; Mahler Symphony No. 9; Off Orff Carmina Burana; Shostakovich Symphony No.5; Bartok; Prokofiev String Quartets. 29 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $69.95

CD 7693907 YOUNG AMERICA. Brings together the choral works of Gordon Getty on 17 tracks. Includes Hark the Homeland; Heavenly Mary; My Uncle’s House; War In Memoriam. Welcome Robin; Kind Old Man; All Through the Night; Annabel Lee; Blow, Bugle, Blow; and more. Michael Tison Thomas conducts the San Francisco Symphony and Alexander Vedernikov conducts the Russian National Orchestra. PentaTone. Pub. at $42.99

CD 1943197 HAYDEN SYMPHONY NO. 3: Heavy Metal. One particular guitar solo of Jimmy Page’s impressed Hayden Wayne so much that it inspired the fourth movement of this symphony. This four tracks in Suite. Allegro non troppo; Allegro vivace; Allegro ma non troppo.

CD 1943295HAYDEN SYMPHONY NO. 5: Africa. Africa’s African. A poe. The African experience predicated on rhythm with endless aspirations for freedom, inspired this work and is greatly dedicated. Collects six tracks including Child’s Play/The Singing Bees, Gathering/Celebration; Duck/Night; Rain/Dawn; and Embarkation. New Millennium Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

DVD 7808625 VERDI: Macbeth. Widescreen. Carlos Alvarez takes the title role in the first of Verdi’s Shakespearean operas with Maria Guleghina. Bruno Guadagni conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in these suites and Conducts Latin-American Gathering/Celebration; Duck/Night; Rain/Dawn; and Embarkation. New Millennium Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $19.95

DVD 4962427 THE 2007 NEWPORT MUSIC FESTIVAL: Connoisseur’s Collection. This special collection of concerts and highlights includes the Newport debut of 20-year-old American pianist Adam Golka; “Chopiniana” with French superstars Jean-Philippe Collard and Daniel Forbee; “Lisztomania” with pianist Liszt; “middleware” with six pianists; and much more. Fifteen hours on 10 DVDs; plus bonus materials. Acorda Media. Pub. at $69.95

DVD 7806752 RACHMANINOV: The Misery Knight. Widescreen. Vladimir Kravinskii conducts Rachmaninov’s dark side. The song ‘Alexander Pushkin’s ‘little tragedy’, Rachmaninov’s dramatically brooding score portrays the miser consumed by the power of his glinting gold, as it pushes him to his ultimate collapse. The song is performed in English with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Opera. Pub. at $7.95

DVD 7853025 MARILYN HORN--SINGS FAMOUS ARIAS: Silverline Classics. Full-screen. The Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana, conducted by Martin Katz, backs the wondrous mezzo-soprano Marilyn Horn singing Habanera from Carmen by Georges Bizet as well as selections from Luigi Cherubini, Christopher Willibald Gluck, Amboise Thomas, Giacomo Meyerbeer, Camille Saint-Saens, and Gioacchino Rossini's baroque classics. One hour. Nutech Digital. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95
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DVD 7806744 PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly. Widescreen. Olga Busuioc’s Cio Cio San propels this Festive-premiere production of Madama Butterfly. Director Annilese Miskimmon’s thought-provoking reading updates the opera’s settings to the 1960s; while his darker political and emotional currents of a work that acknowledges some barriers are too great even for love. Italian language with English subtitles. $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

DVD 7806787 TCHAIKOVSKY: Pique Dame. Widescreen. Obsessive in gambling and in love, the soldier Hermann is the protagonist of Tchaikovsky’s Pique Dame, based on a story by Pushkin. This opulent production from Barcelona’s Liceu captures St. Petersburg in the era of Catherine the Great. The score. Musical director conducts a large and impressive cast. $11.99

**SOLD OUT**

DVD 780671X MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro. Widescreen. A charming, expressive and witty Figaro, Lorenzo Regazzo, leads a sparkling cast to illustrate superbly the timeless humanity of this masterpiece. Christoph Marhaider’s take on Mozart’s classic is both daringly original and highly contemporary. Italian language with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Opus Arte. $19.95

**SOLD OUT**

DVD 7806671 BEETHOVEN: Fidelio. Widescreen. Bernard Haitink conducts the Zurich Opera Orchestra in a magnificent performance in which Leonore Overture No. 3 provides an interlude between two scenes from the second act, following a tradition started by Gustav Mahler. German language with English subtitles. 150 minutes. Opus Arte. $9.95

**SOLD OUT**

DVD 7806701 MOZART: Don Giovanni. Widescreen. Calixto Bieito’s famously controversial 2002 production of Mozart’s great opera sets the action in the late 18th century and brings to life an ancient story brilliantly retold. Bertrand de Billy conducts an energetic cast with the Líege’s Orchestra Academy. Italian language with English subtitles. 156 minutes on two DVDs. Opus Arte. $7.95

**More Music**

**CD 3865983 DESTINATION LUST: The World of Love, Sex and Violence.** It’s no surprise that sex, violence and lust are at the heart of countless classic recordings, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics rendered by a phalanx of busy boppers, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and grinding bands, including That Makes It; Charge It; I Want a Lip; Teach Me Tiger; and more. Adults only. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95

**Vinyl Records**

**VINYL 7924712 ETTA JAMES: A Spoonful of Peaches, 1955-1962.** Etta James’ approach to both singing and life was one akin to riot and rebellion. She sang with unbridled emotion and pain. This double-sided vinyl collects 14 tracks including The Wallflower (Roll With Me Henry); If I Can’t Have You; All I Trust In; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7900066 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Hits Collection, 1957-1962.** With heavenly harmonies rooted firmly in country music, The Everly Brothers were at the forefront of the rock ‘n’ roll revolution. This double-sided vinyl collects 18 dreamy tracks including Bye Bye Love; All I Have To Do Is Dream; Cathy’s Clown; So Sad; Walk Right Back; Ebony Eyes; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7866178 THE BEST OF MUDDY WATERS 1948 TO 1956.** This double-sided vinyl presents some of Muddy Waters’ best songs from the years 1948 through 1956, but demonstrates not only his unique style but also the development of Chicago blues. The sound and technique he displays becomes the hallmark of the genre, as many of the other performers have attempted to emulate. Collects 14 tracks including Feel Like Going Home; Long Distance Call; Still a Fool; I’m Ready; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7886496 HERE COMES RICKY NELSON: 1957-1962 Hits Collection.** This double-sided vinyl celebrates Ricky Nelson’s remarkable legacy. As the quintessential teen idol, Nelson was one of the most important rock acts of the 50s and 60s. Collects 19 tracks including I’m Walking; A Teenage Romance; Never Be Anyone Else But You; Teen Age Idol; Someday; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7824690 THE COASTERS: What About Us, 1954-1961.** Embracing doo-wop, R&B, and rock ‘n’ roll, they were the first Black collective to establish a credible foothold on the 1950s pop charts. This double-sided vinyl collects 16 tracks including Smokey Joe’s Cafe; Down Mexico; Young Blood; Along Came Jones; Wait a Minute; Wake Me, Shake Me; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7885674 THE CARTER FAMILY: Music from the Foggy Mountain Top.** The Carter Family would shape future generations with their earthy mix of traditional folk, bluegrass and southern gospel. This double-sided vinyl presents some of their finest work and celebrates their undeniable importance and influence. Collects 14 tracks including The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; Diamonds in the Rough; Worried Man Blues; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7877307 CONNIE FRANCOIS: Stupid Cupid, 1957-1962.** Scorcher after hit after hit, all the tracks on this double-sided 16 track collection were chart entries. Songs include Stupid Cupid; Caroline; My Husband; Among My Souvenirs; Everybody’s Fool; My Heart Has a Mind of Its Own; Many Tears; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7877293 THE BEST OF BIG MAMA THORNTON 1951 TO 1956.** This double-sided vinyl features 16 epic tracks including her titanic take on the Leiber & Stoller No. 1 Hound Dog. Songs include Partnership Blues; I’m All Fed Up; Hound Dog; Night Mare; I Ain’t No Fool Either; I Smell A Rat; A Man Called Me; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**VINYL 7924704 THE DEL VIKINGS: Come Go With the Vikings, 1956-1962.** A successful, racially mixed, vocal combo during a period of time when such groups were rare, the Vikings are celebrated for their tenacity and remarkable talents. This double-sided vinyl collects 17 tracks including Come Go With Me; How Can I Find True Love; Flat Tire; The Swing; and more. Acrob. 12½x12½. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

---
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Vinyl Records

★ **VINYL 7858501 ROLL 'EM MARY LOU: The Pioneering Mary Lou Williams (1929-1953).** This double-sided vinyl covers a large period of her career, stopping before she chose to devote herself to religion around the 1950s. Collects 14 tracks including Frug-A-Majik; Mr. Little Root; Roll 'Em; You Know Baby; Harmony Grits; Big Skies; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 7866992 THE DYNAMIC WANDA JACKSON: Rockabilly Queen 1954 to 1962.** This double-sided vinyl celebrates Wanda Jackson’s legacy. Collects 17 tracks including You Can’t Have My Love; I Gotta Know; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; Have a Party; A Little Bitty Tear; The Greatest Actor; Whitey Poindexter; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 7866186 DION & THE BELMONTS: The Hits & More (1958-62).** This double-sided vinyl includes the iconic classics that have appeared in countless movies and television shows over the past 50 years, making for an evocative showcase which highlights Dion DiMucci’s exceptional talents. Collects 17 tracks including I Wonder Why; No One Knows; When or Where; Ruby Baby; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 787409X THE CAPTIVATING VOICE OF MARLENE DIETRICH.** This double-sided vinyl collection showcases the variety of her repertoire and her versatility as a remarkable vocalist. Includes 15 tracks including Falling in Love Again; Naughty Lola; Jonny; You Little So and So; See What the Boys in the Back Room Will Have; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 7866151 PSYCHO SUITE: The Intended Full Original Score.** This double-sided vinyl presents the performance of the National Philharmonic Orchestra strings and is conducted by the composer himself, Bernard Herrmann, as the music was originally intended. An intense listen, this 1957 recording perfectly captures the spine-tingling suspense Alfred Hitchcock so gloriously conveyed on the big screen. Collects 14 tracks. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $33.99 $25.95

★ **VINYL 7881134 JIVE AT FIVE WITH COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Collection 1937 to 1939.** This double-sided vinyl features some of his first recordings under his own name and captures him at work during a pivotal period in his career. Collects 14 tracks including Pennies from Heaven; Good Morning Blues; Ain’t the Truth Enough; Only You; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 7877155 DUANE EDDY: Dance with the Guitar Man (1958-1952).** This double-sided vinyl features some of his greatest songs from a five-year period and highlights just how integral Eddy was for the development of rock music with his instantly recognizable twang influencing generations of guitarists. Collects 20 tracks including Moovin’ N’ Road; Because They’re Young; Theme from Divie; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 7866194 HANK SNOW: Let Me Go Lover (1950-1962).** This double-sided vinyl celebrates one of the most revered and successful country artists. An accomplished songwriter with a fine vocal, he had a genius for telling stories. This one has timeless travel tales captured the imagination of everyone. Collects 16 tracks including I’m Movin’ Groovin’; I’m Over Miller’s Cave; Tangled Mind; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 7839286 DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: Live from Vienna 1967.** This vinyl LP is a rare, red-hotel performance by Dave and his famous rhythm section—Joe Morelo, on drums, and Gene Wright on bass. Alto saxophonist, Paul Desmond, missed the plane to Vienna and the remaining trio took the stage despite being one man down. Collects six tracks including St. Louis Blues; One Moment Worth Years; Swanee River; La Paloma Azul; Someday My Prince Will Come; and Take the A Train. Berry Music. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

★ **VINYL 7900112 WEBB PIERCE: 17 Honky Tonk Songs, 1952-1959.** This double-sided vinyl collection provides a great introduction to the prodigious talent and is sure to transport fans of unfiltered country to honky tonk heaven. Collects 17 tracks including Wondering; That Heart Belongs to Me; More and More; In The 12¼x12¼; Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 792819X SANTA SWINGS...THE WINDUP: A Stocking Full of Shellac Dust.** This double-sided vinyl is Art Deco for your ears and authentic Christmas. Collects 14 tracks, including What Will Santa Claus Say (When He Finds Everybody Swingin’) by Louis Prima and his New Orleans Gang; I Hope Gabriel Likes My Music by Louis Armstrong and his Orchestra, Santa’s Secret by Johnny Guarnieri with Slam Stewart; and more. Bear Family Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

★ **VINYL 791228X PAT BOONE: Country Jubilee.** Celebrating Pat Boone’s 70th year in show business, these double-sided vinyls collect 25 tracks from 1950s’ recordings including Howlin’ Blues Selected A & B Sides (For Charlie Watts); Nothin’s Easy (For Amy); Dream Killer; and more. Cattle Track Road Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $30.99 $24.95

★ **VINYL 7858587 NILS LOFGREN: Mountains.** This vinyl collects 10 tracks including Ain’t the Truth Enough; Only Ticket Out; Back in Your Arms; Won’t Cry No More (For Charlie Watts); Nothing’s Easy (For Amy); Dream Killer; and more. Vinyl LP. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

★ **VINYL 7928084 FLYING HIGH WITH VANCE MALOY: The Complete Recordings.** This double-sided vinyl collects 12 rockabilly tracks recorded for six different record labels including Hubba Hubba Ding Ding; Soda Pop (Tail version); Draggin’ All Night; In Deed I Do; Do Your Best; Wine Bop Pop; Crazy About You; I Don’t Know Why; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

★ **VINYL 7834586 HOWLIN’ WOLF: Howlin’ Blues Selected A & B Sides 1951-62.** This 16-track vinyl collection celebrates the legend’s best-loved songs from the first decade or so of his recording career including How Many More Years; Wolf is at Your Door; Sittin’ on Top of the World; Howlin’ Blues; The Red Rooster; and more. Vinyl LP. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ **VINYL 1911945 TUBBY HAYES QUARTET: What Is This Called Love?** This is the first vinyl LP release from the Acrobat label, and it features, unreleased ‘live’ recording from 1969 with the greatest of all British jazzmen. This LP features two extended pieces, one on each side of the LP. Tracks include: For Members Only and Dance with Me. Vinyl LP. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95
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